Sovlet Clamtdest[ne McnU SurveUlance, i917...JL94JL
This exhibit will trace the evolution of covert mail surveillance (known as "perlustration'') under the Bolsheviks
from late '\JJ'Wl up to the 1941 eve of the Nazi attack on the USSR. It will show that the Soviet secret police used
steganography (the science of hiding information within other information, often in plain sight) on ostensible
postal date stamps to denote censorship or route mail to its PKs (political monitoring offices, a.k.a. ''black
chambers."), and that the practice blanketed the entire nation. The exhibit will also lay out the reasoning behind
the assignation of each date stamp or "received in damaged condition" marking to the secret police, and it will
showcase the major discover of several "postmark" categories that have evaded detection as censorshiprelated date stamps for over 75 years. (fhe viewer should note that the precise meaning for many of these
steganographic date stamps has yet to be determined, so most of the suppositions presented in this exhibit are
supported only by empirical evidence. Unless and until the Soviet secret police archives from this period are
opened to the public, especially that part dealing with the collaboration between Post and Police, we may never
know exactly what each "sign" meant) Other indications of censorship, like certain "received in damaged
condition" markings, wrinkly from steam and telltale injury to the flaps, are addressed as well.
The history of clandestine (and not so clandestine) mail surveillance in Russia is a long one, extending from 1690
under Peter the Great, when all letters going abroad were opened at Smolensk, up to the present day.
Perlustration under the communists was used, among other things, to exert political control, hunt for foreign
spies communicating through the mail, serve as a polling device to find out what the populace was thinking,
gauge public reaction to the government's actions or inactions, assess the effectiveness of its propaganda, and
point out individuals who could be coerced into working for the secret police. It was in essence an intensive war
of espionage waged by the Soviet government against its own people. The Soviet practice of guaranteeing the
sanctity of private correspondence and then violating that guarantee on a vast and systematic basis has exerted a
profound influence on the development of Russian political and social history.
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1. The Tsarist Contribution to Soviet Clandestine Mail
Surveillance. 1.1. The "Black Chambers."

The mail surveillance offices of the RSFSR and Soviet Union represented a
confluence of three forms of censorship from the tsarist era. The first of
them were the so-called "black chambers," (the name was derived from
the French "cabinet noir"), thought to have been established in the
1740s under Elizaveta Petrovna. They developed into some of
Europe' s very best, but even at their peak in the early 20th
century there were never more than seven permanent
and a few very temporary, event-driven offices. By
Soviet standards, their staffs were laughably puny;
"black chamber'' personnel never exceeded 50
in the entire empire. Most of them went to
work for the Soviet Cheka (secret police)
in 1918-1919, and shared their
expertise with their new
masters.
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This b ifurcated
"knitting needle" is
said to have been invented by an official in K iev' s
"black chamber, " Karl
Sievert. It was used to probe
for a weak spot in the glue under
the flap, catch the letter, roll it up
and extract it without breaking the seal.
The Soviets employed it, too.

1.2. The Foreign Newspaper-and-Magazine Censorship Offices.

The second form of mail censorship that contributed to Soviet clandestine mail surveillance was
the Foreign-Newspaper-and-Magazine Censorship Offices (FNMCOs), also known as the "postal
censorship." These were overt institutions enshrined in law and tasked with vetting foreign
printed matter (including picture postcards) coming into Russia via the mail. All told over the last
quarter century of the Imperial period there were eight of these FNMCOs in the empire, five of
them co-located in the same post offices with the black chambers: St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev,
Odessa and Warsaw. They served as the cover story for the presence of the covert censors
who worked in the black chambers.

The Soviet "black chambers" also looked closely at foreign printed matter coming into the USSR,
both for content and any hidden codes.

THIS WRAPPER MAY O NLY BE USED FOR NEWSPAPERS, OR FOR SUCH
DOCUMENTS AS ARE ALLOWED TO BE SEN.T AT THE BOOK-RATE OF POSTAGE
AN,D MUST NOT ENCLOSE ANY LETTER OR OTHER ARTICLE LIABLE TO LETTER
POSTAGE. IFTHIS RULE BE INFRINGED, THE PACKET WILL BE CHARGED ASA LETTER
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A British half-penny wrapper posted at Hull, England on 18 November 1893 (N.S.) to a large agricultural-implements firm in Khar' kov. It transited Odessa and was censored there six days later on 12

-

November 1893 (O.S.).
Odessa FNMCO
Type 1 "D. Ts." (Permitted by censorship),
late st recorde d for this type . This example
is also unusual in that it received two strikes
of the censor mark, one on th e obverse, the
other on the reverse.

Reverse

1.3. The Central Foreign Censorship Committee (CFCC).

The [C)FCC survived from 1828 to 191 7. It was responsible for checking foreign books and
printed matter imported through non-postal channels, but it did vet certain items that came
through the mail. These were usually forwarded to the FCC by the "postal censorship," the
FNMCOs. The FCC (Central FCC from 1896 on) was a forerunner of the Soviet GLAVLIT,
whose operations were frequently usurped by the Soviet secret police's political control offices
(PKs) in the first half of the 1920s.
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Sent ca. 1915-1916 from the
H enry Gordon firm in East
Central London to a drug
merchant in Libau (Libava),
Kurlyand Province, it was
" R eturned due to the war," but not
before it was routed by the St.
Petersburg FNMCO " To the
Censorship
Central
Foreign
Committed'
(two-line
black
hand stamp). The Central FCC
found nothing ob jectio nable and
applied
its
blue
two-line
hand stamp " Issue it. C.F C.C."
One of four recorded.

Obverse.

1.4. Military Censorship.
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The 20 July 1914 "Provisional Law on
Military Censorship" was openly declared and
made available in its entirety to the public. It
authorized total censorship on mail coming
from, going to and within the frontal areas
(the theater of war), and partial censorship
elsewhere. It would form the base line for
military censorship under the Soviets.
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An unofficial compilation by N.A. Gromov / '
entitled
"Censorship
and
Espionage
According to Martial Law," published by B.A.
Suvorin in Petrograd, 1914. It included the
Provisional Law on Military Censorship.
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Mail from the Army
in the Field. A letter
from a servicem an in
the
Commissary
Directorate
of
the
Front
Southwestern
A rmies (circular freefrank seal) to K h ar' kov.
" D. Ts."
(Passed
by
Cen sorship) and rectangular
" Opened
fry
M ilitary
Censorship,"
applied on or sho rtly
after 7 December 1914.

1.4. Military Censorship.

Another tsarist legacy was manpower.
The
Imperial Russian military censorship apparatus in
WWI employed thousands of censors, both
civilian and service members. Most of them
continued to work under the Kerensky Provisional
Government from February to October 191 7, and
many then

stayed

on

the

job

under the

Bolsheviks after the October 1917 coup, thus
forming

the

backbone

of

early

Soviet

perlustration operations.
At left: A letter from an unidentified field post
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office to Novgorod, mailed on 10 October 1916.
"Examined / by Military Censorship / Censor of
the 6 7th Park Artillery Brigade / Warrant Officer
Kyugler."

Below: PPC from Kiev to Chicago, sent on 12

May 1915 by a member of the American Red
Cross Detachment Hospital (free-frank unit cachet
- red arrow), which operated in Kiev.
Two-line
" Examined /
Military Censor
Kolomeytsev" mark in lilac, also applied in Kiev.
The censor was a civ ilian.

1.4. Military Censorship.
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The
Soviet
state
would
preserve and expand on this
use of military censorship
during the Russian Civil War,
and eventually that censorship
would for awhile revert to
control by the Red Army
General Staff.
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Military censorship in \"XT\X'I was
run by the Main Directorate of
the General Staff, but in 1915 it
began to respond to political
tasking by the Okhranka - the
Department of Police in the
Ministry of Internal Affairs. At
that point, military censorship
was employed not just for
counter-intelligence
but
also
reporting on the morale of the
troops, what they thought about
events and government policies,
their political views, etc.
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Rectangular censor mark u sed from
January to July 1917. The resealing tape
reads " G.U.G.Sh. / Military Censorship
Office," and is the only one recorded.
Registered mail sent from
Petrograd's 34 City Post Branch Office
to Stockholm, Sweden.

Obverse.

Posting : 12 December 1916 (O.S.).
Censorship: ~ 7 January 191 7 (O.S.).
Dispatch: 8 January 191 7 (OS.)
Arrival: 8 February 191 7 (N.S.)

1.4. Military Censorship.
The military censorship structure bequeathed to the Provisional Government and then to the Soviets
underwent little substantive change. Sedentary censorship offices were still located in towns and cities, and
mobile censorship units were attached to military districts, armies and down the echelon to field post
offices and stations.

Ordinary letter mail
from the Aleksandrovskiy RR Terminal in
Minsk
to
Malmo,
Sweden, 24 July 1915.
Circular censor mark
reading, "HQ of the
Minsk Military District,
G. F.
Marskiy,
Military Censorship."
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Ordinary letter
mail from Antonopol', Vitebsk
Province to RoSwitzerm ont,
land, 1 December 19 15, rerouted to Colditz
in Saxony.
Three-line " Military censor /
Field Post O ffice / Letter K"
and straight-line
by
" Opened
military censorship."
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2. The Provisional Government Legacy and
Soviet Clandestine Mail Surveillance.

During the eight-month existence of the Kerensky regime (Feb.-Oct. 191 7), two tsarist censorship
entities were abolished:

27 April 1917 - The Central Foreign Censorship Committee came to an end. A number of its employees
were rehired as military censors.
10 July 1917 - The Provisional Government issued a decree entitled "On the Inviolability of the
Individual and Home and Protection of Privacy in Postal Correspondence." Thirty-eight FNMCO
censors were retired effective 16 March 1917.

2.1. Military Censorship.
Military censorship continued to function largely as it had before, with administrative name
changes and personnel shuffles.
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A letter p o sted
on 25 May
191 7 from the
Tashkent Railroad Terminal
to the Red
Cross
m
Cop enhagen,
D enmark,
cen-sored first
in Samara b y
Military
Censor
N o.
283, then m
by
Mo scow
Military
Censor V.N.D.

2.1. Military Censorship.
Around September 1917, 12 censorship commissions in the rear area were renamed as "bureaus"
(a change never reflected on any censor marks) and limited to censoring foreign mail only. Two
of them - Khar'kov and Omsk - were further restricted to examining POW mail exclusively. It
was some of these bureaus that the Soviets inherited.
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Khar'Khukhra,
kov Province to a
Russian POW from
the 45th Azov Infantry
Regiment,
held at Feldbach,
Austria. Posted in
October
1917,
censored at Khar'kov by Military
Censor No. 5 .

Parutino,
Kherson
Province to a Russian
POW at Feldbach,
sent on 4 September
191 7, three days after
the formation of the
12 bureaus. Censored at Odessa, on e of
the 12.
Odessa
Military
District Censor No.
409 allowed it to go
through.
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2.1. Military Censorship.

The
Provisional
Government
introduced a triangular
censor mark with a
number in the latter
half of 191 7, one that
said nothing about
censorship.
The
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Soviets retained the
shape and the lack
of

reference

to

when
they instituted their
own censor marks
during the Ru ssian
Civil War.

censorship

'
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A 12/ 25 J uly 1917 registered letter from
Yelisavetgrad, K herson Province to th e
Serb ian Consulate at Salo niki in G reece.
The cover was routed to Petrograd for
military censorship ("No. 1" in b lack
triangle) . Once it reached Salo niki, it was
p assed on to the British Red Cross and
O rde r o f St. John on 26 Septem ber 19 17

(N.S.)

Obverse.

2.1. Military Censorship.

The Provisional Government gave the Soviets something that the tsarist system had not: new
terminology. In late 1917, the words "censor'' and "censorship" started to fall out of favor, so
new terms were introduced: "kontroler'' (monitor) and "kontrol"' (control, monitoring). They first
appeared in three cities: Irkutsk, Petrograd and Tashkent, and the term would be used by the
Soviet secret police in referring to their own censors and censorship apparatus.

Framed censor mark Examined fry Military Control in Tashkent. Monitor No. 1 on a
POW p ostcard from a camp near Tashkent to V ienn a, m ailed on 10 D ecember
19 17.
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2.1. Military Censorship.

A registered cover from Pelotast, Brazil to the grain elevator
at Tambov, mailed on 16 July 191 7 (N.S.) but never arriving
at its destination. It reached Moscow on 21 October 1917
(O.S.), shortly before the Bolshevik coup, then ran afoul of
the Provisional Government's prohibition on international
stamp trading. The Soviets would keep this policy up to
the end of the Civil War.
Moscow Military Censor No. 24 wrote in French the reason
for the return on a scrap of paper, attached it to the envelope
with a paper clip and sent the cover back to Brazil, where it
arrived on 6 March 1918.
Three-line "Not to be dispatched. / Moscow / Military Censor
(initials)." (Red arrow.)

-

"Examined by Moscow Military
Censorship * No. 24."
Speeckaert
Moscow Type SA, m use from
September 1915 to November 191 7.
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3. Clandestine Mail Surveillance Under the Soviets.

*

In the first few months after the October 1917 coup, there was no clandestine mail surveillance. Military
censorship continued to operate by bureaucratic inertia - and openly - under the People's Commissariat for
Military Affairs. Despite the chaos in the country, it continued to operate efficiently, making a concerted effort
to reduce the great mounds of correspondence that had been piling up in Petrograd since the early days of the
war. Registered mail was censored and released; ordinary mail was burned.

3.1. Overt Military Censorship Under the
People's Commissariat for Military Affairs.

Posted in Yekaterinoslav on 29
November 1914,
registered
this
return-receipt letter did not clear
Petrograd until 7
November 191 7,
13 days after the
October coup.
"Military Censorship
/
P.V O."
- Petrograd Military District - resealing
tape.
(Sp eeckaert Typ e

50.)

"Delayed b y military censorship."

Reverse

3.1. Overt Military Censorship Under the
People's Commissariat for Military Affairs.

With far more important considerations to worry about, the authorities continued to use the
old censor marks from the tsarist and Provisional Government periods. The same held true
for the censorship procedures.

A 10-ruble closed letter w ith declared value, sent by a Russian POW' s w ife in Ku znetsk,
Saratov Province to Stockholm on 19 October 1917 (O.S.), six days prior to the Bolshevik
coup. Postmarked in Petrograd on 11 November 1917 (O.S.), this cover show s that military
censorship continued to function in the capital despite the upheaval in the country.

Wax censorship seal "Petrograd Military Postal
introduced by the Provisional
C ontrol "
Government in Octob er 1917, phased out in
Novem ber. (Sp eeckaert Typ e 47.)

" Opened lry M. Cens. N o. 122 / P[etrogradj M [ilitary]
D [istrictj" - Recorded from J anuary 19 17 to March
19 19 . (Speeckaert Typ e 24) .
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3.2. The Cheka Period (20 December 1917 - 6 February 1922).
3.2.1. Military Control of Military Censorship.
On 26 January 1918, Joint Order No. 293 of the People's Commissariats for Military Affairs
and the Posts and Telegraphs turned the Central Military Post-and-Telegraph Control Bureau
(a Prov isional Government hold-over) into a directorate. This is considered to be the
actual beginning of military censorship - still overt - under complete Soviet control,
but not yet assigned to the Cheka.

A letter from "Iskolostrel" (Executive Committee of the Combined Soviet of Deputies of the
Lettish Rifle Regiments) to the Peace Section at the Lubeck Frontier Post on the Riga-Walk
Highway, 17 February 1918. Posted one day before the Germans resumed their offensive,
there is no indication of a hold by Moscow military censorship .
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Speeckaert Typ e 10 D.T s. / Moscow
censor m ark, in use from Feb ruary 1916
to August 19 18.
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3.2.1. Military Control of Military Censorship.

Three days after Russia and Germany signed an armistice on 15 December 1917, the
General Staff ordered a drastic 50% reduction in the number of censors. Ten days later,
the censorship staff in Moscow was slashed by 90%. But with the collapse of negotiations
at Brest- Litovsk with the Germans and the resumption of hostilities, the Bolsheviks were
forced to reverse course and start beefing up the censorship staffs again.

The Germans re-started their offensive on 18 February 1918, the day after this cover was
posted. It was held up in Moscow until 4 August 1918 .
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Moscow to the Ge rman-controlled Lubeck Frontier Post on the Walk-Riga Highway, 17
February 1918. Three-line h andstamp " No t to be dispatch ed. / Moscow / Military Censor
N.B."

3.2.1. Military Control of Military Censorship.

Soviet military censorship also monitored international transit mail, using the same triangle with a
number in it as did the Provisional Government.

•

B .AZ!LIAN LEGATION

I

Diplomatic-related transit mail sent from the Brazilian Legation in Peking to a Brazilian diplomat in
C hristiana, Norway. It reached Petrograd on 20 February 1918 and received a triangular " No. 6" Soviet
military censor mark. H owever, it did not clear Petrograd until 8 March 1918, 16 days later. Very rare
routing, censor mark and early censorship of international transit mail.
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On reverse. Petrograd 6th Dispatch Office arrival mark of 20 February 1918, machine cancel of 8 March 1918.

3.2.1. Military Control of Military Censorship.

.

-

Overt military censorship was practiced
under other socialist regimes that sprang
up on the periphery of the old Russian
empire.

..
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Shortly after the Bolshevik coup in Petrograd, the Menshevik Soviet in Tillis proclaimed the "Transcaucasian Autonomous
Government'' and its People's Guard
seized the Tiflis Arsenal on 29 November
1917. From then until 26 May 1918, the
autonomous government continued to
examine mail using Imperial-period censor
marks.

Obverse
Commercial mail from Tillis to Tabriz,
Persia, 28 ] anuary 1918. "Opened by military
censorship. Military censor No. 197."
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3.2.1. Military Control of Military Censorship.

On 5 April 1918, VI. Lenin signed a decree issued by the Council of People's Commissars that
allowed the Cheka, with the approval of and in coordination with the People's Commissariat
of Posts and Telegraphs, to "contract" with the Military Post-and-Telegraph Control Office to
supply it with mail and telegrams of interest. The Control Office, which was attached to the
People's Commissariat for Military Affairs, was responsible for examining international
correspondence.

This was the beginning of military censorship's slide into the secret police orbit.
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A formular card from a wife in N ovo-Myshastovskaya, Kuban' Territory, to her POW husband
held at Feldbach, Austria, posted on 19 May 1918.
Violet rectangular censor mark "Opened by Mil. Cens. N o. 531 / P [etrograd] M[ilitary]
D [istrict] ."
Mail such as this would have gone th rough a subordinate entity of the Military Post-andTelegraph Control Office (in this case, the military censorship section at the Petrograd GPO's
1st Dispatch Office).

3.2.2. Military Censorship In Association With the Cheka.

On 6 September 1918, the Republic Revolutionary Military Council (RVSR) was created
under the chairmanship of Leon Trotsky. The RVSR replaced the disbanded Supreme
Military Council and its HQ, and centralized control over all the administrative and
operational functions of the country's armed forces, to include military censorship.
However, reports generated from censored mail and telegrams continued to flow to the
Cheka and the government.

...................... I

A 9 September 1918 Provisional Government-period postcard from Ranenburg, Ryazan'
Province via Moscow to Yur'ev (Dorpat/Derpt), then under the German military's control.
Mail such as this, with its commercial (read "potential speculation and smuggling'') content,
was of great interest to the Cheka.

Speeckaert Moscow Type 12: ''No. 13 / D.Ts. /Moscow."
In use from April 1917 to September 1918. Latest
recorded date fo r this cens or mark.

3.2.2. Military Censorship In Associatjon
With the Cheka.
fiETPOrPAj(Cnllf
BOEHHhJtt llOlJTOBbl R
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Speeckaert Type 51 resealing tape " Petrograd Military Postal Control."

Due to, wartime disruption of communications
routes, destruction of infrastructure and the
dislocation of millions of its citizens, Russia's
postal system was in shambles. Worse yet,
much of its western areas were occupied
by the enemy, so vast piles of undeliverable mail accumulated. In
1918, Soviet military censorship simply returned the
registered mail and
burned the rest.

A regis tered
letter from
Massachussetts to
Slavyansk, K har' kov

•

Province, 28 December

1915. It sat undelivered
in Petrograd until Octo her

1918, w h en it was censo red
and "Returned to sender due
to wartime conditions."

Rectangular v iolet censo r mark
Sp eeckaert Typ e 24 " O p en ed by

in u se up to J anuary 19 19.

3.2.2. Military Censorship In Association With the Cheka.

The first "Statute on Military Censorship under the Republic Revolutionary Military Council
(RVSR)" was introduced on 23 December 1918. Announced in secret by RVSR Order No. 436, it
tasked the military censorship sections with "preserving military secrets and defending the interests
of the RSFSR," which included preliminary review of all printed matter, drawings, photographic
and cinematic pictures intended for publication... plus all forms of official communiques that
contained military information. It made all international mail subject to censorship, and where
necessary- domestic mail, too.

'·

Commercial registered cover from Piryatin, Poltava Province to Lo uisville, Ke ntucky, mailed in late
191 7. It was held up in Petrograd for a year b efore b eing sent o n to its destination in late
D ecember 1918. As international correspondence transiting Petrograd, the cover would have b een
examined by the Petrograd District Military Censorship Section's Military-and-Economic Branch,
on e o f four branches in that o rganizatio n. All o f them sent rep o rts to the C heka.
Violet rectangular censo r mark " Open ed by Mil. cens. N o. 1402 / P[etrograd) M[ilitary) D[istrict]"
and v iolet square with numeral "2" (censorship sorter number), applied at the Petrograd Main Post
Office ' s 1st Dispatch Office. (fhe censor m ark continued in use until March 19 19.)

3.2.2. Military Censorship In Association With the Cheka.

One aspect of WWI censor marks with which the Reds quickly dispensed was the use of names
and ranks, a very poor counter-intelligence practice. It was common during the war, especially in
the first two years, but after December 1917, no Soviet censor mark, military or otherwise, ever displrged a
personal name or a rank.

BCEMIPHbIVI noYTOBbIVI coI03b
UNION POSTALE UN IVERS ELLE/~~
A postal stationery card sent on
28
September
1914 to Zurich,
Switzerland. "Lt.
Col. Bochkarev /
Opened by military censorship."
Only recorded
example.
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Postcard from an
Austrian POW in
Lyublin to Prague,
sent in May 1915.
It was censo red by
Lt. Col. Gangardt.
Only
recorded
ex ample.

3.2.2. Military Censorship In Association With the Cheka.

"Viryen. Rev. Kom." censor mark.

A picture postcard sent in April 1919 by a woman at an unidentified revolutionary military
council. It is addressed to another woman or girl in care of a priest in the v illage of Budishche,
v ia Cheresh enki Station (northeastern C h ernigov Prov ince) . It arrived at Chereshenki on 21
April 1919. The significance of the fou r signatures on the card is unknown. "Viryen. Rev. Kom."
handstamp at center left.

Reverse

3.2.3. "Wildcat" Military Censorship During the Cheka Period.

Military censorship was supposed to be a strictly-kept secret, but some armies ignored orders
from the center and openly checked the mail. One such independent-minded large formation
was the Red Third Army in the Urals.

...

The Third R ed Army was h eadquartered in Perm' , a strategic industrial area of the Urals. A
military censorship office operated there, watching civ ilian, military and POW correspondence
alike. T his is a registered cover from Perm' to th e Main Administration of State Rubber
Industry Factorie s in Moscow, censored in Perm' on 11 D ecember 19 18.

"Permitted by Military / Censorship of 3rd Army HQ /
[Military Censor] No. 33." The censor mark exists in dark
brown and red.

3.2.3. "Wildcat" Military Censorship During the Cheka Period.

The Red Third Army was formed in November 1918 as a part of Eastern Army
Group's five armies. The Third faced Czech General Gaida's Siberian Army.

Perm' was the headquarters of the Red Third Army, and its censors dealt with POW mail
from the numerous camps in the area. This one was sent by a POW held at Bogoslovskiy
Zavod in Perm' Province on 16 September 1918, but did not arrive in Perm' until 21
October. There it sat until sometime in November or December, when it was finally
examined by Military Censor No. 23 and released.
"Examined by Military / Censorship of 3rd Army HQ / [Military Censor] No. 23." It
differs from the preceding Third Army example by its first word: Prosmotryeno (examined)
as opposed to Dozvoleno (permitted or allowed).

3.3. Clandestine Military Censorship During the Cheka Period
and the Dawn of Steganographic Date Stamps:
The "Three-Triangles."

Odd, hitherto-unseen date stamps began to appear in late 1919-early 1920. Oval or circular, they
bore three triangles at the base (or more rarely, three asterisks or two triangles). Often they were
advertised as "dispatch offices" in the major cities, but some smaller towns and field post offices
displayed similar markings, too. Most examples are found on Soviet mail going abroad, but they
have also been recorded on domestic and incoming foreign correspondence.

The fact of military censorship was classified
as secret, so that the populace would be less
guarded in what they wrote and the censors
could extract more v alid information.
To

avoid

duplication

of

effort

m

censorship, which would waste time and
mcrease

mail

delays

(thus

arousing

susp1c10n about the existence of military
censorship),

the

''three-triangles"

stamps were introduced.
stage,

they

were

date

At this early

clandestine

military

censor marks masquerading as postmarks.

A fragment of a parcel post card from Field Post O ffic e Letter D, censored on 22
September 1920. The stamps are all surcharged "RUB" - one ruble.

3.3. Clandestine Military Censorship During the Cheka Period
and the Dawn of Steganographic Date Stamps:
The "Three-Triangles."

Ordinary domestic mail from Yekaterinburg to Kazan'.
The machine cancel dispatch marking, serial letter E, is
apparently the day the letter was dispatched, not when
it was first submitted to the Post. The Yekaterinburg
oval three-triangles censor mark is dated one day
earlier, which is highly unu sual, but it may be that the
censor simply forgot to advance the day plug.
The enclosed letter is from a woman in Yekaterinburg,
S. V lasova, to another in Kazan', announcing the birth
of a son, and the fact that sh e is being supported by
the Social Welfare D epartment [in Yekaterinburg].
Any "three-triangles" cover from 1919 is very rare.
Only Moscow, Petrograd, Kazan' and Yekaterinburg
have been recorded from that period.

Page I of the enclosed letter.

3.3.1. The Case Against the" 3-Triangles" As Legitimate Postmarks.

);:>-Lack of consistency. These date stamps had only one thing in common as a category: three
triangles. \X!hile most of these "postmarks" were circular, a few were oval. Some specified that it was
a date stamp from a dispatch office, others - like the one below - did not. The great majority of them
had no serial letter, but several did. A few had devices near the triangles; most did not. Some were
modified from Imperial-period date stamps; others were of Soviet manufacture.

A registered letter from
Simbirsk
to
Moscow,
posted on 8 October 1920
but not clearing censorship
until 11 October. Simbirsk
"three-triangles"
covert
military censor mark on
domestic mail.

\

Reverse

No serial letter, no mention
of a dispatch office, no
devices.

3.3.1. The Case Against the"3-Triangles" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

Mail delays. Delays of two days or more abound on "three-triangles" correspondence,
evidence of slowdowns caused by censorship.
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Domestic registered letter from Yevpatoriya to Simferopol', posted on 19 February 1921 but
censored two days letter.

"Yevpatoriya

Eksp."

"three-triangles" censor
mark,
21
February
1921. N o serial letter
or number, no dev ice.

Obverse.

(".

\

3.3.1. The Case Against the" 3-Triangles" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ No specification of the "dispatch office." On "three-triangles" date stamps, there is
never a number or words that identify which dispatch office (ekspeditsiya) supposedly handled
the item of mail. All legitimate postal dispatch offices during Imperial and early Soviet times
were invariably identified by number or words that stated their function.

Examples
of
legitimate
dispatch office date stamps: L:

Moscow 1st Dispatch Office, July
1922, D.O. properly identified by
number.
R: Moscow Payout
Office, identified in words by
function.

·.
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Novorossiysk to Odessa, arriving on 21 June 1921. Novorossiysk Eksped. " three-triangles"
censor m ark applied around 17 June 1921.

3.3.1. The Case Against the" 3-Triangles" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ No specification of the "dispatch office." The problem is further compounded
when two different 3Ts appear on an item of mail, both showing the word
EKSPEDITsIYa or an abbreviation thereof but failing to identify either. If one of the
date stamps was an error, say, we could expect that the next mention of a dispatch
office in another city along the way would "correct" things by specifying which dispatch
office was meant. Instead, the lack of information is reinforced. Here, no actual
dispatch office is identified until the card reached the Moscow 5 th Dispatch Office.

A registered po stcard from a stam p collector in Novorossiysk to another collector in
Berlin, offering to exch ange using the Senf catalog. Mailed on 15 June, it did not clear
Novorossiys k censorship until 18 June. (Circular 3T at lower left: N ovorossiysk
EKSPED.) From th ere it went directly to Moscow, wh ere it was cen sored a second time
(Moscow oval 3T applied o n or around 25 June), w hen it was dispatched to Berlin by the
Moscow 5th Dispatch Office . It reached Berlin on 8 July 1921.

3.3.1. The Case Against the "3-Triangles" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~

No serial letter or number on 3T date
stamps with the word or abbreviation
of "Ekspedits1ja."
On legitimate
dispatch office date stamps, there is a serial
letter or number denoting a clerk or a
window.

"Poltava
Ekspeditsijla. "
(Poltava Dispatch Office),
three triangles, no serial
letter, no device s.

Registered letter from Poltava to Geneva, Switze rland, p osted on 10 M arch 1922. It
cleared m ilitary cen sorship o n the following day and reach ed its destination on the
29 th.

3.3.1. The Case Against the "3-Triangles" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Superfluous

dispatch

office

marks.

Moscow and Petrograd 3Ts with their
unidentified "dispatch offices" often share
the same covers with legitimate (specified)
dispatch office date stamps. On transit
mail, only one dispatch office mark is
necessary.

Reverse

-1

In this example, the smaller 3T from
Petrograd (the clandestine censor mark)
was applied the day before the legitimate
Petrograd 1st D.O. date stamp above it.
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"Tula Eksp." with its
three
characteristic
empty triangle s.

"Petrograd Eksped."
3T, same type as o n
the cover.

Ordinary letter mail from Tula v ia Petrograd to Derpt (Dorpat), Estonia,
posted on 19 March 1922. Censored first at Tula on the 20th, then again in
Petrograd on the 25th. Petrograd 1st Dispatch Office date stamp at top,
applied on the 26th, one day after the Petrograd 3T "dispatch office" mark.

3.3.1. The Case Against the "3-Triangles" Date Stamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

On reverse.

);;>-

Superfluous "dispatch-office" marks. On mail emanating
from Petrograd, the "three-triangles" (or in this case, the "twotriangles" date stamp with the unidentified "EKSPED') provides
no postal information and serves no purpose that the two
legitimate 1st Dispatch Office markings do not.

Progression of events:

c

The item of mail is received by the
Petrograd 1st Dispatch Office on 15
February 1923. The stamps are canceled
with this postmark - serial number 28,
and it is also applied to the reverse.

'"'9''~

Clandestine censorship in the GPU's
Petrograd unidentified "dispatch office"
applies this "two-triangles" censor mark,
releasing the item of mail back into the
mail stream on 16 February. (The middle
triangle having fallen out or been
removed.)

!
Printed matter from the Petrograd Mining Institute to the Columbia University School of lvfines in New York,
posted on 15 February 1923 (during the GPU period). Petrograd "two-triangles" clandestine censor mark.

The Petrograd 1st Dispatch Office uses
the same serial-28 date stamp as a
dispatch marking on 16 February.

3.3.1. The Case Against the "3-Triangles" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Archival confirmation of purpose. No orders introducing the 3Ts have been found, but a

Cheka order (No. 345 of 17 October 1921) that was attached to the "Instructions on Military
Censorship" has been found in the Russian State Military Archives by researcher Pavel Batulin.

" ... § 11. To avoid instances where postal correspondence is examined twice by military
censorship organs and to control the amount of time that correspondence is held up by the
latter, all examined postal correspondence is to be stamped on the front of the envelopes
using a secret handstamp with three triangles (see Appendix No. 4), the meaning of which
must be kept strictly secret."

-······. ... ....................... ... .············· .......................................

A Provision al Government-period p ostcard from Sam arkand to Petrograd, 17 August
1921. It arrived thirteen days later.

"samarkandskqya E kspeditsrya " "three- triangles " d ate
stamp. No serial letter, devices or identificatio n of the
dispatch office. "3T" clandestine censor marks
from the Central Asian area are rare.

3.3.2. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps.
3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).
Thus far, 84 cities and towns plus 20 Soviet field post offices and one field post station have been
recorded as using the "3-triangles" date stamps, although 120 censorship offices are known to
have existed by the end of 1922. The 3Ts were phased out completely in 1925, but the great
majority of them disappeared before 1924.

POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Returned to sender for the reason that
the registry service is suspended.
NOTE: Letters and post cards z:nay be
sent to Russia by ordinary (unregistered)
mail.

Registered letter from Koydanovo,
Minsk Province to Baranovichi, in
the same province, sent on 5
October 192 1. In a bizarre series of
mistakes, it was misdirected to
Moscow, w here it sat for two days
before being sent abroad to New
York.
Once there, the cover
received the instructional label on
the front, w hich applied not at all to
this particular instance. There is no
indication that it ever reached the
sender.
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"Moscow Ekspeditsfya," one of four oval subtypes. Used on 11 October 1921.

~

3.3.2. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps.
3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).

Registered mail from Arkhangel' sk on the White Sea to Firenza, Italy, posted on 16
June 1920. It cleared censorship on the fo llowing day. There is evidence of
wrinkling from steam and damage to a flap on the reverse.

Arkhangel'sk Eksped. "threetriangles" censor mark, one
of three known varieties.

3.3.2. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps.
3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).

Type 1

Type2

'

j

A picture postcard sent from Weissenfels,
Germany on 24 October 1921 by a
member of the GLOBUS PPC-exchange
club to Arkhangel'sk. Censored on 2 or 3
November in Arkhangel'sk.
The "three-triangles" censor mark is the
Type 2 variety, characterized by smaller
triangles than the Type 1, closer spacing
of the two words "Arkhangel'sk" and
"EKSPEDITs,"
and
"EKSPEDITJ'
instead o f Type l's "EKSPED."

3.3.2. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps.
3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).

Gdov "three-triangles" clandestine censor
mark on a modified Imperial-period date
stamp, in blue ink. No serial letter. Drawing
at right. Only recorded example.

-~-- ~~:~~#=
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A Provisional Government-issu ed postcard sent on 7 or 8 July 1921 as domestic mail
from Gdov (th en in Petrograd Province) to Petrog rad.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

n04TOBA~

KAPT04KA
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Domestic mail from Moscow to Kazan', posted on 25 D ecember 19 20. Censored in
Kazan' on 3 January 1921, with delivery two days later.
D e spite the fact that Kazan' was a city of major strategic importance during the
Russian C ivil War, " three-triangles" date stamps from there are seldom seen. T h e Red s
took Kazan' in September 1918, well b efore the advent o f the " three-triangle s" censor
marks in November 1919, and many o f its literate inhabitants fled east to escape the
Red 5th Army.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Kazan' Eksped. 3T censor mark, Type 2, 25mm in diameter,
characterized by large, widely spaced triangles with their
upper sides parallel to the lower line of the date bridge.

Incoming ordinary international mail from Riga, Latvia to Kazan'. Posted on 27 July
1921, it was censored on 10 August and forwarded to the Kazan' Post Office on the 11th.

"Three-triangles"
censor

marks

on

incoming international
mail are very rare.

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Kazan' Ek.sped. 3T, Type 3, 29mm in
diameter, with large triangles closely
spaced together at the bottom .

•

Domestic mail from an unknown location to Kazan' , sent on 19 March 1922,
censored on the 2Yd and passed on to the Kazan' Post Office the same day.

Noticeable wrinkling
and
toning from
steam on the upper
flap.

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

I

"Kursk Eksped." type
clandestine military
censor mark.
No
serial
letter
or
devices.
letter
Registered
from Kursk to St.
Louis,
Missouri,
posted on 2 January
1921. Censored at
Kursk the next day
and forwarded to
Moscow.

Registered
letter
from
Berezino,
Minsk Province to
New York v ia Sm olensk, sent on 15
J anuary
192 1.
Censored at Smolensk on 24 January.
No serial letter, but
with devices.

3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).

~

lDNDDN.E.C.

7. ".15 PM
22NOV 17N

I

Originally mailed from London on 22 November 191 7 to a British officer in Teheran, Persia, this
envelope was held up for over two and a h alf years b efore it reach ed its destination. It was examined in
transit at Moscow on 22 June 1920 (Moscow oval "three triangles" (31) censor mark on the front, then
again in reverse transit on 7 July 1920 when the addressee was not found. This is an extremely rare
example of a 3T struck twice on the same cover but at different times, showing that the Cheka
guarded against the possibility of a message being sent surreptitiously on the return journey.

Reverse

\

3.3.2.1. RSFSR (European Part).

l\lI. C.

\

Be:RtiWTeRH'b.

l\11. s.

MOCK BA.

,
J '' .'

Reverse

A registered commercial cover p osted
from M oscow on 21 May 19 2 1 and
addressed to Charlottenburg near Berlin,
Ge rmany. It was held up by censorship
until 1 June 1921, a delay o f 10 or 11 days.
Although there is no German Retour m ark
of any sort, the cover was d efinitely
retur n ed to M oscow, because o n the
reverse there is a m achine arrival mark of
27 June 1921, and a second Moscow 3T
censor mark, this o ne also d ated 27 June.
From there it re turned to Charlottenburg,
w h ere the Ge rman Post applied the arrival
mark o f 23 July 1921 to the cover.
The "three-triangles" censor marks are
of two different types.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Murman Arkh. "three-triangles" censor mark, serial a,
Type 1, dated 1 7 December 1920. The odd spacing of
the triangles sets this apart from the other recorded
example of a Murman 3T. Only recorded example
of this type.
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A registered letter from Murman, Arkhangel'sk Province to Odessa, posted on 15 December
1920 but h eld for two days b y military censorship. The return address at lower left indicates
that the sender was at Naval Defense H eadquarters (Shtab Morobor01ry) in Murmansk.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

"N.-N ovgorod - Eksped."
"three-triangles" clandestine
military censor mark. With
devices at the sides, but no
serial letter or identification
of the "dispatch office."

Reverse

Domestic registered mail sent on 24
July 1920 from the Nizhniy-Novgorod
1st Postal Branch Office to Baryatinskaya in Kaluga Province. Censored
and released on 26 July.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

A registered window envelope from Novocherkassk in Rostov -na-Donu Oblast' to Riga, Latvia,
posted on 8 October 1921 and released from censorship the following day.

"N ovocherkassk
E ksped."
clandestine military censor mark,
no serial letters or dev ices.

Riga arrival
mark on reverse.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Registered domestic mail from Moscow to Novocherkassk, mailed on 2 November 1921.
Censored not at Moscow upon dispatch but upon receipt at the destination. N ovocherkassk
"three-triangles" clandestine military censor mark. (It is unusual to see "three-triangles" date
stamps on domestic mail, especially when applied at the d estination.)

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

'
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Registered mail from an officer in the Political D epartment o f the 6th
Rifle Division at O rel to Petrograd, sent o n 21 January 1922, late in the
C heka p eriod. Expeditiously censored and dispatched on the same day.
Only recorded example of an Orel ''three-triangles" censor mark.

The seal o f the 6th Rifle Div ision cancels the
Imperial-period 10-kopeck revenue stamp o n
the reverse.
The 6th RD was involved in the Red s' retreat
from Estonia, the de fense o f Petrograd
against the W hite s under Yudenich, and
participated in the 1920 Soviet-Polish War.
At the time this cover was sent, it was a part
of 14th Army in O rel Military District.

-

• ·..

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Perm' "three-triangles" clandestine
censor mark, no serial letter.

_,..
Domestic mail sent from Perm' on 17 November 1921 to Kazan', two-day
censorship delay (19 D ecember). It arrived in Kazan' on 3 Janu ary 1922.

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

This is a domestic registered letter posted from
Moscow
on
12
D ecember
192 1
to
C hermozskiy Zavod (Solikam sk County, Perm'
Prov ince) . It was dispatched on 13 D ecember,
reach ed Perm' on the 17th, examined
clandestinely on the 19th, and finally reached
C hermozskiy Zavod on the 22nd .
The date of this "three-triangles" censor
mark is the same

as the one on the

preceding page; the censor mark is the
very same, too.

But one was applied to

outgoing ordinary m ail from Perm' ; this on e

appears on incoming transit registered mail from
Moscow, proving that at least at Perm' there
was n o division of domestic mail am ong the
censors as to direction or category.

-
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Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

"threePetrozavodsk
Eksped.
triangles" clandestine military censor
mark. With its rhomboid devices at
4:00 and 8:00 o'clock, it is very similar
to the Petrograd "three-triangles"
types.

Registered domestic
mail
from
Petrozavodsk, O lonet s Province to
Liv ny in Yaroslavl' Province, sent on
23 March 19 20 and censored the next
day. Extremely rare.

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

A registered local letter mailed at the
Rostov-na-Donu Railroad Terminal on 11
June 1920. It was censored on the lSth_
Note the filed- away portions of the inner
circle, directly above each triangle's point.
"United Russia" stamps issued by
Denikin's White Russian forces were used
by the Reds for months after they took
Rostov-na-Donu.
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3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

A registered letter from the Cossack stanitsa (village) of Gnilovskaya to
Rostov-na-Donu, sent p ost restante on 13 June 19 20. It sat unclaimed until 26
July, w hen it was censored and apparently returned to Gnilovskaya.

Rostov EKSPED. "threetriangles" censor mark, 26
July 1920 .

Obverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Type 1,
"EKSPEDITSIYA ," no

Type 2, "EKSPED."
w ith dev ice s, longer
dash.

devices.
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International registe red mail posted on 30 Ju ne 19 2 1 at Saratov's p t C ity Postal Branch
Office to Halle an der Saale, Germany. (fhe sender was located at the Saratov Agricultural
Experimental Station.) Examined and released the same day (Type 1 " three-triangles"
cen sor m ark) .

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

The occurrence of multiple censor marks on a single item is due to one of three reasons: 1) quality
control, 2) a recipient's name appearing on a local watch list, even though the item of mail had already
been censored, or 3) simple oversight - failing to spot the first censor mark due to a poor strike, or
human error.
Quality control in censorship was practiced in early Soviet Russia just as it was during the Imperial and
Provisional Government periods, where a senior censor would check the work of junior censors within
the same office. During the "three-triangles" era (1919-1924), however, it did not manifest itself as two
strikes of the same censor mark, or as two different markings from the same office. It could take the
form of one office - usually larger and more central - vetting the work of another, smaller office, in
which case there would be two " three-triangles" (31) censor marks from two different locations.

rtS'«rtsa• nets -

This registered -m ail letter from U fa to
Simb irsk is likely an example o f either the
Simb irsk M ilitary Censorship Sectio n (MCS)
ch ecking the work o f the Ufa MCS, o r it wa s a
case of b oth the sende r and the recipient being
on two different C h eka watch list s. E ither way,

with both an "Ufa Dispatch Office" 3T
and a Sirnbirsk 3T, it is a very rare
occurrence. (Ufa to Simb irsk, mailed o n 20
Ap ril 1920, censored in Ufa on the 24th,
received an d censored in Simb irsk o n 4 May
1920, not sent ou t fo r delive ry until 6 M ay.)

Reverse

f ·

e

r

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

-

Taganrog
Eksped[itsrya],
30
November 1921. No dispatch
offic e specified, no serial letter.

Reverse

Taganrog,
(in
Taganrog District) to Dr. Brender
of
the
Central
Aid
Committee
m
The
Berlin.
Taganrog
3T
predates
the
regular Taganrog
cancel
and
mark
dispatch
(30
November
vs. 1 December
1921.)
It
transited Khar' kov on 6 Decemb er.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

D om estic registered mail from Tula' s 2nd City Postal Branch O ffice to M oscow,
sent on 20 J anuary 1921 and censored the following day. (fula " three-triangles"
date stamp, with ch arac teristic empty triangles.) It reached its d estinatio n o n the
24th_

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Registered mail from Ural'sk to Moscow, posted on 15 November 1921 and
arriving 14 days later. The date of censorship is unknown, due to the lack of
a date plug. This feature is highly unusual among "three-triangles" censor
marks. Only recorded example.

Reverse

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Vologda "three~triangles" date
stamp, only recorded example.
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Reverse

O rdinary mail from Vologda to N ew
York, posted o n 14 September 1921,
censored on the 15th o r 16th. T he
three triangles are set off center,
shifted to th e left, sugge sting the
presence of a serial letter at right.

3.3.2.1. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

l

...

•

A n international letter from Voronezh to Riga, L atvia, p osted o n 22 March 1921. The cover
appears to have b een paid for in cash, as there are no stamp s. It was censored at Voronezh
sho rtly thereafter, and arrived in Riga in early April. Extremely rare and earliest recorded
Voronezh "three-triangles" clandestine military censor mark, serial a.

3.3.2.2. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date
Stamps: RSFSR (European/Siberian Part).

Chelyabinsk, situated just to the east of the Urals, was the gateway to Siberia
and a city of major strategic importance. Despite that fact, this is the first
recorded ''three-triangles" censor mark from that city.

?J~y.
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Registered mail sent from the Chelyabinsk Railroad Terminal Post Office to Kazan' on or shortly
before 27 April 1921, w h en it was censored and released. "Ch elyabinsk EKSPED" with rhomboid
devices on either side of the three triangles. The cover did n ot reach Kazan' until 13 May.

Reverse.

3.3.2.2. Geographic Range of the "ThreeTriangles" Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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An Esperanto card from Barnaul to Wo rmerveer,
The Netherlands. Posted on 27 January 1922,
censored at Barnaul the following day. E x tremely
rare.

Barnaul
" three-triangles"
clandestine military censor
mark.
No serial letter,
number or devices.

Reverse

3.3.2.2. Geographic Range of the "ThreeTriangles" Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Novo-Nikolayevsk
Dispatch Office 3T censor
mark, 4 September 1920.
Only recorded example.
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Picture postcard sent on 17 August 1920 from Novo- Nikolayevsk Oater renamed
Nov osibirsk) to the v illage of Vyatskoye in Yaroslavl' Province . It was h eld up by military
censorship until 4 September, a delay of 18 days. The card reached Vyatskoye on 5
October.
(The military censorship office operated in support of Red 5th Army units quartered in the
city, which at the time was almost completely destroyed, to include the railroad. The
population was also suffering from starvation, so censored letters from that area are
extremely rare .)

3.3.2.2. Geographic Range of the "ThreeTriangles" Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Semipalatinsk to K iev, mailed on o r about 3 September 1921, using an Imperial-period
SO-kopeck control stamp as postage. The K iev arrival m ark on the reverse is dated 26
September 1921. Semipalatinsk had been captured b y the Red 5th Army long before,
on 3 December 1919, so the military censorship section there was already sedentary.

Kiev arrival mark
on reverse, 26
September 1921.

"threeSemipalatinsk
triangles"
clandestine
censor mark. Only one
recorded.

3.3.2.2. Geographic Range of the "ThreeTriangles" Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Tyumen' "three-triangles"
clandestine military censor
mark.

I

Tyumen', Western Siberia to V ienna, mailed and censored at Tyumen' on 6 D ecember
1921. The cover was franked with an Imperial-period 100-ruble saving s stamp, which
was the n can celed w ith the Tyum e n' ''three-trian gle s " censor m ark (very rare) .
It received an insufficient-postage mark ("T" in circle) either in Tyumen' or at
Petrograd, wh ere the cover was censored a second time ("Petrograd Eksped." " threetriangles," in v iolet) .

3.3.2.3. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

A piece from an env elope sent at Samarkand to an unknown
destination, possibly locally. Ostensibly mailed on 13 September
1921, the 28mm "Samarkand Dispatch Office" 3T censor mark
sh ows one day earlier - 12 September. One- ruble control stamp
u sed as postage.

3.3.2.3. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

"Tashkent Dispatch Office" with three blank triangles at the
base. Evidently there was no provision for a date plug in this
Tashkent Type 1 clandestine censor mark. None of the very
few examples of this type recorded thus far have a date. It is
the only "three- triangles" censor mark to lack a date bridge and
only one of two to lack a date. Very rare.
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A Provisional Government-issu e postcard sent from Tashkent on 6 February 1921 to
Petrograd. T h e writer is a young soldier who has just joined the Red Army and b een
assigned to a company. The subunit's v io let free-frank seal "cancels" the indicium.

..

3.3.2.3. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Tashkent to Baku, dispatched on 16 October 1921 but ostensibly censored th e previous day. (Th e
date plug on the clandestine military censor mark was probably not changed to re flect the 16th.) 25ruble control stamp used as postage. It arrived in Baku on the 27th.

" Tashkentskaya Ekspeditsiya "
three-triangles date stamp, no
serial letter, no devices, no
specification of dispatch office.
3Ts from Central Asia are rare.

Obverse

3.3.2.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: The Caucasus Region.

Pyatigorsk "three-triangles" clandestine military censor
mark of 12 May 1921. Only recorded example.

Ordinary mail sent from Pyatigorsk, Terek Region (Northern Caucasus) to Chardjuy in the
Transcaspian Region on 12 May 1921. It was cleared by military censorship on the same day.

Imperial-period date stamp of
Chardzhuy,
Bukharan
Possessions, 25 May 1921. At
the time, the city was the
Bukharan
capital of the
People's Soviet Republic (19201925).

Reverse

3.3.2.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: The Caucasus Region.

Vladikavkaz "Dispatch Office" 3T clandestine military
censor mark, date plug upside down.

Vladikavkaz (Northern Caucasus) to Sukhum in Abkhaziya, 8 November 1921.
Censo red the same day at Vladikavkaz. (Earliest recorded.)

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "ThreeTriangles" Date Stamps: Ukraine.

Only recorded 3T from
Golt a.
On reverse: "1000 rubles collected."

A registered letter from Golovanevsk, Podolia Province to Dr. Brender's Central Aid Committee
in Berlin, posted on 28 November 1921. The envelope was sent first to Golta in neighboring
Kherson Province for censorship. This is unusual, because Golta was a village near Olviopol',
and was merged with that town and Bogopol' on 1 May 1919 to form Pervomaysk. Despite the
merger and name change, though, they were still using a clandestine military censor mark with
Golta's name in late 1921, so it would be more accurate to list this censor mark as Pervomaysk.

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Ukraine.

Katerinoslav (the Ukrainian version
of Yekaterinoslav) "three-triangles"
date stamp, no serial letters or
devices.

Ordinary
letter
mail
from
Katerinoslav to the "Forward"
Association in New York, posted
on 22 December 1921 and
examined
by
clandestine
censorship on 23 December, two
days after the abolishment of
military censorship and the
formal establishment of the
Political Control Service under
the Cheka.

Reverse

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Ukraine.
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Ordinary mail from Kh ar'kov to Oranienburg, Germany, posted on 3 January
1922 and cleared b y clandestine military censorship two days later.

" Khar' kov-Eksped." 3T
date stamp, with
rhombo id d evice s.
Reverse

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Ukraine.

Registered letter from Tiraspol', Kherson Province to the Scandinavian Jewish Committee
Branch in Berlin, Germany, posted on 6 September 1921 and censored in Tiraspol' (3T censor
mark) on ?11? September. The censor mark is extremely rare.

On the reverse is a postal handstamp
showing that the sender paid 3, 125 rubles
in postage with cash.

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Ukraine.

"Zhitomir" threetriangles, modified
from an Imperialperiod
canceller.
No serial letter or
devices.
A registered picture postcard mailed at Zhitomir on
10 January 1922 to
Vienna. It cleared
the military censo rs hip section
the same day.
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Registered
apothecary mail to
Dr.
Brender's
Central
Aid
Committee
m
Berlin, sent on 30
November
1921
and censored the
next day.

Voznesensk,
Kherson Province
" threetriangle s" date
stamp of 1 December
1921.

Only recorded
example.

3.3.2.5. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: The Crimea.

Registered domestic mail from Sevastopol' to Proskurov in Kiev Province, posted on 23
D ecemb er 1921. It is addressed to a man at the [B.] Shil' man Theater in Proskurov, a
private Jewish theater.

Sevastopol' Krym 3T.
E x tremely rare.

Reverse

3.3.2.6. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Byelorussia.

-------->T
Registered mail sent on 19 :March 1921
from Gamel' to London, Great Britain.
Censored shortly after acceptance by the
Post.

Reverse

Gamel' EKSP. Type 1 "three-triangles"
censor mark, no serial letter, no dispatch
office specified. The type is the same as
that of Mogilev for this period.
(Extremely rare.)

3.3.2.6. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Byelorussia.

O rdinary
correspondence
from Mogilev to Zurich,
Switzerland, 15 December
1921. Mogilev "D isp. Off"
3T censor mark applied on
the same day.

•• ~!i\. ,

Reverse

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
Attached to Field Post Establishments.

POKONT. 12 A rmii (Post Office of 12th Army) "three triangles"
clandestine military censor mark. Extremely rare.

The Red 12th A rmy wa s a p art of the Southwestern
Front in 1920- 1921, and its H Q - together w ith a
m ilitary censorship office (VTsO) - was located in
K iev.
This registered letter was sent from K iev to Beuthen ,
Germany v ia Moscow (Sth and 1st Disp atch Offices
on 9 and 10 March, resp ectively) , N orway and Berlin,
reaching Beuthen on 10 Ap ril 1921. It was censored
at the 12th A rmy Military Cen sorship Office on 28
February 1921.
Reverse

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
Attached to Field Post Establishments.

16th Army was formed out of the Lithuanian-Belorussian Army on 9 June 1919, and operated
on the Western Front during the Civil War. It was officially disbanded on 7 May 1921.
Headquartered in a number of cities and towns during the war, by the time this censor mark was
used on 11May1921, the army (or rather, what was left of it) was based in Mogilev.
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Reverse

Registered letter from Mogilev to
Forward, a Jewish leftist newspaper in
New York, mailed on 9 May 1921.
Censored and released two days later
by a military censorship section using
the "Post Office ef 16th Armj' 3T
censor mark. Note that the 3T is
"POKONT. 16
dated four days after the army was
disbanded.
ARMII" (Post Office
of 16th Army) 3T
censor mark.

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
to Field Post Establishments.

Date
Attached

A registered letter from Mogilev to Zurich, Switzerland, mailed during the first third of February
1921. Censored on 11 February 1921 ("Post Office of 16th Army" three-triangles censor mark at
center right). It transited Petrograd on 16 February and reached Zurich on 22 March. (Earlie st
re corded.)

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
Attached to Field Post Establishments.

The envelope is addressed to
an individual in "the Red
Army, Headquarters of the
Southern Front, Communications Directorate, 1st Department," and was mailed
on 23 October 1920 from
Moscow's Sth Postal Branch
Office. From there it went
to the Main Field Post
Office in Moscow, which
sent it on to the FPO
supporting Southern Front
HQ: Field Post Office Letter
D, which received it on 30
October.

O n 21 September 1920, Southwestern
Front was renamed Southern Front,
w ith its H Q in Khar'kov. FPO Letter D ,
which handled the H Q's mail, used four
" three-triangles" date stamps: serials a, b,
v and g. This one is serial b.

Obverse

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
Attached to Field Post Establishments.

Soviet FPO 103 was located in or near the town of Uman' , Kiev Province, where there was
a military censorship section of unknown size.
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Red Cross POW Bureau cover to Geneva, posted in Uman' on 5 July 1921, clearing
military censorship at FPO 103 the n ext d ay. It arrived in Geneva on 1 August 1921.

"Field Post Office No. 103."
"Three-triangles" military
censorship date stamp.

3.3.2. 7. Geographic Range of the "Three-Triangles"
Date Stamps: Mobile Military Censorship Sections
Attached to Field Post Establishments.

One of two recorded "three-triangles" date stamps from a
Soviet field post station.
Used on a t sarist-period three-kopeck postcard, w hich was invalid fo r
postage. Notation at top: " Postal tariff of 1100 rubles charged in cash."
Violet rectangular handstamp reading, "Field Post Station Letter ?, No. 866"
logging m ark. Sent from the FPS to the Chief of the Forestry Committee
in K har'kov on 31December1921.

"Comrade Chief! Be so kind as to tell me if
Engi,neer (entire name effilced by
censorship) serves in your establishment. I
have sent him two telegrams and several letters,
telling him about the death ef his mother, but for
the fourth month running I have received no
answer. Please rep!J. His aunt A . Stepanova.
29
1921 ."

x

Reverse

3.3.3. The End of Military Censorship During the Cheka Period.

Military censorship was abolished on 21 December 1921 by decree of the Council of

People's Commissars. Clandestine censorship, however, continued, with the same offices
and personnel. The 3Ts were used for another three years, but now they were clandestine
mail surveillance date stamps, not clandestine military censor marks.

!

Sent on 15 D ecember 192 1 as registered m ail during the inflation
period from Odessa to L ondon, it was censored at Odessa the next day. That 3T was
applied as a clandestine military censor mark. By the time the cover cleared a second
round of censorship in Moscow in transit (28 D ecember 19 21), howev er, military
censorship was no more, so the Moscow oval 3T was applied as a clandestine mail
surveillance date stamp.

A transition cover.

3.3.4. Early Secret Police Clandestine Mail Surveillance
During the Cheka Period.

In the brief 4 7-day period between the end of military censorship and the end of the Cheka
(21 December 1921 to 6 February 1922), the PK censors continued as before, working for a
new master using the same censorship procedures and the same clandestine censor marks..

Registered international mail from
O dessa to H alle, Germany, posted o n
23 J anuary 1922 and censored the
next day, 13 days b efore the end of
the C heka and its replacement by the
Main Political Direc torate. (The Type
II O dessa-Eksped. " three-triangles"
censor m ark is on e o f four typ es used
in Odessa from 1920 to 1923.)

Reverse

*

3.4. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the Main
Political Directorate (GPU) Period
(6 February 1922 -15 November 1923).

MOCHBA.
)J.oM fmlBHOro noJHIT. Yn pasneHHR Peen.

(Yro11

60J1bW. Jly!'5RHHH H JlyGRHCKO~ nJJOl.l..l.i·

On reverse: " Moscow. Main Political Directorate
building. (At the corner of Bol'shaya Lubyanka and
Lubyanka Square.)"

On 6 February 1922 the VTsIK's (All-Russian Central Executive Committee) Presidium replaced the
C heka with the GPU - the Main Political Directorate - and subordinated it to the RSFSR People ' s
Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD). Soon thereafter the Pre sidium took care of the legal
formalities, granting GPU organs the authority to
monitor postal and telegraphic

.

correspondence in the interests of ensuring Soviet state security."

T he GPU formed the Political Control Departme nt, or Otdel PK, on 22 June 1922, splitting it away
from the INFO D epartment and p lacing it under the Secret-Operational Directorate. The PK and its
many branche s in the provinces were re sponsible for monitoring mail, telegrams, radio broadcasts, print
m edia and shows.

3.4.1. The Secret Police Information-Gathering Apparatus.
GPU Forces.

Information poured in to the secret police from all areas; it came not only from the clandestine
censorship of mail and telegrams but its own units, agents and snitches, too. The flow of data
to the center also came from a number of other sources: Communist Party organs,
government establishments (to include the regular militsiya (ordinary police)), the military,
private citizens and so forth. Clandestine mail surveillance, while important, was a relatively
small current in this vast river of information.
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A top-secret operation al summary from the Belaya T serkov' District Commandant's Directorate for
the Protectio n o f the Sugar Indu stry to his superior at the oblast' level. These entities were a part o f
the GPU Troops. It covers an 11 -day p eriod from 14 through 24 Ap ril 1923, and reports that the
situation is unchanged.

3.4.1. The Secret Police Information-Gathering Apparatus.
GPU Forces.
A cover letter (classified "SECRET") of an operational summary from the Commandant of the
Grigorovskiy Sugar Factory near Kiev ("Right Bank" GPU Troops, Ukrainian SSR) to the Commandant of
the Right Bank Oblast', 10 January 1923. The report covers the period from 1 to 10 January.
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3.4.1. The Secret Police Information-Gathering Apparatus.
Regular Police (Militsiya).
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A 30 December 1922 postal telegram containing an operational intelligence summary from the
Khar'kov Provincial City Chief of Police, classified "Secret Operational." He reports that two
burglars broke into an apartment in Kiev but were arrested by the GPU after one of them
wounded himself during their attempted escape. Copies of this report were sent to five
customers, one of them the Kiev Department of the GPU.

..

3.4.1. The Secret Police Information-Gathering Apparatus.
Ordinary Citizens, Communist Party Members.
Over time the secret police developed hundreds of thousands of informants, snitches and agents in
Soviet society to collect and report data. Conspiratorial apartments, museum rooms and the like were
often used for the meetings.
The individual to whom this note was addressed - "Comrade Medkovitser" - was likely Petr
Veniaminovich Mitkovitser, a well-known sculptor and Comm.uiist Party member with links to the
Comintem.

O,tt.CCKOrO

':I

"Political Monitoring Office (Po!itkonlro! ') / Odessa
Provinda! Department of the G.P. U. / 192_ /
nlr.
. ! note. "
~.11.aa
Only recorded item in collectors' hands
from a self-identified PK

"Comrade Medkovitser. You and aJmrade Goncharenko tl1'e invited to aJme at 2 p. m. todqy to the room at the
museum to c!artfj matters, about which there are urgent questions." (Dated 26 May 1925, the document
was produced during the GPU period but used by its replacement, the OGPU.)

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

On 10 April 1922, the Red Army Communications Directorate issued a secret circular
to its subordinate units, notifying them that the GPU had ended all censorship of
domestic mail other than 10% of Red Army correspondence. Perlustration of all
foreign mail, however, whether in- or outbound, continued.

--Registered letter from Rostov-na-Donu to Berlin, posted on 12 April 1922, two days after the end
of most domestic mail censorship. Rostov-na-Donu "three-triangles" censor mark, 19 April 1922,
no serial letter. Seven-day delay.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date
Stamps During the GPU Period.

K.remenchug "three-triangles" censor mark with no serial
letter or number, dated 26 July 1922.

Regis tered letter mailed from K.remenchug
(Poltava Province) to Haverhill, Massachusetts
on 26 July 1922. In addition to the U.S. address,
the letter would have caught the immediate
attention of the PK employee due to its lack of
a return address and the positioning of the
stamps on th e reverse (placed along the upper
flap in an attempt to discourage surreptitious
entry) .

Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Registered letter from V innitsa to Dr.
Brender' s Central A id Committee in
Berlin, Germany, p osted on 17 N o vem ber 1922.
its
up side-d own
triangles,
W ith
V innitsa ' s "three-triangles " date stam p
indicates
that
w hile
there
we re
instructions issu ed from M o scow to all
the PKs as to w hat the date stamp s
should contain, there was no specific
template as to how they should look.

Reverse

" Vinnitsa
Pod[o lia
P rovince],
serial d.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

Although military censorship was abolished on 21 December 1921 and the GPU replaced the
Cheka on 6 February 1922, the same censors continued to use the same clandestine mail
surveillance date stamps as before.

.. . ..

'

Aleksandrovsk, Arkhangel'sk Province to Petrograd, 10 :May 1922. Checked at
the Murman Military Censorship Section on 13 May.

"Murman Arkh. 3T"
censor mark. Only
recorded example.

Obverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date
Stamps During the GPU Period.
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Reverse

O rdinary letter mail from Samara to
a small v illage in Latvia, mailed and
censored on 15 April 1922.

"Samara Dispatch
0 ffice" 3T, with
characteristic bent
upper bridge line.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

r epMaHHR-6--epnr.U:r
Herm

M. Brender

Yorckatr. 84.

,
Registered mail from Taganrog to Berlin, 6
June 1923 . Not censored until 10 June at
the earliest. (Extremely rare.)

Taganrog Eksped. " three- triangles"
censor mark.

Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

A registered letter from Tambov to Cambridge, Massachusetts, mailed on 14 February
1922 and cleared by censorship the same day.
The Tambov "three-triangles"
clandestine censor mark was applied eight days after the formation of the GPU.

-

Tambov 3T, serial a, on a
Soviet-period
date
stamp.
(Ex tremely
rare.)
Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date
Stamps During the GPU Period.

The Tiflis PK was the only one to use a Georgian-language "three-triangles" censor
mark.

JJ.j

cy.:

J,.,.,,,~ ~~

~-YT~

~ ~ . f,~Jnr-~

~d~4

Ordinary mail posted on 23
September 1922 at th e 4th Tiflis
City Post-and-Telegraph Branch
Office, addressed to Columbus,
Ohio.

-....

.;)..

The "three-triangles" censor
mark was applied the next day.
(Earliest record ed.)

i--

~ -~·-__

l

Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Only recorded example of a machine
3T censor mark.

A stamp collector in Superio r, W isconsin sent this p ostcard o n 12 August 1922 to the
well-known philatelist Ye.Ye. Stefanovskiy in K har' kov. It entered Soviet Ru ssia through
M o scow's 5th Dispatch O ffice and then p roceed ed o n to the U krainian capital o f
K har' kov, w here it picked up the m achine censor m ark sh own above. Over the course
o f his collecting career (over 50 years), Stefanovskiy sent an d received many covers, a
large percentage o f whic h b ear steganographic censor m arks.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date
Stamps During the GPU Period.

"Kiev Main Post Office" threetriangles date stamp, with no
serial letter or any mention of
a dispatch office.

A registered letter from K iev to the editorial board of the leftist newspaper " Forward " in New
York, posted on 9 February 1922. It did n ot clear military censorship until 9 February, three
days after th e fo rmatio n o f the GPU.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

f epMantt51 - BepJIHH.
() 0 l)'""'
) Herr.n.

D:r. 1':'.I. B:re11ct.er

M ...........................

Yorckstr. 84.

Registered mail from Krivoy Rog, Katerinoslav Province, to the
Central Aid Committee in Berlin, posted on 6 June 1922. (Both the
postal date stamp at top and the registration label place Krivoy Rog in
Kherson Province, but the 3T censor mark at center states
Katerinoslav Province.) The reverse bears a block of 13 of the 7500ruble stamp. (Extremely rare.)

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

Ordinary international mail from
Nyezhin, Chernigov Province to the
Czech Republic, mailed on 17 January
1923.
T he date on the Nyezhin
" three-triangles" censor mark 1s
effaced, possibly to conceal a
delay
due
to
significant mail
censorship.
O nly Nyezh iu 3T
re corded.
Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

Reverse.
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Part of the voluminous Dr. Brender
correspondence, this registered letter
from Odessa to the Central Uewish]
Aid Committee in Berlin, Germany,
was posted on 6 February 1922 and
vetted by Odessa military censorship
the following day.

Earliest recorded 3T from the GPU period, censored one day after the establishment
of the Main Political Directorate.

"ODESSK-EKSPED" threetriangles date
serial letter.

stamp,

no

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Registered mail p osted from Odessa's g th C ity Postal Branch O ffice to
Schomberg, Czechoslovakia on 11 Novem ber 1922. It was opened and
examined two days later (Odessa " three-triangles" clandestine censor mark).

Odessa Type 4b, 29mm diameter, w ith
the "O" and the "E " of " O DESSA''
missing. Center triangle larger than the
oth er two.
Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

6. ~ R1 Pr~a11~0 ·1
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Proskurov (Podolia Province)
"three-triangles"
clandestine
censor mark, no serial letter.
Extremely rare.

A registered letter from Proskurov in
Podolia Province to Berlin, Germany.
Posted on 17 June 1922 and censored the
following day. It transited Moscow on 27
June 1922 before leaving the RSFSR.

~f°t1 u-tz/

1(;;,.~--:,:.

~&_J~

Jt;_e.~~ ~ f.~ .,
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Obverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

" Simferopol ' sk. Eksp. " (Simferopol ' Dispatch Office)
"three-triangles" date stamp. No serial letter or number, no
dispatch office designation.

Sim feropo l' (capital of th e Crimean Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic) to Berlin for
transmission to a Bern, Switzerland address. Mailed on 6 September 1922 and censored the
same day. T his was prime PK bait, addre ssed as it was to an import-export outfit, "Rossiy a."

In September 1922, military-and-political censorship organs out in the provinces were
reorganized into ''political control points (PKs) for the press, shows, posts and
telegraphs."
country.

By the fall of 1922 there were 120 PKs in operation throughout the

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Airmail cover from Khar'kov to V ienna,
p osted on 16 August 1923, censored the
same day.

Khar'kov "three-triangle s" date
stamp, invariably serial k .

3.4.2. Continuation of the
"T hree-T nangles
.
"
Date Stamps During the
GPU Period.

Registered letter from Uman', Kiev
Province to the Central Aid Committee in Berlin, mailed on 9 February
1922. Censored at Uman' and released on the following day.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Registered letter from V innitsa to Dr.
Brender' s Central A id Committee in
Berlin, Germany, p osted on 17 N o vem ber 1922.
its
up side-d own
triangles,
W ith
V innitsa ' s "three-triangles " date stam p
indicates
that
w hile
there
we re
instructions issu ed from M o scow to all
the PKs as to w hat the date stamp s
should contain, there was no specific
template as to how they should look.

Reverse

" Vinnitsa
Pod[o lia
P rovince],
serial d.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.
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Z ap o ro zh' e to Lauf, Germany, m ailed
and censored o n 25 February 1922.
The cancel is from A leksandrov in
Yekaterinoslav Province . The town
w as ren am ed to Zaporozh' e on 28
March 192 1.

Only recorded example of the
Zaporozh'e 3T.
Reverse

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

Gamel' 3T censor mark applied the day after posting.

nr-VL <.'e_.1j

Postage-due cove r from Gamel' to
the socialist newspaper The Forward
(Vorwarts) in New York, 4 May
1922. Mail sent to this publication
from the RSFSR/ USSR would be
scrutinized by clandestine mail
surveillan ce m onitors for many
years.

Reverse.

3.4.2. Continuation of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the GPU Period.

Field Post Office Letter "S" supported the Red 5th Army in Siberia, initially at
Krasnoyarsk, then at Irkutsk, beginning in early June 1920. The military
censorship section (VTsO) attached to FPO Letter "S" watched domestic but
especially international mail, whether incoming or outgoing. The rare "threetriangles" censor mark was in use at least from August 1921 to late February
1923.

Reverse

FPO Letter "S"
three-triangles
censor mark.

Registered international mail from
K h arbin, C hina to Irkutsk, released by
censorship on 10 October and accepted
by the postal autho rities in Irkutsk on 12
October.
"FPO Letter 'S"' threetriangles censor mark, heavy wrinkling
from steam on the reverse.

*

3.5. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the
Combined State Political Directorate (OGPU) Period
(15 November 1923 -10 July 1934).

Although the OGPU was nominally a directorate, in fact it was on par with people's commissariats. On 1
November 1925 the PK Department was merged with the Information Department to form "INFO & PK,''
which gathered data from all over the country. Its Third Branch was the one that conducted clandestine mail
surveillance. Thus, mail and telegram surveillance became an integral part of the data collection, analysis and
reporting apparatus, much of it under one roof

On 5 March 1931, OGPU Order No. 95 / 54 combined the INFO & PK Department with the Secret
Department to form the Secret-Political Department, or SPO. This added agent networks, so that now all of
the information-gathering entities were combined into a single unit to combat the ostensibly "growing counterrevolutionary elements in the cities and villages." The perlustration entity was then the Second Branch.

./

/J /(C../J f I
....

tvt-tl

&c~kb~ .

"To the OGPU Collegium, Comrade Ol'skry. From the Plenipotentiary Representative Supryagin." The handstamp at center
top reads "Osobotdel' - short for Osol?Jy otdel, or Sp ecial Department. It provided some of the tasking for the
PKs.
The "Golden Age" of steganographic marking s, when symbols and serial letters (Old O rthog raphy Cyrillic, N ew
O rthog raphy and Latin alphabet) were employed, extended from 1924 to 1940.

3.5. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the
Combined State Political Directorate (OGPU) Period.

Although the OGPU did utilize the Soviet Post, it had its
own communications system, the "Feldjaeger'' or Courier
Corps, for sending classified correspondence that could not
be entrusted to ordinary channels.

Seal of the Criminal
Investigation Office

"Via OGPU Courier."

\

Vladimir Nikolayevich Zhukov,
chief of the OG PU Courier Corps.

"Letter ./4' / Top Secret. / Clerk of the -- Section, Criminal Investigation Office,
Yaroslavl' Provincial Administration
Department."

I

c w~ n~ £' Et r~ : r:i or UY
( . Jy\

C)

~ \~

Jf., o~~J:i~~~

~
.(~,

A cover sheet from the Yaroslav l' Prov incial Administration D epartment's C riminal Inves tigation Office
to the Publishing H ou se o f The Peasant Magazine, 1 st D epartment o f the Inve stigation Bureau in M o scow.
C ourier Corps markings at right, showing the date of acceptance and routing (four-line m arking in v iolet)
and receipt h andstamp in M oscow (black) o n 3 1 M ay 1926. The Courier C orps w as fo rmed under the
C heka in 1921. The Co rps carried do cuments and valuables for the State, Communist Party, pro fess io nal
unions and cooperatives.

3.5. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the Combined State Political
Directorate (OGPU) Period

~·· ·

.,....

The OGPU's Courier Corps served as a separate, secure
communications system for the government, thus bypassing the
postal system. However, it would also have had the e ffect of
channeling government mail directly into secret police hands.
Correspondence of that nature was routinely targeted b y the PKs
wh en it travelled through the regular system, so it seem s unlikely
that this couriered mail would not have been watched, but there is
no m ention of this in the literature.

On reverse.

An envelope classified "Secret," sent from the RSFSR
Construction Commissariat via OGPU courier to the C hief of
the Construction O ffice Administration in Novosibirsk. The
Courier D epartment handstamp at left o n the obverse is dated 1 7
May 1928.

3.5. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the Combined State Political Directorate (OGPU) Period.
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Bottom half of the folded ad, announcing the contents of the journal
and the subscription rates for 1924.
Discovery.

fiPOrPAMMA >l\YPHAnA:

The journal "Rabochjy sud' (Workers' Court) sent out this subscription advertisement on tabloid format folded paper on 30 January 1924
from Petrograd to Kholmogor'e in Arkhangell'sk Province. It was censored the following day (Petrograd "Dispatch Office" three-triangles
date stamp) and reached its destination on 5 February.

In the early 1920s, the political monitors grabbed more and more power for
themselves. After GLAVUT (the Main Administration for Literary and
Publishing Affairs) was formed in 1922, from late 1923 on the OGPU's PK
took it upon itself to exercise quality control over GLAVUTs work,
examining the publications which GLAVUT allowed into print and pointing
out GLAVUTs errors. The PK employees even wrote reviews of literature
works, and had the authority to suggest that GLAVUT and
GLAVREPERTKOM (the main commission that approved or disapproved
the repertoires of stage and film performers) decisions be overturned.
This advertisement would have been cleared by GLAVUT, and it was sent
out as domestic mail, yet it was still censored clandestinely. The ad is a rare
example of this increased PK power.

Petrograd "Dispatch Office"
three-triangles
date stamp type.
New variety:
27mm diameter.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

" Leningrad-Disp. Off., "
with devices at either
side of the
three
triangles.
No serial
letter or designation of
the dispatch office.

By 1924, "three-triangles" date stamps were rapidly
disappearing, even though perlustration operations
continued to expand. Most of the examples seen
from 1924 are from the larger cities, and all are on
international mail.

&tl1uU1er J.weaetluae AllrHeeiaeher Ente1Re Phytep&thelenieeher KeR1Pea&1.
Russland. Petrograd. '5itei 1y 'Pmpelct 99,

~liliJlll'f

59.

AN
FUR LA.i~Dlf'I R'rSCUAF1'

P R A G

I

Mailed at the Leningrad 18th C ity Postal Branch O ffice to the Czech Agricultural Ministry in
Prague o n 23 March 1924. Petrograd had b een ren amed to Leningrad o nly two m o nths
b efore, o n 24 J anuary. H ere, the statio nery reads "Petrograd ," but the "three-triangles" censor
m ark is Leningrad.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Obverse

-

Ordinary international mail from Saratov to Aigle, Switzerland, posted on 30 November 1923,
censored and released the following day. The "Saratov-Eksped." censor mark, w ith its two
rhomboid d evices at 4:00 and 8:00, is very similar to the "Petrograd-Eksped." marking, suggesting a
common source.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Registered mail from Yekaterinburg in the Urals to Frankfurt am Main, Germany, posted on 21 July
1924, rather late in the life of this class of clandestine censor mark. The "three-triangles" date stamp
was applied the following day.

J~a;~"'
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Yekaterinburg was on e of just two cities known to
have employed ov al " three-triangles" censor marks.
Like the Moscow 3T oval, this one displays an
unnumbered, unidentified "dispatch o ffice"
ekspeditsjya.
Enlarged example of this type, showing the prominent
three triangles at base.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Registered international mail, sent on 2 1 August 1923 from the
Yekaterinodar 2nd C ity Post-and-Telegraph Branch Office and
addressed to W ismar, Germany. Redirected to Bad Nauheim.
Censored and released to the mail stream the fo llowing day.
Once again, the "EKSPED." is unspecified.

Yekaterinodar

EKSPED.

"threetriangle s"
censor
mark
(enlarged).
Very rare.

Obverse

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

I

Obverse

A registered letter from Yekaterinodar
to Rosh Pinah, Palestine, mailed on 28
August 1923 and censored shortly
thereafter.
Heavy wrinkling from
steam.
Even though the postal stationery's
return address showing a commercial
import firm in N ovorossiysk was
crossed out, the facts that it was sent
from
a
different
location
(Yekaterinodar) to a location abroad
(Palestine) and that import-export
firms were often used as cover for
espionage operations made this cover
an automatic target for censorship.
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3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

The reason for the phase-out of the "three-triangles" is unknown. It may have been because the
OGPU feared that if they continued in use for too long, they would risk exposure of the
perlustration operations. Another possibility is that the OGPU wanted more nuances in its
clandestine censor marks than just three triangles could provide.
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Registered mail from Tomsk to Chicago, 8 July 1924. Censored at
Tomsk the following day.

"Tomsk Ehped." threetriangles date stamp, one
of a few from Siberia.
Very rare.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

The Transcaucasian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic (ZSFSR) existed from March 1922 to
1936, and was one of the founding members of the Soviet Union. Consisting of Armenia,
Azerbaidjan and Georgia, the republic was an area where "three-triangles" date stamps
survived well into 1924.
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Obverse.

Registered mail from Baku
to Berlin, Germany, posted
on 2 D ecember
1923 .
"Baku-Ekspeditsjyd'
3T
censo r mark applied th e
following day. T he stamps
were valid for a few months
from September 1923 into
early 1924.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the ''Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Erivan' "threetriangles"
clandestine
censor mark
type.

Registered mail from
Erivan' to Providence,
Rhode Island, posted
around 8 May 1924.
Censored on the 10th
at Erivan'. Evidence
of wrinkling from
steam at upper right
on the reverse.

Reverse

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Ordinary letter mail from the 1st
C ity Postal Branch O ffice in
Groznyy,
T erek
Oblast'
to
Londo n, sent o n 11 February
1924.
Noticeable wrinkling on
reve rse from steam.

Revers
e

Groznyy ?Eksp.? " three-triangle s"
clandestine censor mark. Only
one recorded.

3.5.1. Phase-Out of the "Three-Triangles" Date Stamps
During the OGPU Period.

Khar'kov "three triangles" clandestine censor mark, serial k.

Herrn
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O rdinary letter mail from the extensive D r. Brender Central A id Committee corresp o ndence, sent
from Taganrog to Berlin on 5 D ecember 1923, 20 days after the formation o f the OGPU. Although
Taganrog had a PK that could have censored it, the cover was sent instead to K h ar'kov for
examinatio n. There is n o d ay given in the date plug, o nly the m onth and year.

3.5.2. Introduction of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.

A few months before the "three-triangles" date stamps disappeared completely, a new oddity arose in
November 1924: the izhitsa, an old letter that had not been used in 19th-century Russia except in Biblical and
Greek mythology references. Masquerading as a serial letter of the kind seen on regular postmarks, the izhitsas
were used as cancels, transit marks or arrival marks on both domestic and international mail. The exact
meaning they conveyed is unknown, but they are without doubt associated with clandestine monitoring
operations and are very likely to be censor marks applied ex post facto. With only a very few recorded
exceptions (e.g. Aleksandriya, Rybinsk, Yevpatoriya), they are seen on mail to, from or transiting provincial,
regional, territorial and republic centers. Izhitsa date stamps disappeared in 1941, never to return.
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Registered letter from K h ar' kov, U krainian SSR to Berlin, Germ any, 30
N ovember 1924. E arlie st re corde d izhitsa date stamp.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

DISCOVERY

~ Linkage with known steganographic markings.

To date, no three-triangles (3T) feature and an
izhitsa have been discovered occupying the same handstamp simultaneously. However, these two covers
provide the link between the 3Ts and the izhitsas: on the same serial d handstamp, but at different times.

"Three-tnang
.
1es "

d ate

stamp from Rybinsk,
serial d, 14 December
1921, on registered cover
to Brooklyn, New York.

I

l'

Rybinsk to
Copenhage n, 10
M arch

1928.
Izhitsa

?. .

serial d
"disp atch
m ark."
Sarne
date
stamp,
but with
triang les
removed
and

iz hitsa
substituted at
the same
oblique

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ No recorded use of

izhitsa as a serial letter on postmarks of the Imperial period.

~ Abolishment of the Old Orthography by the Soviet government. Izhitsa was the last
letter in the Old Orthography, and it was obsolete long before the 20th century. The Bolsheviks
had mandated a switch to the New Orthography on 15 October 1918, doing away w ith several
letters including izhitsa, yet it reappeared just six years later on some Soviet date stamps.

~ Sinister meaning. Per the Ozhegov dictionary, "to prescribe izhitsa to someone" means to
severely reprimand that individual, to really lay into somebody. A coincidence ?
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Izhitsa date stamp
used as a dispatch
mark on
outbound
ordinary foreign
mail.
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K iev serial a b ilingual izhitsa date
stamp, 2 September 1926 . K iev
izhitsas are invariably serial a.

Kiev to N ew
York, posted on
21
September
1926.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Near exclusivity of occurrences.

Since izhitsas were almost invariably
confined to regional, territorial and republic capitals, and because they are found
used as cancels, transit and arrival markings, if they were legitimate postmarks
then instances of two different izhitsas on the same covers should appear from
time to time, but only a few such instances have been recorded.

~ Superfluity of serial letters.

Some izhitsa date stamps also display another
Cyrillic serial letter, thus producing an unnecessary (from a purely postal
perspective) additional identification of the date stamp.

~ Invariable serial letters accompanying

izhitsa. In almost all cases, the izhitsa

date stamps for a given city display only one other Cyrillic serial letter.

!

Yaroslavl' izhitsa,
serial a of 9 July 1930.
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Used as a dispatch mark on outbound ordinary fo reign mail.
Yaroslavl' (the cen te r of Yaroslavl' Oblast ' in the E u ropean part of the R SFSR) to K.arhu la,
Finland, posted o n 9 May 1930.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.
);:>-"Bad company." Izhitsa has been found on covers displaying evidence of having been opened,
sometimes bearing "Received in damaged condition" markings.

Registered mail from the Kokand District
Financial Department to a bank in New
York, 5 July 1927. On the reverse is a
marking that reads "Received from a mail
box [in] damaged condition / P.T. Empl."
and blue-pencil initials.

Kokand izhitsa, serial a,
used as a dispatch
marking. Only recorded example.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

(fhe presence
of a registration
label
from
Lesnyaki on a
Yagotin-postmarked cover is
unexplained,
although both
places
were
m
located
ProPoltava
vince.)

~

Crudity of design.
Some izhitsa date
stamps, notably from Odessa and Kiev, show
evidence of poor design and spelling. On
this one, which appears to have seen use only
during 1925, both the Russian and Ukrainian
versions of "Kiev" are misspelled. The
Cyrillic "11" is displayed backwards, as a
Latin " N," thus producing " I<NEV /
I<N IV" O< iev Post Office izhitsa, serial p (or
possibly n.)

Registered mail from Yagotin via Kiev to Kulpmont,
Pennsylvania, 26 October 1925. Censored in Kiev on the
28th, dispatched from the Kiev RR Terminal the
following day.

Reverse

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Crudity of design

II. The obvious spelling

error went uncorrected for at least five months
in 1925 Oate May to late October).
Less
egregious spelling mistakes made by the Soviet
Post were often corrected sooner than that, but
accuracy in clandestine censor marks was less
of a concern to the secret police; they were
indications of censorship first and dispatch
markings second.
Fragment of the reverse, showing a bi-lingual
Kiev / Kiiv serial zh cancel and Paris arrival
marks.

-

Kieff Bureau de

poste centr.
~

Registered mail from the central p ost o ffice in Kiev to Paris, France, p osted on 22 May
1925, examined in the PK there o n the same day. "Knev/ K niv" izhitsa serial a date stamp
error, earliest recorded.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence in extended correspondences with other clandestine censor marks. When other types

of clandestine censor marks appear in the same correspondence over a number of years, it makes it
more likely that the izhitsas were also censor marks. These two covers are from the 1924~ 1925 Dr. J.
Bregrnann Correspondence between Kiev and Berlin.
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The cover at right, sent
on 17 November 1924,
shows a "Knev / Kniv"
izhitsa,
w ith
error
wrinkling and damage to
the upper right flap on
the reverse. At least one
oth er such izhitsa has
seen
on
this
b een
corresp ondence.
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The one at left, mailed
on 14 March 1924, bears
a
Khar'kov
"three
triangles"
and
a
Khar'kov
bilingual
clandestine censor mark,
plus noticeable wrinkling
from steaming.

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Date Stamp.

~ Odd emphasis on one part of the date stamp.

Some date stamp wielders, especially in
Odessa, took great and highly unusual care to ensure that one specific feature of the date stamp
- the izhitsa - showed up on the strike. Ordinary postal officials would not have been concerned
about just the lower left portion of the cancel always being displayed.

Posted in Odessa by a sailor from the SS Exford, sent to Maumee, Ohio, 19 May 1930. Type 2
Odessa izhitsa, carefully struck on the izhitsa side.

s/s :::Xford, Odessa, RUesia.
AMERICAN EXPORT LINES

Below: Odessa to

THE E X PORT S. S. COR P ORATION
25 BRO ADWAY,

NEW

YORK , N.

New
Brooklyn,
York, 16 December 1930. Type 2
Odessa
izhitsa,
carefully struck on
the izhitsa side.

Y.

Mr. and .Mrs . George Br own,

1 010 Conant Street ,
Maumee, Ohio, u.s/A.

d

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Date Stamp.

~ Odd emphasis on one part of the date stamp, type after type.

The
same care to ensure that the izhitsa part of the date stamp would be
displayed was a constant over the years, regardless of whether the date
stamp was Type 1, 2 or 3.

Ordinary domestic mail from Odessa to Moscow, posted on 2 May 1926. The partial strike at
top right - the dispatch marking - is an Odessa Type 1 izhitsa, serial zh, with the izhitsa at the
six o'clock position. From a postal perspective, the dispatch marking would have been useless
in this case, because no part of the place name is legible .

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Date Stamp.

~

Targeted correspondences with multiple points of origin within the USSR:

Some
correspondences where the recipient was located outside the Soviet Union and received mail
from multiple points within that country display a high incidence of izhitsas, a phenomenon
that cannot be explained away as purely postal in nature. One such correspondence was that
of Nikolay lvanovich Kardakov, a well-known butterfly expert, paper money collector and
catalog author who defected to the West when he was sent to Berlin as a representative of the
Soviet Philatelic Association in the 1920s. He was also made an Honored Member of the
emigre Rossika Society in 193 7 for his research and articles on Russian paper money, a fact
which could not have helped him in the eyes of the OGPU.

A collector in Tashkent sent this 7-kop. postal stationery card
on 12 May 1927 to Kardakov in Berlin, complaining about
not having received a packet from the latter.
Tashkent izhitsa, serial v, applied as a transit mark on the same
day the card was posted.

N.I. Kardakov

2 O. Mai 1927
CARTE POSTALE
~_,u ~Y.,

'9

POSTA KARTO

3.5.2.1. The Case Against Izhitsa As a Legitimate Date Stamp.

~

Targeted correspondences with multiple points of origin within the USSR - Nikolay
lvanovich Kardakov. Kardakov corresponded with many collectors prior to WWII, trading
with them and receiving input for his paper-money catalog, which was published in 1953.

Izhitsa date stamps from five different places have been recorded in the Kardakov
correspondence: Odessa and the Kiev Railroad Terminal (Ukrainian SSR), Irkutsk (Siberian part
of the RSFSR), Alma-Ata OZazakh SSR) and Tashkent (Uzbek SSR).

I

Ordinary international m ail from Odessa to Kardakov in Berlin, sent o n 11 January 1930. The
O dessa izhitsa d ate stamp (serial zh, as always) wa s applied a s a cancel, but with great care
exercised to ensure that the izhitsa would "p rint." O d essa Typ e 1 izhitsa.

3.5.2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

Two of three recorded examples of

izhitsa

date stamps with a star in one of the arcs.

Moscow 6th Dispatch Office "double-izhitsa
and star'' date stamps. At left: Star at top,
izhitsas pointing up. At right: Star at bottom,
izhitsas pointing out.
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The se two items demonstrate that the izhitsa date stamps were censor marks applied after the censorship
process. The card le ft Brooklyn, NY on 5 October 1930 and should have reached Moscow in a week or le ss, i. e.
on or before 12 October, but the izhitsa "arrival mark" dated 22 Octob er shows that it was held up in the 6th
Dispatch Office for approximately 10 days. T h e explanation for this extremely rare date stamp variant is
probably to be found in the text at lower le ft on the card, which looks like a code of some sort but was in actual
fact the sender' s club m embership number and catalog numbers. (fhe addressee, Sem yon Plotitscher, was an
active picture-postcard collector in a worldwide correspondence-exchange club.). The cover at left was sent by
the Harvard Observatory to the Engelhardt Observatory n ear Kazan', acknowledging receipt of the latter's
Bulletin No. 1. T h e stars are likely to designate high er-ranking indiv idual censors or supervisors.

3.5 .2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.
There appears to have been a narrower meaning of certain izhitsas within the broader concept
of "censorship," at least on some Moscow date stamps. That narrower meaning is reflected by
different symbols within the segments above and below the date bridges.

\
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Part of the Georg Demme correspondence between Vienna and Penza. Routed
through Moscow's 6th Dispatch Office
on 6 Nov. 1932, the philatelic printedmatter envelope was censored at the PK
there. Note the vertical line in the lower
segment of the izhitsa date stamp.

Obverse

3.5.2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

The geometric shapes in the date stamp segments may have
denoted branches or perhaps individual specialists within the
secret police, signing off on specific items of mail.

Moscow International Post Office (IPO) doubled-izhitra date
stamp with two vertical lines, one in either segment. (Enlarged.)

OBSERWATORJUM
ASTRONOMICZNE

Druk -

UNIW&RSYTETU .JAGl&L.t..O~SKIEGO

KRAK6W, POLSKA
UL.. KOPERNIKA NR. :;t7.

lmprime

.
~.

i

..
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' .
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u.s.s.R.

A printed-matter wrapper from the Astronomical Observatory in Cracow, Poland to the Engelhardt Astronomical
Observatory at Kazan', mailed on 23 December 1935 and intercepted at the Moscow International Post Office PK on 26
December. It did not reach Kazan' until New Year's Day, 1936.
Obverse

3.5 .2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

The department or individual that used the Moscow 6th Dispatch Office "double-izhitsa"
with a vertical line in the lower segment was not tasked strictly against philatelists, but
included scientific mail as well. This printed-matter item to the Engelhardt Observatory
in Kazan' from the National Hungarian Observatory is a pro forma acknowledgement of
receipt for the Soviet observatory's Bulletin No. 1. (Stamp removed.)
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F rom the late OGP U p eriod. The Engelhardt O b servatory corresp ondence, which spans
decades, displays the w idest variety o f clandestine censor m arks ever recorded. No other
corresp ondence com es rem otely close .

3.5.2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

Double izhitsa, no
Double izhitsa, V
shapes in the segments. angle, top segment.

Double izhitsa, star
in bottom segment.

Double izhitsa, star
in top segment.

Double izhitsa, /\
angle, bottom
segment.

Double izhitsa, V and
/\ in segments.

Double izhitsa, vertical Double izhitsa, vertical
line in bottom segment. lines in both segments.

Of the five Moscow dispatch offices that used izhitsas (1st, 4th, 5th, 6th and International Post Office), only the
6th and International resorted to symbols placed in the segments above and below the date bridge. These
symbols (plus the lack thereof) must have carried meaning beyond simply that of an ordinary clandestine censor
mark. They were used in both the OGPU and the GUGB periods. Two variants that should exist - two stars,
one in either segment, and a vertical line in the upper segment - have yet to be recorded.
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Acknowledgement of receipt
from the Steward
Observatory
at
the University of
Arizona to the
Engelhardt Observatory
near
Kazan', sent on
26
September
1934. Moscow 6th
D.O.
doubleizhitsa with angles
in the top and
bottom
segments,
15
October 1934.

3.5.2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

What the symbols in the segments of the Moscow izhitsa censor marks signified is
further complicated by the fact that various types can by found on the very same
form of mail from the same correspondences. This card and the one on the
following page are from Fast & Co. in Berlin, which handled packages sent from
abroad to the Soviet Union. They bear two different izhitsa date stamps: one with
angles in the top and bottom segments, and the other with blank segments.

1933:'

Den

/

An die
Gesellschaft fiir Paketversand nach U, d. S.S. R. Fast & Co.
BERLIN W 62
lch bestatige hiermit den Empfang des mir <lurch Ihre Vermittlung iiberwiesenen Betrages von RM. ..
lch empfing dafiir folgende Waren:

S.. . ........

Gewicht: kg

Bezeichnung der Ware

Wichtig!
Bittc Rcnau au~fUllr:n.

A Fast & Co. pre-printed acknowledgem ent of receipt, signed by the addressee
on 9 January 1934 and sent on the 13th
from Obozerskaya Railroad Station in
Arkhangel'sk Oblast'.
It notified the
sender that he had received a package
worth eight Reich smarks containing 24
kilograms of rye flour, 10 kg of groats
and 2 kg of [cooking] o il. C ensored by
th e PK at Mo scow's 6th D ispatch Office
on 4 December 1933, on th e package's
way into the USSR.

Meine Adresse lautet :
Vomamo:

id

Valcrsnamc:

1.-<.u "

~

,h).{ l juL ~

/~ffe
Cf' tJ,,.., "A.J.u.t,

An die

Familiennamc:
Wolinorl ·

Po••

Krci-=

.fl ~ tft-llUi./u
~ 11.-c.. +-r 0

~91.

Cesellschaft tor Paketversand
nach U. d. 8. 8. R. Eist & Co.
Berlin W. 62
Wittcnbcrgplatz 1

3.5.2.2. Meaning of the Izhitsas.

Den .
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1933.

A n die
Ge~ellscl{aft
fiir Paket versand nach U.d.S.S.R. Fast & Co.
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...
BERLIN W 62
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lch bestatige hiermit den Empfang des mir durch lhre Vermittlung iiberwiesenen Betrages von RM . ................................. lch empfing dafiir folgende Waren:
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Gewicht: kg

Bezeichnung der Ware
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Bitte, geben Sic hier den Torgsin an, welcher Hir
" ' lhren Ort am glinstlgsten liegt .

. J~ ~ Jlltid,~47~ ...

A second Fast & Co. pre-p rinted acknowledgem ent-o f receipt card, sent on 2 8 D ecember
1933 from Marxs tadt in Saratov Oblast', a German enclave, to Berlin. The M oscow 6 th
Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa censor m ark, d ated 7 D ecember 1933, has b lank segments.
This card and the o ne on the preceding p age dem onstrate that the 6th D.O. PK checked the
card as the p ac kage entered the USSR, rather than when the card was on its way b ack to
Fast & Co, ev en though the card would n ot have b een filled in at the time. The censors,
therefo re, we re probably ch ecking fo r secret writing.

-

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Arkhangel'sk is the second farthest point north in the USSR to record an izhitsa date stamp.
As a major port city and the provincial capital, it was a natural choice for a PK.

O fficial mail from the North and White Sea District Administration in the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Trade, headquartered in A rkhangel'sk, to the RSFSR Sales Representative in Berlin,
Germany. It was mailed on 21 March 1925 but did not clear clandestine censorship until the 24th_

Partial strike of the Arkhangel'sk
izhitsa clandestine censorship date
Only
stamp, 24 March 1925.
recorded ex ample.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Astrakhan' izhitsa, Type I

Astrakhan' izhitsa, Type II

j

A

Ordinary letter mail from Astrakhan' to Saratov, p osted o n 12 February 1927. The Type
I Astrakhan' izhitsa date stamp was applied the same day. (Izhitsa use on domestic mail.)

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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71734. 10.000 • .,. 1926.

Ha.nattHe .. ro3HAK •. MocKon.

Picture postcard from Astrakhan' to
London, 21 June 1928. The m essage m
Russian offers to establish an exch ange of
PPCs with an indiv idual o f Russian
extraction in G reat Britain. The stamps
we re cancelled with an Astrakhan' " threedots" serial z, followed by an Astrakhan'
Post-and-Telegraph O ffice izhitsa date
stamp.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part) .
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Ordinary international mail from C h erepove ts to W iesbaden, Germany, posted on 27
July 1927 and censored the same day. From 1918 to 1927, Cherepovets was the center
of Ch erepovets Province, as shown by the "GUB." (th e abbreviation fo r "guberniya" province) in the cancel. However, prior to 27 July the province had been abolished and
the territory absorbed into Leningrad Ob!ast'. C herepovets had become an okrug
center within th e oblast', a considerable reductio n in status. T h e political control office
in C herepovets, h owever, was continuing to u se the now-outdated date stamp.

C h erepovets
G UB. izhitsa.

Only recorded
ex ample.

On reverse: Le ning rad 4th Dispatch Office
machine arrival mark.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Ivanovo-Voznesensk izhitsa.
Only recorded example.

Izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch marking.

f

I •

Ordinary international letter mail
from the textile-industry city of
Ivanovo-Voznesensk to Paris, posted
on 8 September 1930 and re-routed
to C lamart.
T he addressee, Mr.
K.rasnitsky, had some association with
Prince Putyatin, a wealthy Russian
exile and member of the nobility, a
fact which would have elicited the
curiosity of the Ivanovo-Voznesensk
PK. The cover cleared clandestine
censorship the same day.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Postcard from
Kaluga to New
York, 16 May
1930.
Izhitsa
serial k used as
Hyda :·
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O rdinary mail from the
T raining
M echanical
College in Kaluga to
Germany,
16
June

1932.

Kaluga izhitsa,
serial k, u sed as
a cancel.

113;\0llllO
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Tup. ·1.000.000 ....

fMB.tllT

~loc1mu,

,V, ~ • 1271fi

1929

r0311A$

a

cancel.

Kaluga was a
regional center.

No
Kaluga
izhitsa has been
recorded with
any serial letter
other than k.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

l\APEC OT[1Pf\BV1TEM

Hanyra rCfl-24

\
-.
Reverse

Registered
commercial
mail
from Kaluga GSP-24 to the
Amalgamated Trust and Savings
Bank in C hicago, posted o n 14
August 1935. (GSP referred to
the C ity Postal Service, 24 to the
number of
the
firm
or
institution.) The Kaluga serialletter k izhitsa censor mark was
used as a cancel here, too. O n
the reverse is a Moscow RIDC,
to explain away the h eavy
wrinkling from steam.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the lzhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Kazan '
izhitsa.

Post Office,
Only recorded example.

Kazan ' , Tatar
Republic to Seattle,
Washington,
24
December
1924,
part
of
the
extensive Zabylov
correspondence.
Second-earliest
recorded izhitsa
date stamp.

Voronezh
to
London,
England, posted on 8
September 1927.
The
izhitsa date stamp at center
was applied the same day.
(yoronezh was the center
of the province Qater
oblast) and a railroad hub.)
Voronezh
Post-andTelegraph Office izhitsa
date stamp.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Krasnodar, formerly Yekaterinodar, was an administrative center of the Kuban Region in the
Northern Caucasus and an important agriculture-and-trade city. With its recent, bloody
history during the Russian Civil War and strategic location, the city would certainly have had a
PK.

Internatio nal registered mail from K rasnodar to Pisa, Italy, 17 July 1928. The izhitsas u sed a s
cancels are also " three-do ts" date stamp s, examples o f linkage.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Printed matter was a major concern for the Soviet secret police because it could easily be
used to convey messages in code. Therefore, any foreign printed matter coming into the
country was automatically checked.

Leningrad 4th Dispatch Office izhitsa, serial number "1" date stamp, one of four
recorded.

URSS

Bureau des echanges internationaux de l'Acade

des Sciences de l'URSS
foopo no MemAyttapOAHOMY KH11roo6Metty AKat1.eMHH HayK

CCCP

AEHYIHf PA,ll
Obverse

Wrapper mail from Japan
to the USSR Academy of
Scien ces '
International
Book Exchange Bureau in
L eningrad, received on 25
March 1929 .

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

URSS
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Bureau des echanges internationaux cl~N1tAoonlwe
des Sciences de l'URSS

AEHl1Hf PA4

Obverse

~
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/_J
International wrapper mail from Genova, Italy to the USSR Academy of Sciences, mailed on 19 October
1929 . It arrived at Leningrad and was checked b y the 4th Dispatch Offic e PK on 25 October.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

l'

,,

A picture postcard sent o n 21 J anuary 1929
from Pekalongan (on the island o f J ava) to a
professor in Leningrad, arriving o n 2 1
February 1929. It was p erlustrated b y the
PK attached to th e Leningrad Main Post
O ffice's 4 th Dispatch Office (izhitsa) due to a
number o f factors:
~It was incoming internatio n al mail.
~The large amount o f blank space on the

address side would suggest the possibility o f
a message in secret w riting.
~The cryptic message ~ "Achryrca " "B."
"W "? together with the correspondence
club's m embership number could contain an
en coded m essage.

]Jan.1o<:ng

Reverse

This is the same "serial 1" clandestine
censor m ark that was used on the preceding
two wrappers.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part) .

Incoming foreign registered
mail from Tallinn, Estonia to
Torzhok, Tver' Okrug, posted
on 9 September 1931.
It
transited
Leningrad's
4th
Dispatch
Office
on
12
September (a probable twoday delay in the Leningrad
PK, since correspondence
from Estonia should only take
one day to arrive), picking up
a serial-a izhitsa there.

••.
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Obverse
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Moscow had by far the largest PK
in the USSR, with hundreds of
censors. All mail coming from or
addressed to foreign countries in
the 1920s and '30s was examined
without exception.

Moscow 4th Dispatch Office
double izhitsa, "N 6 " serial
number. ("N 6" is the only
number associated with izhitsa
from the 4th D.O.)
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Izhitsa date stamp u sed as a transit m ark on incoming foreign printed -m atter mail.

A n employee o f the Survey Directorate in Hillah, Iraq sent this printed -m atter envelop e to
Tomsk, Siberia v ia Po rt Said o n 6 June 1928. It was intercepted in Moscow by the 4th Dispatch
O ffice on 22 June, wh ere the "double izhitsa" date stamp at lower left was applied.
(The carriage of mail by m otor car across the Syrian desert between Baghdad and Haifa b egan in 1923 . The route
ran from Baghdad through Fallujah, Ramadi, Rutbah, Dumier, Damascus to H aifa, wh ere it connected with the rail
fo r Port Said. (Rob son Lowe Catalog, British Empire, p. 38.))

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Moscow 4th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa censor
mark, "N 6," used as an arrival mark.

PEDRO Cf\Sl\S
VILLARRO l , 93

BARCELONA Espaii

A picture postcard sent from Barcelona,
Spain to Moscow on 4 Octob er 1928,
arriv ing on o r shortly b efore 12 October.
Both the addressee, Semyon Plotitscher,
and the sender w ere m embers o f a PPC exchange club, and they used catalog
numbers to communicate, thus draw ing
more OGPU attention to them selve s.
The Plotitscher Correspondence b ears a
number of different izhitsa censor marks.

Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
The Moscow 4th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa censor mark had a number of
sub-types and minor varieties. On the picture postcard above, the izhitsa is of
the narrower variety; the one at bottom - the wider. The "N" at left is slightly
shorter.

~AZEGNl £S

c.
t:'uY~
Jt.~ . . .~ . . ~llM. . ..
~!~~

E

zt...£££.

llJ

.Jb...c1.e.o.tL . ....
l/ues cholsles de la Vallee de la Meuse.

Above: A
PPC
from the Sem yon
Plo titsch er corresp onden ce,
sent
from
C harleroi,
Bel-gium
on
8
February
1929,
censored at the 4th
D. O.
on
12
February.
At right: D ouble
adve rtising p o stcard
from Berlin to the
Engelhardt O bservato ry n ear K azan',
censored
at the
M o scow 4 th D.O .
on

1927.

4

D ecember

Vorziigliche Abbildungen
und sorgfiilti.gstc drucktechnische
Amstattung erhohen den Wert
des lnhalts.

I
I

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the lzhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Moscow 4th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitra date
stamp, with izhitsas turned out, EKSPED.
abbreviation. Partially obscured by the attempteddelivery label affixed to the reverse.

CfiPABKA
Regulierventll Mod. VS, Nr. 209

CJ).

It 25

noqTaM'ra

" 0T)J.eneHr!.7I ,,......... " yqacTOK

l{e npo.mnnaeT

Enclosed brochures.

BunncaTh noBeCTKY
Bhl6DIJI •••~ • •••••••••••••• .. o••••••• •• ••• --

One of three enclosed advertising cards showing various
kinds of valves made by Metallwerk Terna.

········· .... ···· ·~ ................. ........... . .

Yr.mp

..................................
Ilitcb.MOHOCeit.................................... ······· ········•

ICoumpo.n,ep ....................................................

o•

k

a a

Commercial advertising mail (printed matter) to Moscow from a Berlin industrial firm specializing
in valves and the ''Rapid" gas-powered lumber saw. It was crammed with advertising cards,
brochures and a cover letter to S.D. Al'perovich & Co. in the Soviet capital. :Mailed on 26
February 1927, it was examined by the PK attached to the Moscow 4th Dispatch Office on 2
March, then returned to Berlin. The reason for the return was penciled in on the label as "store
closed."
Each item in the envelope would have been checked by the PK to look for code or secret writing
on the enclosed materials.

Obverse

"

RAPID
Die Universal-Baumfll.ll- und - A.blllngmascbine
D.R. P. und Auslondspotente a.
Cod°"'\Vort: ,.R<.1 pid ..

TERN AN OVA o.m.b.H. fO.r APP ARA TEBAU
BERl..IN SO 33 · SCHl.ESISCHE STRASSE 29-30

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Intern ational p rinted-matter mail from Odessa to the
Physical Laboratory at the University of A msterdam in the
Netherlands, sent on 11 February 1925 . The sender affixed
to the reverse an authorization requ est to mail it abroad,
which the O d essa Provincial Press D epartment (violet
h and stamp seal and manuscript notation " No objections
from the Provincial Press Administration, N. 4, 16 / I 25")
approved. The contents, however, were still examined at
the Moscow 4th Dispatch Office PK and released on 14
February 1925.

Moscow 4th D. O. double -izhitsa date
stamp, 30mm diameter, izhitsas
turned inward, Ekspeditsjya spelled
out.
Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part) .
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vnonHOMQqEHH&I A no ~HDATEDHH K 6DHAH B c. c.
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Ni 3.
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1-tc Twcrskaja-Jamskaja

c.
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u. s. s. R.

3.

Jules l.Joebeli
:3 f a, Langgasse

Berne
Switzerland
iilo. 3519
Ii'"------~~~~--..~~~·~~~~~
'

'·

Moscow 4th D.O. doubleizhitsa date stamp, 30 mm
izhitsas
turned
diameter,
outward, Ekspeditsjya spelled
out, no ya after 4.

Printed-matter philatelic mail from Fedor Chuchin's
organization (Plenipotentiary for Philately and Scrip
in the USSR) to Berne, Switzerland, 14 September
1926. Examined at the Moscow 4th Dispatch
Office PK on the fo llowing day.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Moscow 4th Dispatch
Office
doubled-izhitsa
censor mark, No. 6.
Izhitsas turned out, no
'ya'' after 4, Ekspeditsiya
fully spelled out.
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3HreJJbrap.nTOBCKOH 06cepsaTopiH

CT. 06cepsaTopist Moc.-Ka3. m.
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Acknowledgem ent-of-receipt form returned by th e Royal O b servatory at Greenwich,
Great Britain, to the Engelh ardt O b servato ry on 7 January 1927, intercepted by the PK at
th e Moscow 4th Dispatch Office and released on 13 January 1927.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the lzhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

D:r
29

- _?bservatoria Encelhardt

USSR

Obverse

Printed-matter mail from the Astronomisches Recheninstitut in Berlin to the Engelhardt Observatory at Kazan' University,
posted on 3 January 1933. It was subjected to clandestine examination in the Moscow 6th Dispatch Office PK and released on
7 January. This was the very sort of mail that the OGPU was looking for: drawn on the inside in pencil is a schematic of a
mechanical device, with a notation in Russian, "Pay attention to the balance!" With the printed matter enclosed, the schematic
would not have been visible under penetrating light. There is some entry damage to the upper flap.
Once the envelope was opened, the printed matter would have been inspected for the presence of secret writing or code, and
the drawing would have been photographed. After such an intercept, all correspondence between any entities attempting to
sneak such things past the censors would have been automatically flagged for clandestine censorship in the future.
The 6th Dispatch Office double-izhitra 31mm date stamp is one of several minor variants in this type. Here, the "6" at bottom
is further away from the "EK.SPED." Important cover for the internal drawing and to demonstrate intercept.

Envelope opened,
inside shown.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Philatelic printed matter
from Paris to Taganrog,
examined on 15 April
1932 at the Moscow 6th
Dispatch Office PK.
In this variant, the "6" at
bottom of the doubleizhitsa date stamp 1s
much closer to the
"EKSPED."

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the
Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR
(European Part).
From
the
Dr.
Georg
Demme
correspondence. Wrapper mail from Berlin
to Penza, mailed on 17 March 1933.
Examined in the Moscow 6th Dispatch
Office PK on 25 March.

Moscow 6th D.O.
double-izhitsa variant,
right izhitsa "hook"
slanted down.

~d~!5 ·~-

lndustrleverlag Spaeth & Linde

llnow :1086'81

Obverse

Bertin W 35

a.....

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the
Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR
(European Part).

Barents Sea

Kola Peninsula

Murmansk Province izhitsa, serial a.

Murmansk, on the Kola Peninsula, was and is European Russia's northernmost
port. Facing the Barents Sea, it was even then at that time a strategic naval base
and the administrative center of Murmansk Okrug. As such, it would have had
a PK .
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O rdinary internatio nal p ostcard sen t from Murmansk on 31 J uly 1926 to H ersfeld in
Ge rmany. The w riter was a German located in A leksandrovs k, a small v illage to the
no rth o f Mur m ansk. As a fo reign n atio nal in a strategic area, his m ail would
undoubtedly h ave b een closely watched.
Only recorded ex ample of the
Murmansk izhitsa clandestine censor mark, u sed here as a cancel.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Orenburg izhitsa, serial b.
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An ordinary postcard from Orenburg to Kazan', posted on 27 May 1925 and censored
expeditiously.
The izhitsa censor mark, inserted between the two star devices on an Imperial-period
handstamp, is noteworthy for its long "arm," or extension.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Orenburg Okrug [Post) Office,
combination izhitsa / three dots.
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Registered international m ail from Orenburg to Prague, Czechoslovakia, posted and
censored on 3 1 D ecember 1928 . T h e reverse shows h eavy wrinkling from steam.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Rostov-na-Donu had at least four izhitsas in the span of five years.
L to R: Type 1, no serial letter, izhitsa at bottom. Type 2, serial b, izhitsa turned inward. Type 3,
serial g, izhitsa turned inward. Type 4, serial a, izhitsa turned outward.
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Registered international mail from Rostov -na-Donu to a man with a Russian surnam e in
Marseilles, France, 26 May 1925. Rostov Type 1 izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch
mark.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

O rdinary internation al letter m ail from R ostov-n a-D onu to Istanbul, Turkey,
p osted o n 11 August1 926 . The izhitsa date stam p was applied twice, on ce as
a cancel on the reverse an d again on the obverse as a disp atc h m ark.

R everse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Ordinary internatio nal letter mail from Rostov-na-Donu to London, 10 August 1927.
Typ e 3 izhitsa (serial i) used as a cancel o n the reverse and as a dispatch mark on the
obve rse . The addre ssee, L. Sverdlov, was most probably a Russian emigre and
there fore o f interest to the OGPU as a possible oppon ent to the Soviet regim e with
tie s to counter-revolutio nary groups in the U SSR.

On reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Rostov-na- Donu
izhitsa, serial a,
Type 4.

Fragment
from reverse.
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Registered mail from Rostov-on-Don to a scientific institute in Hamburg, Ge rmany, mailed on 7
March 1929 . Izhitsa used as a cancel on the reverse and as a dispatch mark on the obverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

A registered letter from the Samara 2nd City
Postal Branch Office to New York, mailed
on 24 January 1927 and censored by the
Samara PK the following day.
Heavy
wrinkling from steam on the reverse.
The izhitsa date stamp is highly unusual for
its perpendicular date bridge.

Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Both the Samara Post Office and the Samara Railroad Terminal have been recorded with
izhitsas, proving the existence of at least two PKs in that city.

A propaganda postcard mailed at the Samara Railroad Terminal to Leipzig-Wahren, Germany
on 23 June 1934, very late in the OGPU period. The sender was an engineer, asking the
Pittler machine-tools firm to send him its catalogs. Samara RR Terminal izhitsa date stamp
used as a cancel.

3.5 .2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa
Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Moscow 4th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa date stamp, No. 6. This variety is
characterized by its hatch-marking in the segments, and is extremely rare. As
of 2016, only this one example has been recorded.
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Moskan, 1 Twersk;1ja Jam:::;ka~a

.Mr •.lJ...Ch . Heusen Bassett ,
" inJen "
Beau ~orth , l,r . Alfesford
llants
' H Ut..1

England

Wrapper mail from the Soviet Philatelist in Moscow to Beauworth, England, posted on 13 Janu ary
1927 and inspected by the PK at the Moscow 4th D ispatch Office on 14 January.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

CARl'E POSTALE
noqroBASI l{AProql{A ~~ p 0
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A postcard mailed at the Samara
Railroad Terminal on 14 January 1934 to
Germany. In addition to the fact that
this
was
international
mail,
the
considerable amount of blank space on
the rev erse ~ suitable fo r writing in
secret ink ~ would have provoked even
greater suspicion on the part of the PK.
Samara Zh.D. izhitsa used as a cancel.

Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

noqTOBA.a
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A p ostcard sent from the P.O. at the Sam ara R ailroad Terminal to Amsterdam in the
Netherlands, 2 1 D ecember 1933 . The careful, almo st straight-up-and-down applicatio n
o f the izhitsa can celer is charac teristic o f this particular clandestine cen sor m ark.
The m essage on the reverse was written by a philatelist and co rresp onden ce club
m ember, complaining ab out the lack o f an answe r to his previou s card.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Saratov izhitsa. Only
recorded example.

•

Ordinary international mail from
Cleveland, Ohio to Saratov, posted
on 14 February 1927, intercepted
b y the Saratov PK and released on
7 March 1927. It was delivered to
the addressee the following day.

Obverse

-.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Registered mail from the Stalingrad Postand-Telegraph Office to British Honduras,
posted on 10 January 1928.
Stalingrad
izhitsa used as a cancel. As it was mail sent
abroad by an engineer (the attack on
" bourgeois specialists" had b egun the year
before and was still underway), this was
natural perlustration bait.

"Staling rad
P.T.K." Type 2
Reverse

izhitsa.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Sverdlovsk izhitsa, serial 0.

International regis tered mail from Sverdlovsk in the Urals to Schwerin,
Germany, m ailed on 13 January 1933. Sverdlovsk izhitsa date stamp
applied as a dispatch mark, four days later.

·Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Registered mail from Sverdlovsk to Schwerin, Germany, posted on 11 November 1932. It is
from the same correspondence as the item on the preceding page, only this time the Sverdlovsk
serial 0 izhitsa was used as a cancel. The envelope contained "used covers," showing that this was
mail between collectors.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Registered mail from T ambov to London, sent on 14 January 1930 . It was first presented as
express airmail, but the "Mit Luftposr' cachet and the pink "Express" label were crossed out
and the registration label was substituted. Tambov izhitsa serial k used as a cancel. No
Tambov izhitsa has been recorded w ith any serial letter o ther than k .

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Tula Tsentral'naya (Central) izhitsa, serial
b, 21May1925. Extremely rare.

This Provisional Government-issue postcard, over- stamped with "Blank of the Moscow
Communications District," was sent from the Tula Central Post Office on 21 May 1925
but written at Yasnaya Polyana on the 19th_ The m essage in Norwegian on the reverse
mentions the writer L eo Tolstoy (wh o lived at Yasnaya Polyana) and his niece. The PK
at Tula Central censored it expeditiously on the 2 1st.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Kursk izhitsa, used as
both a cancel (for
the second stamp of
the pair) and a
dispatch marking.
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Ordinary letter mail
from Kursk to Paris,
France, sent on 14
No
August 1927.
delay.

~v0£t~
Ordinary
letter
mail from Tver' to
Berlin, Germany,
posted on 25 May
1926 . No delay.

Tver' izhitsa, used as
a dispatch mark.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Registered mail from Ufa, the center of
the Bashkir ASSR, to Paris, France,
mailed in March 1932. The bilingual
izhitsa date stamp has been used as a
cancel. The cover was opened a second
time wh en it reach ed Moscow, w here
damage to the flaps was such that a
"Received at Moscow with the flaps soiled and
poor!J sealed ' was applied.

Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

A highly unusual modified Imperial-period double-izhitsa
date stamp (serial zh), with a progression of star-izhitsa-starizhitsa. Outside of Moscow, most modified date stamps
display only one izhitsa.
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Ordinary mail from V ladimir, an oblast' center, to Leningrad, posted in the first half
of January 1927.
It arrived at its destination on 13 January.
This cover
demonstrates an izhitsa used as a cancel on domestic mail.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Two registered
commercial
covers
(the
one at top also
airmail) from
the same eggand-bird
export office
in Voronezh,

"VOSTVAG,"

0- .oO

to
Berlin,
posted on 11
November
and
1
December

B E R L I N SW.68

1926.
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-------------Voronezh
P.T.K. izhitsa,
no
oth er
serial letter.
Used as a
dispatch
m arking.

Akt. Ges.
·" W 0 S T W

Deutsahland

repMaHHR.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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O rdinary international mail from Barnaul (\X'estern Siberia) to a man w ith a Russian surname in
Lo ndon, England. Released on 3 Novemb er 1928, the cover's izhitsa d ate stamp has been u sed as a
cancel. Only recorded ex ample.
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Barnaul izhitsa with
stars as devices.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Chita izhitsa, no serial letter. Rare.

Izhitsa date stamp used as a cancel on outbound registered
foreign mail.

S j~;&//
,/l/,2J

J?oft

Chita, Khabarovsk Ob!ast' to San Francisco, registered and posted on 22 N ovember 1929 .
The Zabylova corre spondence between Engineer Sergey Ivanovich and his m oth er M.V (the
son fled the Soviets through C hina to the U.S., but his mother remained b ehind in th e USSR)
contains numerous examples of clandestine mail surveillance. In addition to this C hita
steganographic "postmark," the correspondence displays a high incidence of w rinkling from
steam, "Received in damaged condition" marking s and izhitsas.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Izhitsa date stamp used as both canceler and dispatch mark.

A second Chita izhitsa, this time on ordinary international letter mail from the Zabylova
correspondence, 14 October 1928. One of several Chita izhitsas recorded.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Another cover from the S.I. Zabylov / M.V Zabylova Correspondence, mailed in Chi ta on 31
August 1930 and addressed to San Francisco. Izhitsa clandestine censor mark used as a cancel.
W rinkling from steam on reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

In the 1920s and '30s, the Soviets relied on many foreign
firms for their expertise and help in establishing industries
and communications networks. The foreign specialists especially their correspondences - were all closely
watched.

Scarce.

Return address on reverse: " K.. Madsen,
Danish Telegraph, Irkutsk, Siberia."

Registered letter sent from a Danish citizen working fo r the Danish Telegraph from the
Irkutsk Telegraph Office to Copenhagen, Denmark, 25 August 1927 .

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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Ordinary international mail from Irkutsk to Liepaja, Latvia, mailed on 18 May 1929 . Irkutsk
izhitsa used as a cancel. In addition to its foreign destination, the cover may h ave drawn the
attention of the Irkutsk PK due to the incomplete return address on th e back flap and the
foreign name, "Skio ldair."

On reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

~~¥- ~b~
Khabarovsk izhitsa.
Domestic mail from Leningrad to
Khabarovsk, posted on 30 March 1933
and assessed 10 kopecks postage due.
Although intra-USSR correspondence
does not often display izhitsa date
stamps, this one may have qualified for
perusal due to its being sent poste restante
and the lack of a return address.

LU1-uun~t,. o&,ti.

Obverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

As with izhitsa censor marks from other towns and cities, those of Novosibirsk could be used either
as transit marks or cancels, demonstrating that the postal clerks who accepted the mail from postal
patrons were most probably not the ones who applied the cancels.

.· , .
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·~

International registered mail from Novosibirsk to Vero na, Italy, posted on 3 February 1928.
Censored at Novosibirsk (doubled-izhitsa cancels, serial dJ. The addres see, Lorenzo Bemardelli, was
likely a m ember of the famous Bemardelli gun-manufacturing family based in Gardone, n ear Verona,
and would thus have b een of intere st to the OGPU. Very rare, earliest recorded izhitsa for this
type from Novosibirsk.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
This is an unusual cover in that Vologda had its own PK,
which could have checked the item itself, before it ever left
the city. Instead, it traveled halfWay through Siberia before
it was intercepted. It is likely that it was opened in
Vologda, but there being no Japanese linguist available on
site, it was passed on to the first PK where such a language
capability existed: Novosibirsk.

Doubled-izhitsa date
stamp, serial D, in
use from at least
early 1928 to 1929 .

.., ...

-~

A registered letter from the Vologda Po st-and-Telegraph O ffic e to Kob e, Jap an, sent on 19
March 1929 . O nce it reach ed Novosibirsk o n its way east, it wa s intercepted by the PK there and
released on 2 7 March. Dou b led -izhitsa d ate stamp, serial D. Very rare, latest izhitsa of this
type recorded for Novosibirsk.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

I
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Reverse

Registered mail posted from the
Novosibirsk 3rd Dispatch Office
to a life~insurance firm in Berlin,
13 July 1933 . "Received at Moscow
with flaps poor!J sealed' RIDC on
reverse (unsigned). Novosibirsk
3rd Dispatch Office izhitsa used
as a cancel.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

O rdinary internatio nal m ail sent b y Germ an citizen Bernhard Schroeter at KUZBASSUGOL' (a
m ajor coal-mining enterprise in the Ku znet sk Basin east o f Novosib irsk) to Goerlitz, Germany,
p osted on 17 July 1933 . Novosib irsk 3rd Disp atch O ffice izhitsa used as a cancel.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part) .
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Ordinary international mail sent from
the O m sk 6th Postal Branch Office on
?12? November 1925 to a m edical
bookstore in Tubingen, Germany.
O m sk izhitsa applied on the sam e day.
The city was the administrative center
of O m sk Ob!ast', in southwestern
Siberia.
One of two recorded examples of
this censor mark.

Reverse

/uu-<~

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part) .
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A registered wrapper from Tomsk, Western Siberia, via Moscow to Professor A.A. Maksimov at the
University of Chicago, USA, sent on 17 June 1925. It passed first through the hands of the PK in Tomsk,
and then again at the PK attached to Moscow's 4th Dispatch Office on 24 June.
(The sender, Professor A.D. Timofeyevskiy at Tomsk University's Gen eral Pathology Department, was well
known for his studies on hematology. Maksimov, the recipient, was a world-famous scientist in histology
and embryology w ho fled from the RSFSR around 1922. Corresponden ce between the two would have
been closely watched by the OGPU.)
Instances of two

izhitsa

date stamps from different cities on one cover are extremely rare. This is

one of a very few recorded e x amples.

Moscow 4th Dispatch Office
doubled-izhitsa date stamp,
missing the izhitsa at right.

Tomsk izhitsa
Type 1 Oarge) .

date

stamp,
Professor A.D.
Timofeyevskiy

Professor Aleksandr
Maksimov

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
Durban, South Africa to Tomsk via Moscow, posted on 30 January 1929 and received on 2
March. Coming from a foreign country, with only a post office box for a return address and
sent to a sensitive area (fomsk State University and many secret government projects), the
cover would have been obvious perlustration bait.

Izhitsa date stamp used as an arrival mark on ordinary international mail.

Tomsk izhitsa, no serial letter, 2 March 1929 .
Latest recorded izhitsa for Tomsk.

Moscow 6th Dispatch Office
transit mark, 22 February 1929.
The "three-dots" date stamp is
thought to be a flag fo r censorship
at the cove r' s destination.

Obverse
BOX 2111,

DURSA.'I.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Tomsk Type 1 izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch mark.
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O rdinary internatio nal letter m ail from Tom sk to a Mr. V.W Bo rgest in Kob e, Jap an,
p o sted on 14 Octob er 1926. It cleared the Tomsk P K on the same d ay.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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Tomsk Type 2 "small" izhitsa, 26mm diameter,
produced during the Soviet period.

Tomsk Type 1 "large" izhitsa, 32mm diameter,
modified Imperial-period date stamp.
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Printed matter m ail from a corre spo ndence club m ember in Tomsk to Cop enhagen ,
D enmark, p osted o n 19 February 1930. Tomsk Typ e 2 izhitsa date stamp s used as cancels.
(No disp atch o r arrival markings o n the reverse.)

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Troitskosavsk

Troitskosavsk bilingual date
stamp with izhitsa. Only

On reverse.

recorded example.
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During the imperial period, Troitskosavsk Gust north of K.yakhta) was an important trading town on
the Russo-Mongolian border, but it declined dramatically in the 1920s and 1930s. Even so, the Soviets
had a small PK there to watch the border-area mail.
Ordinary domestic mail from Troitskosavsk, Buryat-Mongol ASSR, to Moscow, posted on 4 April 1932.
Received in Moscow on 16 April.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Verkhneudinsk bilingual izhitsa date stamp.
Only recorded example.

'

.

n. T. K.
'

Registered mail from Verkhneudinsk, Buryat-Mongol ASSR, to Kosice, Czech oslovakia,
p osted on 25 December 1928. The clandestine censor mark has been used as a cancel,
and it is highly unusual for its placement of the izhitsa - in the lower segment, rather than
near the outer circle. No other izhitsa censor mark from anywh ere in the USSR has been
found with this feature.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

n04TOBA~
POSTA KARTO _ _ _ __

'
rnaenHT A..J

A picture postcard from Verkhneudinsk, capital of th e Buryat-Mongol Auto nomous Soviet
Socialist Republic, to Zurich, Switzerland. It was w ritten on 16 March 193 1, but the izhitsa
used as a cancel is dated th e 17th.

Verkhneudinsk bi-lingual izhitsa censor mark, w ith the izhitsa
inserted backwards. Only recorded example .

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the lzhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

As the Soviet Union's strategic outpost on the Pacific Rim and a major administrative
center, Vladivostok had a PK that watched both domestic and international mail.

From Semirechensk Obiast' "via Siberia :Manchuria," transiting Vladivostok to
Auckland, New Zealand, May 1925.
''Received in worn, open condition at
Palm[erston] N [or th] (initials)." Resealing tape applied in New Zealand.

Vladivostok Type 1
izhitsa (with serifs), no
period
after
Vladivostok. Only one
example recorded.
Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.
A picture postcard from the collector V Vasil'ev, (in Alma-Ata, not Samarkand) but this time to
Cliffside, New Jersey, mailed on 11April1929. Vasil'ev offers to exchange PPCs of Central Asia
for PPCs of New York City.
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''Alma-Ata D zhetysk.
Obl. I izhitsa.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

A second PPC from Vasil'ev in
Alma-Ata to Cliffside, New Jersey,
written on 8 November 1929,
clearing the Alma-Ata PK on the
11th. Vasil' ev tells the addressee,
Paul Reimann, that they are
building a railroad line to AlmaAta this year.
The two Alma-Ata cards plus the
one from Samarkand prove that
Vasil'ev's mail was being watched
closely.

A lma-Ata izhitsa date stamps used as cancels.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Izhitsas took one of three forms:
1) Imperial-period date stamps modified with an izhitsa;
2) Sov iet-period date stamps modified with an izhitsa, and
3) Soviet-period date stamp with izhitsa as part of the
original design.
This one is of the second form, a (backwards) izhitsa
squeezed into a Soviet-manufactured bi-lingual date
stamp, serial a. The result was not optimal because the
"postmark" had to be well struck for the izhitsa to be
v isible.
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A p icture postcard from D resden-A ltstadt, G ermany to Askhabad, sent o n 10
Sep tember 1927 and checked in the Askhabad-Poltoratsk PK o n 21 Sep tember.
(Askhabad was renamed Poltoratsk by th e Soviets in 1919 to h on or the Bolsh ev ik
revolutio nary and C hairman of th e Turkestan Economic Council, P. G. Poltoratskiy.
It reverted to Askhab ad on 27 Octob er 1927.)

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.
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Izhitsa date stamp used as a cancel on outbound international mail.
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" Chimkent Syr-Dar. Obi.
P.T.K. (izhitsa) "
(SyrDar' ya Ob!ast ' Post-andTelegraph Office).
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Chimkent to Czecho slovakia, 17 October 1925 . Only recorded ex ample.

Obverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.
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Free-frank Red Army correspondence from the Second Section of the OGPU Border
Troops (VOGPU), stationed at Osh , K irghiz Autonomous Oblast', to a woman in the v illage
of Korsunovka, Petrovskiy rC!Jon, Krivoy Rog area. The OGPU kept a close watch on mail
emanating from military units to ensure their loyalty and monitor morale.
Only recorded izhitsa from Osh.

Osh, K irghiz Autonomous
Oblast'
bi-lingual
date
stamp, izhitsa, serial g.

On reverse.

Free-frank handstamp seal of the OGPU Border Troops'
Dzhalal-Abad Sector.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Samarkand i.:?:f:;itra serial M date stamp used as a cancel on outbound foreign mail.
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A registered postcard from Samarkand to a professor at Cambridge, Massachusetts,
posted on 2 December 1930. Note the penciled registration "label" at left One of
two recorded.

When the OGPU order to use izfaitsa on post::marks
was issued, it must have allowed local authorities to
add the letter to already-existing date stamps, in this
case the bilingual CaMap:r<;aH,D;-Samarqancl, until
such time as new h:andstamps in corporating the
letter could be manufactured. Both Samarkand and
Tashkent used this approach.
I zfritsa shoehorned in
tightly between the cTI''
of SAMARQAND and
serial letter M.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Bi-lingual Samarkand izhitsa date
stamp, serial m.
One of two
recorded.

Picture postcard from Samarkand
to Monterrey, Mexico, 22 April
1930. The message on the card is
an acceptance by a Soviet
philatelist (Vasil'ev) of an offer by
a Mexican stamp collector to
exchange stamps.
Using the
numbers
of an unspecified
catalog, the Soviet collector
p rovided his want list o f Mexican
stamps. As a p otential foreign
intelligence code, the numbers
drew the immediate attention o f
the OGPU's PK in Samarkand.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Bi-lingual Semipalatinsk
izhitsa (one of two
recorded examples).

Semipalatinsk to Leipzig, Germany, 22 February 1933. From the handwriting and the address, it
appears that the sender was also German, whether a citizen of Germany in the USSR or a Soviet
citizen of German extraction.
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L' a"Jresse d 'euvoyeur

I zhitsa date stamp (Soviet manufacture) used a s a can cel o n outbound o rdinary foreign m ail.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.
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Internatio nal registered letter from
U st' -K amen ogorsk, Semipalatinsk
Oblast', to Brno in Czechoslovakia,
mailed on 2 June 1933 . It received
an
indistinct
Russian-language
registratio n handstamp in U st' Kamenogorsk, then a h and-drawn
internatio nal "R" w h en the cover
reac hed Semipalatinsk. The PK in
Semipalatinsk examined it, applied
an izhitsa date stamp and released
the letter two d ays later.
One of two ex amples known.
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Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

At the time this cover was mailed, Tashkent was the capital of the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic
(the republic having been established on 27 October 1924) and a major railroad hub in Central Asia,
so there would certainly have been a large republic-level secret police office and a PK.

Izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch mark on outbound registered international mail.

Tachkent

r/t.

N9. ..

Tashkent bilingual izhitsa
date stamp, serial v, 24
October 1927.
Only
recorded
serial
v
izhitsa from Tashkent,
one of two in this type.

Mary Pickford.

A fan of cinema star Mary Pickford sent this
registered letter from Tashkent to h er in H ollywood,
California, but not before an OGPU clandestine
m onitor looked it over.

O n the reverse is a penciled manuscript notation
reading " Registered letter received with a damaged
flap (signature)."

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

The Tashkent PK was one of a handful in the USSR to use izhitsa date
stamps with more than one other serial letter. This bilingual date stamp - a
serial g - is similar to the type with the serial v on the preceding page, with
the same izhitsa crammed into the small space on the left between the serial
letter and the first letter of the Arabic script. It differs in that it leads off
with the initials "P.T.K." - Post and Telegraph Office.

Registered letter from Tashkent to Tehran, Persia, posted on 30 July 1929. It was sent by
the w ife of N .S. Shcherbinskiy, a Soviet scientist stationed at the "Perskhlopok" (Persian
Cotton) joint Soviet-Persian stock company who studied locusts and ways to combat
them.
The mail of Soviet citizens abroad was always carefully watched by the secret police,
whether for signs of espionage, counter-revolutionary contacts, ideological corruption or
illegal financial dealings.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

Propaganda postcard sent from Tashkent on 4 December 1932 to Lelle, Estonia. Tashkent
izhitsa, serial F, used as a cancel. On this particular type, the serial Fis invariable.

Bilingual Tashkent izhitsa,
serial F.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Central Asian Region.

International registered mail, izhitsa serial F date stamp
used as a cancel.
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A registered letter from an indiv idual staying at the 2 nd Communal H o tel in Tas hkent, sent to Lau sanne,
Sw itzerland on 5 July 1930. Censored and dispatched on the same day.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

At left: Baku to
Rochester, New York,
12 May 1931. The
izhitsa
has
been
applied to a bilingual
date-stamp, making it
essentially a " tn-.
alphabetic" marking.

-
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_7l.odzesla, H. j-_
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The Baku Po st-andTelegraph
O ffic e
izhitsa
bilingual
handstamp
1s
invariably serial K.

At right: O rdinary
letter
from
an
Ameri-can engineer
wo rking
with
''Azn eft-" (Azeri Oil)
in Baku. Posted in
Chernyy gorod o n
27 August
1930,
Baku izhitsa applied
three d ays later in
transit.

Hp. 50600

"lo•

a~ '1-,

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Izhitsa

"7"
Baku bilingual 7th Postal
Branch Office izhitsa,
serial B.

Baku's Tiflisskiy Railroad Terminal, site of a PK attached to
the 7th Postal Branch Office.
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A registered letter from Baku to Hildesh eim, Germany, p osted on 13 March 193 4. The " 7" in the lower part o f
the date stamp corresp onds w ith the " 7" in the Cyrillic registration Z h andstamp at center top and with the
return address - "Baku 7." However, the French-language R -handstamp at center m akes n o mention of the 7th
Postal Branch O ffic e, because the two were co-located. H en ce, the izhitsa mimics a " 7" at the top o f this
bilingual date stamp. Only recorded ex ample.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Erivan' izhitsa, serial

z, one of two

known types.

-

Izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch mark on outbound
registered foreign mail, sent via Moscow.
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Registered envelop e from E rivan' to New Yo rk, p ostmarked on 7 D ecem ber 1926 but supposedly
op en ed the d ay b efore in the E rivan' PK The Unio n of A rab kir was then and is today an A rmenian
educatio nal o rganization. The OGPU would h ave watched such corresp o ndence fo r evidence o f antiSoviet Armenian n atio nalism.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.
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Ordinary international mail from Erivan' to an Armenian journal in N ew York, p osted on 7
February 1927. It cleared the E rivan' PK the next day. There is considerable wrinkling from
steam on the reverse.
This is much the same target set as the preceding cover: Armenians abroad.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Type la

Type lb

(wider izhitsa)

(narrower izhitsa)

Reverse

Ordinary international mail sent from
the Erivan' Railroad Terminal on 30
September 1926 to an Armenian medical
student at Pavian, Italy. Censored by the
Erivan' PK on the same day. (Type la
izhitsa.)
Wrinkling from steam and
damage to the left flap on the reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Izhitsa date stamp used as a dispatch mark on outbound ordinary foreign mail.

Erivan' to an Armenian addressee in N ew York, mailed on 13 February 1931.

Reverse

As the capital of a republic SSR, E rivan' had an
important PK operation.

Bilingual " Erivan "' serial " V " date
stamp with small izhitsas on th eir side s.
One of four recorded examples of
this izhitsa style.

IDiscovery I

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.
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A registered airmail letter sent from Erivan' to Boston, Massachusetts on 4 February 1932
but h eld for five days b efore being released by the Erivan' PK. The addressee is of
Armenian descent.

Narrower
izhitsa
at

3:00.

(On

preceding
page.

Wider

izhitsa at
3:00.

Reverse

Only recorded example
of this sub-type.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

A registered letter from Leninakan via New York to Boston, Massachusetts, mailed and
censored in the latter third of February 1926. Leninakan bilingual (Russian/ Armenian)
izhitsa censor mark, only recorded example.

f

;

With its lack of a date
bridge and dots at various
places in the inner circle,
the censor mark is very
reminiscent of Imperialp eriod
Timokhovich
cancelers.

fmbUra
~.&a o{o/e-4 ,h, /ta/i"-"'' r

Jc~

-

180049
Obverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.
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International registered mail from Le ninakan,
Armenian SSR, to Mulhouse, France, posted on 25
November 1926. Leninakan izhitsa clandestine
censor mark u sed as a dispatch date stamp.
Leninakan u sed this particular type for at least
nme years.

On reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Registered letter from Leninakan (formerly Aleksandropol') to New York, mailed
on
22
April
1933.
izhitsa
plus
Leninakan
Moscow
"Re-ceived
m
damaged
condi-ti on"
marking
on
reverse.
Wrinkling and flap damage.

Reverse

OpraHHJyeM
IHTMBHOCTb
Mace Ha CTpOH•
TenbtTBO HOBOro

R

~~HK

CO"HanHCTH'le•
CKOro Cibl'l'a.

M 0-BA

.. 3A 3ADPOBblM &b1r··
Leninakan izhitsa type.

J

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Ordinary international letter mail from
(formerly
Bakhmut),
an
A rtemovsk
important town in the eastern Ukrainian SSR,
to Firenze (Florence), Italy, sent on 27
February 1929 . Up to 1925, the city was the
capital of Donetsk Province.
The date stamp was used both as a cancel and
as a dispatch mark.

Bilingual Artemovsk
izhitsa date stamp.

Only recorded
Reverse

ex ample.

-

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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Belaya Tserkov' double-izhitsa bi-lingual date stamp, 21 March 1928.
Only recorded example, and one of a handful of izhitsas from
towns with a status below that of an oblast!, region or republic
center.
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Ordinary international mail from Yezerka, Kiev Ob!ast' to New
York, posted on 27 March 1928. It was censored clandestinely
the next day in Belaya Tserkov' (itself only a rqyon administrative
center in K iev Ob!ast) and released. It transited the Kiev
Railroad Terminal (date stamp at right) on the 29th. This date
stamp is also suspected of being related to mail surveillance, but
thus far there is insufficient proo£
Only postmark on
reverse.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Khar'kov
Railroad
Terminal ("Vokzar)
izhitsa. Very rare.

Khar'kov RR Terminal izhitsa used as both a cancel and a dispatch mark.
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Ordinary international letter mail from Khar'kov to Clichy-sur-Seine, France, posted on 16
January 1929. The inner circle at the sides has either been filed '<N/ay or the date stamp was
manufactured that way. Although there are no dots present, this example may represent a
linkage date stamp between the "four-dots" and izhitsa.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Khar'kov Railroad Terminal izhitsa used as a canceler.

1( . 0 .

Ordinary international mail addressed to Kenley, England, mailed on 27 November
1928 from the Railroad Terminal in K har'kov. G iven the stamp commemorating
the creator of Esperanto, Dr. L. Zamenhof, the enclosed letter may well have b een
written in that language. Such mail was carefully watched.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

The K iev Railroad
Terminal was
a
maior
trans-shipment hub for mail
go mg
to
and
coming from o ther
countries. A large
PK was attached to
it.
Above: K iev to
Buffalo, NY, 2 7
August
1929 .
to
Below:
K iev
New
York,
27
September
1929 .
Izhitsa serial a used
as cancels on both.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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A free-frank serviceman's letter from
the 6th Communications Regiment of
the Ukrainian Military District (violet
handstamp seal on reverse), located in
Kiev-Luk'yanovka, to Vovchok m
Lubnyy Okrug, 16 March 1926 .
Like

the

Kiev Railroad Terminal

izhitsa, this bi-lingual date stamp also
has the invariable serial a.

Reverse

-

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Odessa to Hartford, Connecticut, mailed on 18
October 1927 and clearing the Odessa PK on the
same day.
T he K iev Railroad Terminal date stamp on the
reverse is also thought to be a clandestine mail
su rveillance marking.

•

Odessa Type 2 izhitsa date stamp,
invariably serial zh.

/o 11116

Reverse

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Zaporozh' e bilingual izhitsa date stamp, serial u.
The small "UKR" in the lower arc beneath the
date bridge stands for "Ukraine."

-

Izhitsa date stamp used as a canceller on outbound ordinary foreign mail.
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Ordinary letter mail from Zaporozh' e to N ew York, posted on 23 November 1926 . In
addition to the foreign destination, the fact that the w riter' s return addre ss in Odessa didn' t
correspond to the letter' s point of origin might h ave b een another red flag fo r the postal
sorters on the OGPU payroll.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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Registered international mail sent b y an
Esperantist in Zinov ' ev sk, Ukrainian SSR
to Agen, France on 3 or 5 February 1929.
It was censored by the Zinov'evs k PK on
5 February (izhitsa censor m ark, serial zh).
The label o n the reve rse reads, " Use
Esperanto ."
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Only recorded example.
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
The Crimean Peninsula.

Bilingual Simferopol' izhitsa censor mark,
from on or shortly after 5 February 1929.
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Simferopol' to Lausann e, Switzerland, posted on 5 February 1929. Examined
and released at the Simferopol' PK shortly thereafter. The cancel is a " twoplus-four-dots" date stamp thought to be a flag for censorship. Only
recorded ex ample of this Crimean izhitsa.

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
The Crimean Peninsula.

Bilingual Sevastopol' /
Crimea izhitsa, 1928.
Very rare.

Obverse

Ordinary letter mail from the big port of
Sevastopol' in the Crimea to a woman
with a Russian surname in Lavoisier a
Langlee in France, mailed on 22 September 1928. Censored the same day in the
Sevastopol' PK, transited the Kiev
Railroad Terminal two days later.

-

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
The Crimean Peninsula.
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Ordinary internatio nal mail from the 2nd City Postal Branch Office in Sevastopol' to
Berlin, Germany, mailed on 3 October 1927. It was censored (bilingual Cyrillic/ Arabic
izhitsa date stamp) and dispatched the sam e day. Noticeable wrinkling from steam on the
reverse. (Very rare.)

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
The Crimean Peninsula.

Ordinary letter mail from Yevpatoriya
in the Crimea to Brshats, Yugoslavia,
posted on 21 April 1925.
Yevpatoria, a well-known Crimean spa
town, was a natural target for the
OGPU's PK there. The letters of
vacationing Party bigwigs and the wellto-do were of great interest to Soviet
intelligence.

.f

Only
recorded
izhitsa
from
Yevpatoriya, and one of a small
handful of izhitsas from places that
were not provincial or republic
centers.

l

/

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Byelorussia.

For some reason, izhitsas and zets are very difficult to find from the Byelorussian SSR.
Only recorded example.
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An ordinary letter from Gomel' to Stockholm, Sweden, posted on 2 July 1928.
It cleared the Gomel' PK on the sam e day, but did n ot reach Stockholm until 9 July.

-

3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Byelorussia.
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Vitebsk
Okrug
double-serial
a
izhitsa date stamp,
used as a dispatch
mark.

-

Only one
recorded.
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Viteb sk to Anyksciai, Lithuania,
p osted on 22 August 1925, transiting Leningrad's 1st Dispatch
Office and Kaunas.
It took two days (24 to 26
Au gust) to clear Leningrad,
demonstrating that the letter was
checked twice ~ once in Vitebsk
and again in Leningrad.

Reve rse

3.5.3. Introduction of the Zet Date Stamps.

The zets were introduced at least as early as July 19 25 and lasted up to at
least April 1941.
They are found mostly on incoming mail from abroad - as arrival
or transit markings - and outgoing domestic mail used as cancels.

A few examples on outbound mail to foreign destinations have also been
recorded.
Earliest recorded zet
and the only recorded
zet of this type from
Baku.

Zets have been found thus far on date stamps from only twelve cities:
Ashkhabad, Baku, Groznyy, Khar' kov, Kiev, Minsk, Moscow,
Novosibirsk, Odessa, Saratov, Tashkent and Vladivostok.

.JJ~aft€ ~~affr~
fi7~1a13 u Ka,,,~
Baku
to
the
American
Consular Service
in Paris, p osted
on 4 July 1925 .
Diplomaticrelated mail was
always a highp rio rity target for
the Soviet secret
p olice.

,.t:lhY°/Jk*6 -
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3.5.2.3. Geographic Range of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

The OGPU's PKs also kept track of printed matter coming into the country, especially from Germany. This cover
was sent on 3 July 1934 as registered printed matter from Goldap, Germany to a German citizen in Penza Obiast'.
The PK attached to the Moscow 6th Dispatch Office intercepted the item - probably a book or a ledger, judging
from the thickness of the wrapping- and released it on 9 July 1934. 6th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa clandestine
censor mark on reverse.

The izhitsa date stamp was applied on the OGPU's last day of existence. On 10 July, the OGPU was
brought back into the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) and turned into the GUGB - the Main
Directorate for State Security.

Obverse. The wrapper measures 11 inches long by 5 7 /8 inches high.
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ "Linkage" date stamps.

Although such examples did not appear until 1935 and then only in
Moscow at the International Post Office during the GUGB period, zets are found together
with izhitsas on the same date stamps.

Att sandas med iorsta postflyget Stockholm- Moskva
First flight Stockb.ol.llf-Moscou, URSS. RSFSR

~·•

..
First-flight cover from Stockholm to Moscow, 1July193 7.
Moscow International Post
Office izhitsa-zet combination
date stamp on reverse, dated
2 July.

\~
Obverse

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.
~ Zet - the last letter in the Latin alphabet. It was not a part of the Cyrillic alphabet,
modern or old, yet it was used on Cyrillic-only date stamps. If it were a legitimate, consistent
postmark, there should be many other Latin letters on Soviet date stamps, but there are not.

If zet were a legitimate serial letter, it should not appear
on a date stamp with another serial letter, but on occasion it does.
~ Appearance with serial letters.

-

-

Kiev Railroad Terminal zet, serial "a."
(No other serial letter has been found on
a Kiev zet date stamp.)

Zet date stamp used as a cancel on ordinary outbound international mail.
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Kiev Train Terminal to L' v ov, at that time in Poland, posted on 20 June 1930.

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ "Bad company." Zets have been found on covers with obvious signs of entry: torn flaps,

"received in damaged condition" markings and wrinkling from steam.

Zet date stamp used as an arrival mark on ordinary incoming foreign mail.
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C incinnati, O hio to Moscow, posted on 17 J anuary 192 8. The PK employee in Moscow made
obvious mistakes in resealing the envelop e (ink marks across the flap improp erly aligned and
p ossibly the tear in the flap at left), so the problem was blamed o n the U.S. - v iolet two-line
handstamp reading "Received at the Moscow Main Post Office / from abroad in damaged
condition."
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Prof . L. Mseriantz ,
Arcbangelski Perenlok 8 ,
l!oscow , ~.

"Moscow 5th Disp. Off / Z
fl! Z " dated 9 February
1928 .
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Obverse

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ "Bad Company II."

Zets have appeared on correspondences that show other signs of
having been under surveillance. The addressee on the cover below, Ye.Ye. Stefanovskiy in
Khar' kov, was a well~known philatelist and one of the pioneers in revenue collecting. His
correspondence contains numerous examples of secret police steganographic date stamps
other than zet, plus "Received in damaged condition" markings.
~ Sinister meaning. In the old Vladimir Dal' dictionary, the verb zetit' ~"to zet (someone)"
~means

to spy on a person, to scrutinize or spy out someone or something.

Zetdate stamp used as a transit mark on inbound international mail.

PPC from G ablo nz a .d. N eisse, Czechoslovakia to K har' kov, arriving
on 17 March 1933, w ith bilingual K h ar' kov zet. The card is addressed
to Ye.Ye. Stefan ovskiy, w h o was under surveillance by the OGPU.

Bilingual
Ukrainian / French
date stamp.

zet

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

(\
'

~ Presence on extended correspondences.

Different zets (and other clandestine surveillance
markings) appearing with some regularity on extended correspondences to or between certain
individuals cannot be random events, but rather shows a pattern. That pattern proves the use of
watch list s by the PKs.

Professor L azar Solom onovich Minor was the head of the D epartment of Nervous Disorders on
the m edical faculty o f the Moscow Higher Women's Courses Oater renamed the 2nd Moscow State
University) from 19 10 to 1932, and was well known outside of Russia. H e received letters from all
over Europe, and his correspondence was closely watched by the Soviet secret p o lice.
This letter was sent from Lo ndon o n 28 Ap r il 1927 and examined by the PK at the Moscow 5th
Dispatch Office (double- ze~ on 3 May.
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence

on

extended

correspondences.

Another item in the series of letters
to Professor Lazar S. Minor, this
time
from
Amsterdam,
the
Netherlands. It was posted on 2
December 1927 and intercepted by
the Moscow 5th Dispatch Office
(double-zet with serifs) on 6
December.
The
rectangular
hands tamp
reads,
"Tell
your
acquaintances that they should start
putting 'Moscow Center' in the
address on letters to you and then
write in the street, house number,
apartment number and to whom.'
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

Received at the Moscow Main Post
Office from abroad in damaged condition .
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U. ~,S~.Jt Mo s ~_ .

Moscow 5th Dispatch
Office doubled izhitsa,
No. 4, hatchmarked
segments.
There is
only a partial strike
due to a missing flap.

Ordinary international mail from Tel-Aviv
Allenby Road B.O. to Professor L. S. Minor in
It
Moscow, posted on 26 April 1926 .
transited Odessa on 11 May. Partial Moscow
izhitsa clandestine censor mark and RIDC.
~Bad

company
corresponde nces.

on

extended

The L.S. Minor
correspondence also includes izhitsas and
Received in damaged condition markings.

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence

on
correspondences.

extended

A registered letter from Milan, Italy
to Professor Lazar S. Minor, posted
on 3 May 1929 and intercepted by
the Moscow 5th Dispatch Office
(double-ze~ on 8 May, two years
after the first example from London.
This item would have been of even
greater interest to the secret police
because the address is written in
Russian, showing that it was
probably sent by an emigre.

Kiwu~J·
t.,,~ J/'tl.:a, J
, 4r;;4.....,

Obverse
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

•

~ Presence

on

extended

correspondences.

This o rdinary international mail
envelope
was
posted
from
Amsterdam in the Netherlands on 30
Ap ril 1932.
It is addressed to
Vyacheslav
[Maksimovich]
Tkachenko, a painter interested in
Ukrainian decorative art, Esperanto,
and collecting picture p ostcards. His
widespread
correspondence
w ith
foreign Esperantists earned him close
surveillance by the OGPU. The cover
was received in Moscow on 5 May
1932, w ith an " arrival mark" of a rare
Obverse

Moscow

5th

Dispatch

machine zet (arrow) .

Office

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.
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· SAGA FILATELISTO
uzas servojn de
internacia l ingvo

ESPERANTO
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~ Presence

on

extended

..,

correspondences.

A second o rdinary internation al m ail
envelop e sent to Tkachenko from the
N etherlan ds, this time Maastricht. Arriv ing
in Moscow o n 30 September 1933, it too
received a Moscow 5th D O. m achine zet
clandestine censor mark.
Tkachen ko's
brief b iography has a 40-year gap, starting
in 1937 during the h eight o f the G reat
Purge. H e did no t resume p ainting until
1977, strongly suggesting that h e was
arrested in 193 7 and served time in the
camp s.
Rare Moscow 5th Dispatch
Office machine zet (arrow).
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Obverse

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence on extended corres-

pondences with other known
clandestine
censor marks.
The Tkachenko Correspondence

bears both zets and izhitsas.
This Esperanto cover comes from a
third address in the Netherlands.
Posted in Gravenhage on 22 February 1933, the cover's "arrival mark"
of 2 March 1933 is an extremely
rare Moscow 5th D.O. doubledizhitsa clandestine censor mark
(arrow).
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence

on extended correspondences.
This cover from Amsterdam to
Tkachenko was sent on 4 January 1933 by a fourth Dutch Esperanto correspondent.
It received a Moscow 5th D.O. machine zetwhen it arrived on 10 January.

KOOPT TfjANS
WELDADffifiE iOSP OST Z E G'j: LS
VOOR HET .KIND

Tkachenko's correspondence sh ows
no significant mail delays.
The
clandestine censor mark dates are
almost always one day prior to those
of the Moscow regional post offices,
w hich show a time h ack of 7 [a.m.]
or 8.

Obverse

3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence on extended correspondences.

(Multiple zettypes.) The Tkachenko Correspondence
includes different zets from three dispatch offices, the 5th, 6th and International, in the space of just
four years.

Obverse
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Esperanto cover from Buenos Aires,
Argentina to VM. Tkachenko m
Moscow, mailed on 12 April 1933.
The Moscow 6th Dispatch Office
doubled-zet censor mark was applied
on 8 May 1933.
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

~ Presence on extended correspondences.

Tkachenko also had an Esperanto correspondent at Hilversum in the
Netherlands. This cover, posted on 23 March 1933, was intercepted by the
PK attached to the 5 th Dispatch Office in Moscow on 27 March, and
received a Moscow 5 th D.O. machine zet clandestine censor mark, the most
complete example on record with two and a half date stamps from what
was probably a four-element drum. The five green star-shaped Esperanto
seals on the reverse were positioned by the sender as a guard against
opening by someone other than the recipient, but they would have been
useless against the perlustrators. Noticeable wrinkling from steam on the
flap with the return address. Rare Moscow 5th Dispatch Office machine
zet (arrow).

*
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.
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~ Presence on extended corres-

pondences with other known
clandestine

censor

marks.

The Tkachenko Correspondence
also includes the "machine N"
censor marks.

Another Esperanto cover from the
Netherlands. Posted in Huizen on
5 March 1934, the cover bears a
"machine N" arrival mark (no
dispatch office number specified)
of 9 March 1934.
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3.5.3.1. The Case Against Zet As a Legitimate Postmark.

Lore.uco Illing\v orth, Postkesto 21 , lTARROGIN,
Okcident a ~u5cr alio.
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~ Presence

on

extended

correspondences.
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T kach enko (missp elled " Skacemko" in the
m aintained
an
extensiv e
address)
Esp eranto correspondence through out the
wo rld. This envelop e wa s p osted from
N arrogin , Western Au stralia and arrived at
Moscow's Internatio nal Po st O ffice on 28
August 1935 . (Moscow IPO doubled-zet
censor m ark, from the GUGB / N KVD
p erio d.)
The cover is noteworthy for its place of
origin, Esperanto label, inclusion in the
Tkachenko Correspondence, and the
Moscow zet

3.5.3.2. Meaning of the Zets.

It is believed that zets, like izhitsas, were applied when an address on an item of mail
matched an entry on a PK watch list. These lists were supplied by various secretpolice departments and branches that were tasked with keeping track of "counterrevolutionaries," foreign spies, political opposition members, speculators, etc.

Zets are much scarcer than izhitsas, so not only must they have meant different
things, zets probably applied to categories of targets that were not as numerous and
widespread as those denoted by izhitsas. That would imply such targets as those
suspected of espionage or belonging to a political opposition party. The zef$ were
most likely applied after the fact, as clandestine censor marks.

Registered letter from Baltimore to
Serpukhov, M oscow Province, 7
D ecember 1926 . The sender, Sergey Yudin, was a wo rld-famous Sov iet surgeon (he organized the first
blood bank) o n a six-month trip to
the U.S. to study surgical p ractices
there. H is letters h ome to his w ife
would have been of considerable
interest to th e OGPU.
Obverse

Moscow 1st Dispatch Office zet.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

An airmail cover from Kaunas,
Lithuania to Moscow, posted on
23 September 1926. The rectangular blue handstamp on the
reverse was applied by the Post,
instructing the recipient to reply
by airmail using the MoscowBerlin-Amsterdam route.

Oro paUu.
Par avlon.

Moscow 1st Dispatch Office
double-zet date stamp, 29mm
diameter.
lJ
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Petrovsky per 3 . 28.
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3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of dte ZetDate Sta1nps:
RSFSR (European Part).
Although much of the OGPU's attention was focused on counter-revolutionary movements and
espionage, it was also interested in com batting what the Soviets called "speculation;' which meant
that commercial mail -in particular, banking-was checked, even if it was coming from or going to a
government-owned institution like the USSR State Bank.

t

.\ 1<1. 315n1. 6{26. ~~·. & Co.

,. .

Registered
"Marconigram"
from
London to the State
Foreign Bank in Moscow,
11
March
1927.
Moscow 5th Dispatch
Office double-.zet date
stamp type.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Machine-cancel zets are rare.
They were apparently a very
short-term experiment because
only two cities, (Moscow and
Saratov) have been recorded as
having used them.

I/,(.

Ordinary mail from Kaunas,
Lithuania to Khar'kov, posted on
21 June 1933. Examined on 26
June 1933 in transit at Moscow's
5th Dispatch Office, where it
received the double-zet machine
censor mark.
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3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
Moscow

5th

Dispatch Office machine-cancel zet, applied on 3 January 1934 .
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Returned mail, with a rare "lntourist Post Section" marking
and two h otel notices that the
addressee was not found
th ere.

An ordinary letter sent from the Bronx,
NY in December 1933 to a person of
Chinese
extraction
staying
with
Intourist at the N ew Moscow Hotel in
Moscow.
T h e foreign addressee Lynnwood Z -H-Tsoon - and the three
Chinese characters in th e return address
would have sparked the PK's interest.

"Addressee notfound at the New Moscow Hotel
Moscow, _ _ __ 193 year."

Bosapaw

"New Moscow Hotel/
Moscow/ Returned - storage
period expired."

~

..

1

Returned / Unknown

1 t1

cpoKa Xp4HeHHft•
•u • m:==-1 ~

Returned /Moscow refused.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

t 1r
"Return [to sender),
refused at Moscow."
Numeral handstamps
thought to be addresssearcher numbers.

"Departed."

Obverse

International airmail cover from London to Moscow, sent on 16 December 193 1.
Intercepted and released by the PK at the 5th D ispatch Office on 19 D ecember.
T h e cover was returned due to the addressee having left. 5th Dispatch Office
doubled-zet censor mark, no device at foot.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Obverse

--.. ---.. _.

The significance (if any) of two
zets on a date stamp as opposed
to just one is unknown.
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Moscow's 1st, 5th and 6th
Dispatch Offices all used this zet
date stamp style at various times.
There is a considerable diversity
of devices (or no device at all) at
the foot of the date stamps.

Zet date stamp used as an arrival mark on ordinary incoming foreign mail.
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Lo ndo n, E ngla nd to a tran sp ortatio n equip m ent firm in Mo scow, returned to E ngland
wh en the addres see could not b e fou nd. It went firs t to the P K at the M oscow 6th
Dispatch O ffice on 23 July 1932, then to the Moscow First Po stal Branch O ffice in the
O ktyab r ' skiy section o f town.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part) .
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Inbound internatio nal air mail cover
from Tallinn, Estonia to the resort town
of Kislovodsk, p osted on 22 July 1929 .
It first transited Riga, Latvia, then
p roceeded to Moscow where the 6th
Dispatch O ffice PK intercepted it.
Released on 24 July (doubled-zet serial K
date stamp), it reached Kislovodsk on
the 27th _

The Moscow 6th D.O.
doubled-zet date stamp is
the only zet recorded
displaying a "serial letter'' K - in addition to the Z .

Obverse

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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A
registered
letter
from
O lustvere, Estonia to a collector
in Pyati-gorsk, mailed o n 2 7 May
1930 .
Because it contained
exchange stamp s, however, it was
addressed first to the Soviet
Philatelic Association in Moscow,
w h ere the Moscow Philatelic
Control
Point
would
have
inspected the content s. The PK
at the Moscow 6th Dispatch
Office p erused it first, on 3 1 May
1930 .
The 30mm do uble-zet date stamp
is the Smm-high-zets variety.
Obverse

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Ordinary international mail
the
tiny
British
from
Columbia town of Bamfield
(the western terminus of an
undersea telegraph cable) to
Vyat:ka,
posted
on
19
December 1929. It transited
Moscow on 29 December
(6th Dispatch Office roller
cancel ze~ and was returned
from Moscow the following
day for containing prohibited
items. (Probably discovered
first by the PK, not
Customs.)
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Extremely rare
Moscow 6th D.O.
zetmachine
cancel.

..
I

Retour interdit
par le service des douanes
pour insertion venale.

~

.

(Return, prohibited by the Customs
Service for inclusion of a sales item.)

Obverse
'

On reverse:
Opened fry Moscow Customs, suiject to return abroad
due to [inclusion ef items prohibited) for import in
letters and wrappers.
[Customs] expert on
merchandise.

Lii

f0

MOCMOB( KO~ Tl

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the ZetDate
Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

.·..
Registered scientific-exchange mail from the Director of the
Animal Physiology Institute at Leipzig University in Germany to
Professor Dr. Boris Lavrov in Moscow. Mailed on 4 January
1932, it was intercepted by the PK attached to the Moscow 6th
Dispatch Office on 8 January, receiving the double-zet clandestine
censor mark when it was cleared for delivery.
The penciled inscription at right reveals Lavrov's fate: ''Died in
prison, 1942." His contacts with German scientists and the fact
that his correspondence was being watched as early as 1932
indicate that he was under suspicion long before WWII.

Obverse
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The double-zet date stamp is a variant.
It
measures 29mm as opposed to the usual 30mm,
the right-most ze!s upper horizontal bar is bent
downward, and the zets measure Smm high.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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An di; '.30fJETISCHE

PliILA

'd!JLI3'.tI3Cr~E A 3S . ,Moskau

====~=~~=~=========~=========~=====~=====~=====~===~

Ihren w.mailen vom 22 d.M.habe ichdankend
arhalt.en.Durch Versehen wurde es nicht erledigt.Ich
bJtte Sia mir noch nachstehende Kleinigkeit zu zu
·Benden und erhalten Sie dann sofort das Geld.Bitte
jBdoch ausserste Preisa zu berechnen:
JS 10 Satz Michel Nr.407/409, 410/411 ungebx.
II
.<: rr Malygin gez.ung ungez •..Auch 11Dirizablstroj 11
gez.und ungez.

The PK at Moscow's 6th Dispatch Office employed just one handstamp
zet type, but in a number of varieties, differing in the diameter, font size
and zet height, but the variations are especially noticeable in the devices
(or lack thereof) at the foot. It is unknown whether these devices
conveyed some meaning or not.
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They existed from at least 1929 to 1934, up to the advent of the Moscow
International Post Office in 1935.

a.~~

_" atz DienstriiarKen/Tautichkontrollmarken/1923 ~
z·~:f,1928 1 1932. Fexner 1 Stuck Dirizablst.r6J
. gaz . Elles nur ungebr.
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~\~~-G 6.. .,., acii Erhal t der 1l1Tark~~ erfolgt sofort ige
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, den 26 .9 .193 2 .
Z?~W .Miw~Q.../
• li kann auoh nehme 1 Satz Philatelie ae~Ar
be±tern kpl .nac-.h Michel abeT :g.ich t fest. ~lenn J ia
wollen leg en Si Q .es bei-Past(t. Clar· Preis nicht sen·
1.e ich es zuru~K
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ISAAK ~OLLER , GRODNO
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Mos k u'a

ASJOQATION
50

Nastaoj inoki pii1reulok·<l •
...... - ·- ·········"""--···-··············-·····- ···-··.. '
Obverse
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A registered letter from Vienna to Penza, 7 December 1931. Part of the Georg Demme
correspondence, which displays a high incidence of clandestine censor marks. Moscow 6th
Dispatch Office doubled-zet date stamp of 11 December 1931, with round starburst-like
device at the foot. Penza "three-dots" serial b arrival mark of 13 December.

~--t~~~
....... ~. ..

·'" ·:"' .:

V.S.S.R .
Obverse .,.

Above: A Polish postcard from Grodno to the Soviet Philatelic
Association in Moscow, 26 September 1932, from a stamp dealer
requesting sets of certain stamps. Moscow 6th Dispatch Office
double-zet date stamp, no device at the foot, 29 September 1932.
At left: Ordinary mail from Montreal, Canada to Nizhniy Novgorod,
15 August 1931. Moscow 6th Dispatch Office doubled-zet transit
mark of 26 August, Nizhniy Novgorod arrival mark of 28 August.
The device at the bottom of the double-zet is square.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Printed-matter mail from London to
Tekhnopromimport (a government-owned
technical and industrial import company) in Moscow, posted on 10 May
1933.
The PK at Moscow's 6th
Dispatch
Office
surreptitiously
inspected it on 14 May 19 33.

C HH ~1;1,

7

The 30mm double-zet date stamp is a
variant distinguished by 6mm-high zets.
Obverse

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Ordinary international mail from London
to the big GUM (Ivfain Department Store)
in Moscow, posted on 19 August 1932 and
intercepted at the Moscow 6th D.O. on 22
August. (fhe doubled-zet censor mark
shown below is of the same type as the
one completely covered on the reverse of
the cover by three attempted-delivery
forms.)
The sto re refused to accept it, so it was
returned to sender.

Large- zet variant, of
the type underneath
the forms.

Reverse, with three attempted-delivery spravki pasted on.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Novosibirsk double-zet
censor mark.
Only
recorded
zet from
Novosibirsk.

Air mail cover from Novosibirsk in Siberia to a steel company in Philadelphia, posted in late August
1930. After being opened by the PK at Novosibirsk, it was forwarded to Moscow (the transit mark of
which is suspected of being censorship-related), clearing the capital o n 26 August. From there it was
flown to Berlin and o n to N ew York.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
Central Asian Republics.
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Bilingual Ashkhabad zet, serial k .
One of two recorded zet typ es
fro m the Central Asian republics.

A picture postcard with a brief message in Esperanto,
posted from Ashkhabad (capital of the Turkmen SSR)
on 3 September 193 1. It cleared the Ash khabad PK on
the same day. (The cancel on the picture side is a
standard Ashkhabad bilingual date stamp, no zet, and
the oval doplatit' on the obverse is a bilingual Poltoratsk
postage-due mark. Poltoratsk was the name assigned to
Ashkhabad from 1919 to 1927. )
Reverse

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
Central Asian Republics.
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zet

Tashkent to Seattle, Washington, mailed on 17 February 1930. The
clandestine censor
mark was used as a cancel. One of two recorded zets from Tashkent.

The zet date stamp appears to have been made from a contemporaneous izhitsa, modified
so that the zet was substituted for the izhitsa and the serial jwas removed altogether.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
Central Asian Republics.
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Tachkent
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A registered commercial letter from Tas hkent to Chicago, Illino is, sent from the main post office in
the Uzbek SSR capital. The zet clandestine censor m ark was ap p lied as a cancel on 4 D ecember
1930 . One of two recorded zets from Tashkent.

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
Caucasus Republics.

As the republic capital of the Azeri SSR, a major port and oil exporter on the Caspian Sea and
a major exchange point for incoming and outgoing foreign mail from the Middle East and
southern Asia, Baku was an important secret-police site with a big PK operation.

Zet postmark used as a cancel on outbound domestic mail.
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Ba Ky. Hosh1ii DpnMopcKHH 6ynhsap.

Co1{)3</Jomo l',f 58893

LleNa 26 110n;

Picture postcard from Baku to Dnepropetrov sk (Ukrainian SSR), mailed on 25 May 1932.
This is an instance similar to Odessa, wh ere the serial letter was always a zh.

-

Bi-lingual Baku zet date stamp,
serial zh. If this were a legitimate postmark, the Azeri
equivalent of the Cyrillic zh
would be "j," not "Z."

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the Zet Date Stamps:
Caucasus Republics.

Groznyy, the capital of the Chechen Autonomous Oblast', just north of the Georgian
SSR, is the smallest city thus far recorded using both izhitsas and zets.

/Cj,a~'f"~,~~

A free-frank letter from a Red Navy sailor
at Kronstadt No. 2 to a woman in
Groznyy, posted on 30 May 1928. The
Soviet secret police always kept an eye on
the Army and Navy; the memory of the
Kronstadt Mutiny of 1921 was still fresh
in the leadership's minds.

l,
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zet

The
date stamp was used as an arrival
mark when the letter reached Groznyy on
5 June 1928.

Obverse

"Groznyy C h ech[en]
Aut[onom ous] Obl,
Nor[th em]
Cauc [asu s] z et, 5 J u ne
1928 .
Only
recorde d example .

3.5.3.3. Geographic Range of the ZetDate Stamps:
Ukrainian SS R

At the time this cover was mailed,
Khar' kov was the capital of the
Ukrainian SSR, not Kiev It had a
major PK operation and was one of
the few mail exchange points with
foreign countries.

Khar' kov bilingual
(Ukrainian/French)
.zetdate stamp.

Zet date stamp used as a transit mark on outbowid international mail.
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Obverse

Kichkas, Zaporozh ' e Okrljg via
Khar ' kov to Plauen, Germany,
posted on 27 September 1927.
Addressed in Esperanto, it would
have been automatically pulled from
the mail stream by a PK sorter.

3.5.3.4. Introduction of the "N" Class of Date Stamps.

Around September of 1926, a new class of steganographic date stamp appeared at the Kiev
Railroad Terminal. This was the Latin "n;' ostensibly a serial letter on bilingual UkrainianFrench date stamps. The "n" was presented either in lower or upper case, single or
doubled. By 1931 they were being used in Khar'kov and Moscow, even appearing as
machine cancels at the Moscow 5th and 6th Dispatch Offices.

1) I<iev RR Terminal single "n,'' Vokz[al] at top. 2) Doubled "n," but with Zaliz[nichnii]
(railroad) in Ukrainian. 3) Russian-Ukrainian version, capital "N s" at either side. 4)
Khar'kov Ukrainian-French date stamp, serial "N."

Moscow double-"N" date stamp, "EKSP." unidentified but presumed
to be the 5th Dispatch O ffic e.

Moscow 6th Dispatch Office machine cancel, doubled-serial "N."
(These were originally thought to be zets tipped over on their sides.)

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks.
);;>-

Appearance on high-interest targets. Mail from abroad to a prisoner.

_,_______
----~ -

-

Moscow 6th Dispatch Office "double-N" machine mark, 29 March 1930, and
Vitebsk bilingual "three-dots" arrival mark, serialye, 31March1930.

A picture postcard from Beniamin, Palestine,
addressed to an inmate at the Central Prison in
Vitebsk, Byelorussian SSR It transited Moscow on 29
March 1930 and reached Vitebsk two days later.
This is the only recorded item from abroad to a
Soviet prison (as opposed to a prison camp) with
a steganographic censor mark. It bears a highly
unusual prison censor mark with text in Byelorussian,
two penciled inscriptions reading ''Departed to branch
[prison]," and a pen notation that may be ''Let it
through."

Prison censor mark ''Duty ~arden] m
charge of the Vitebsk District House of
Correction."

''Departed to branch [prison]. (Initials.)"

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks.

A picture postcard sent from
Hronov, Czechoslovakia to Moscow on 14 December
1936.
The
poorly
written
Cyrillic
text shows that
this was a pen-pal
corres-pondence.
Examined at the
Moscow International Post Office
on 20 December
1936.

~ "Linkage" date stamp. Although it did not occur until 1935 , " N " was finally linked with a known

steganographic feature (the izhitsa) on a single "postmark," th at of the Moscow International Post
Office's "double-izhitsa / N-ll"

Rosario, Argentina
to Leningrad, posted on 24 June 1935
but routed
first
through the PK at
the Moscow International Post Office
(16 July 1935). The
text is in Esperanto.

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Date Stamps.
~ Bizarre differences in the font.

On this particular date stamp type, there is a highly
unusual mixture of upper and lower case letters for the abbreviations "Vokz." and "gare."

l

K iev Railroad Terminal serial "n" type date stamp, in Ukrainian and
French.

Registered mail from Berdichev
(Ukrainian SSR) to New Haven,
Connecticut, 11 November 1927 .
Censored in transit at the Kiev RR
Terminal the next day.

· 3 3 t s9
Obverse

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Date Stamps.

//./

Ukrainian-French
date stamp, doubled
"n." Here, the font
matches.

~

Appearance on 100% targeted mail.
During the pre-war period, it is invariably
used as a transit mark on international mail.

~

Known PK location. The Kiev Terminal,
Khar'kov and Moscow are all well established
as having had PKs.

Obverse

O rdinary internation al m ail from the K iev Railroad Terminal (izhitsa serial a cancel and disp atch
mark) to Berlin, Germ any, p osted on 22 D ecem ber 1927 . It le ft the terminal o n the sam e day.
Bilingual (Ukrainian and French) " doubled -serial n" date stamp o n reverse.

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class as Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Invariability of "serial letter" across date stamp styles.

The "N" appears on three distinct date
stamps from the Kiev Railroad Terminal alone. No other serial letter - Cyrillic or Latin - is found on
them.
~ Appearance on mail with anti-perlustration measures. Here, the sender's attempt to defend the
flaps with wax "seals" guaranteed that the envelope would be examined by a PK.
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Registered p ostage-due mail
from St. Louis, Missouri to
Izyaslavl' in the Ukrainian SSR,
sent on 16 May 1933 . The
Kiev
Railroad
bilingual
Terminal date stamp of 5 June
1933 is a clandestine censor
mark with "N s."

J. sr-wn,
5020 r:ates Ave .,
St . Iso ui ~, 1·0 .

·----
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f\:!?~:1957

Ur. Shmul Grin,
Na St:i.r.:im gorode,
IZIA.SLA.VL,
17olyns.co~' pub .,
u. s. ~. R.

Obverse
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3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

"Bad family" I. The Khar'kov N and the
known steganographic Khar'kov zet date
stamps are of the same basic template: font,
composition, bilingual text, spacing and
diameter (31mm).
Khar'kov zet, 1927.
1931.

Khar'kovN,

A PPC from Berlin
to Khar'kov, 11
August
1931.
Khar'kov N date
stamp, 15 August
1931.

The envelope was
sent from Dnepropetrovsk,
Ukrainian SSR to
the
Brockhaus
firm in Leipzig
on 9 D ecember
1927. Intercepted at the Khar'kov PK on 12
D ecember 1927
(zet date stamp at
right) .

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks .

.-
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At some point around 1931- 1932, a new roller cancel appeared on international mail to or transiting
Moscow: the "double-N." It was probably based on an old 5th Dispatch Office date stamp, with "N s"
replacing the Ss at the sides. (The killer bars were interchangeable with slogan cancels in the intervals.)

~ Appearance on targeted mail. These date stamps are found only on international mail, 100% of

which was under surveillance.
~ Use restricted to

incoming international mail.

For Moscow, at least, the "N s" are seen
exclusively on correspondence coming into the country from abroad.

~ No dispatch office specified on Moscow "double-N" variants. The abbreviation

EKSP." (for

ekspeditsrya - dispatch office) is present, but with no identifying number or description of function,
the approach is very reminiscent of that with the "three-triangles" ekspeditsrya date stamps.

A picture postcard sent from Berlin to Z hitomir, posted on 4 March 1932 and transiting Moscow on 9
March. Double-N roller cancel with EKSP. at the bottom. Such roller cancels w ith six or seven killer
bars were normally intended to prevent postage stamps from being reused, but since the stamps w ere all
fo reign, it should h ave made no difference to Soviet postal authorities whether they saw use again or not.
A s often as not, the "cancels" appear nowhere near the stamps.

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Consistent use despite organizational changes.

When international mail-handling
operations were moved from the Moscow 5th Dispatch Office to the 6th, the double-N
formulation remained the same, even though now the dispatch office was identified by
number. The date stamp continued to be used exclusively on incoming foreign mail.

~

.

\\ \ t\ L
A p icture postcard from Belgium to Ba tum, 26 January ?19 3 1?, transiting the
Moscow 6th D ispatch Office on 30 January. "Double-N" roller mark.

3.5.3.5. The Case Against the "N" Class As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

Alphabetic mismatch. The N is a
Latin letter on an otherwise allCyrillic date stamp.

~

Allegations
m
the
Russian
philatelic press. In 2000, Ardalion
Vinokurov, a prominent censorship
authority in Russia, stated that these
were zets on their sides, but provided
no empirical or archival proo£

Mailed in Berlin (but with a Zurich
return address) on 8 September 1933 to
Moscow. Repeated efforts to find the
addressee failed, whereupon it was
returned to Switzerland.

. of the "T hree-Dots " Date Stamps.
3.5.4. Introduct1on

I DISCOVERY I

The first of the "dots" date stamps appeared in mid-February 1927, not long before the
reintroduction of forced grain requisition and the onset of collectivization in the USSR. These, called
the "three-dots" (3Ds), usually featured a set of three dots in the upper arc of a bridge-style date
stamp and a second set of three dots in the lower arc.
Although they were officially introduced
in April by the Regulations for Domestic
Mail Processing, no mention was made
about wf!J they were being employed.
Use of the 3Ds predominated m
Ukraine
(where
the hammer of
collectivization fell the hardest) and the
Caucasus, but examples have been found
from as far west as Minsk and as far east
as the Irkutsk region in Siberia, where
many peasants were forcibly resettled.
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Commercial correspondence on a card from a ceramics factory in the Cossack v illage of
Dekonskaya (but postmarked o n 28 D ecember 1927 at n earby Artemovsk, U krainian
SSR) . It was addressed to a machine shop in Garlitz, Germany. Serial b 3D date stamp
used as a cancel. Note the damage to the upper and lower line s of the date bridge,
inflicted due to filing away of the inner circle.

3.5.4.1. Dotted Predecessors in the Imperial Period.

The Soviets were not the first to use dots in date stamps. Tsarist postal authorities first
introduced so-called "dotted numeral cancels" in the first half of 1858; other postmark
types with dots were tried at various ti.mes up to the XX century, notably in Moscow's city
branch offices in the 1870s. They were intended either to "dirty up" or pierce the stamps to
make it more difficult to wash and re-use them.

Circular dot cancel No. 52 (Tula); rectangular dot cancel No. 475
(Morshansk); oval dot cancel No. 6 (Odessa); oval dot cancel No. 2 with
frame (Moscow 2nd City Branch Office; circular dot cancel No. 2 with
frame (Moscow 2nd City Branch Office); oval dot cancel No. 8 (Moscow 8th
City Branch Office).

In the 1900s, a number of different dot
combinations were tried, to include eliminating the
date bridge and inserting multiple vertical columns
of dots, but none that employed dots in the arcs
ever sacrificed any parts of the inner circle in
order to do it.

The Warsaw III Dispatch Office, the Nizhniy-Novgorod 2nd City Postal Branch Office and
Kineshma, however, have been recorded as using three dots in the upper and lower arcs. These
dots were part of the original date stamp manufacture, symmetrically placed and
professionally produced. It is possible that a former tsarist postal employee who worked in one
of these offices suggested this approach to the Bolsheviks.

3.5.4.1. Dotted Predecessors in the Imperial Period.
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Warsaw 3rd Dispatch Office "three-dots" date stamp, No. 1, used as cancels on a
parcel post card insured for 10 rubles, mailed on 2 October 1909 from th e Warsaw
Central Post Office to Shavli, Kovn o Province.

3.5.4.1. Dotted Predecessors in the Imperial Period.

Experimentation with various configurations of dots in the segments above and
below the date bridge was not confined to one dispatch office (Warsaw) and a large
city (Nizhniy-N ovgorod). It also extended to the relatively small county-center town
of Kineshma in Kostroma Province, not far to the north of Nizhniy-Novgorod.

Kineshma, Kostroma Prov ince to the new Sereda Station, also in Kostroma
Province, posted on 2 1 March 19 15. Kine shma " three-do ts" canceller, serial a.

3.5.4.1. Dotted Predecessors in the Imperial Period.

Other variations of dots within the segments were tried, to include the "five-dots"
approach used by Saratov during WWI.

(eyMNa nepesoJ1a).
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T h e tear-off receipt portion of a postal money order form. T his one, for 237.48
rubles, was sent by the Chief of the Tambov-Ural Railroads Gendarme Police
D irectorate in Saratov on 20 July 1915.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

ln1scovERYI

GOLDNER

HNO S.

Izhitsa
Three dots
~Direct
linkage
with
known
steganographic date stamps. Izhitsa and
3D together on the same date stamp.
Note the inner circle partially filed away at
top right and lower left to accommodate
the dots .

Obverse
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Ordinary comm ercial letter m ail from Buenos A ires, A rgentina to T aganrog, arriv ing on 26
Septem ber 1929 . Only recorded Taganrog izhitsa + 3D.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Direct
linkage
with
known
steganographic date stamps. Izhitsa and 3D
together on the same date stamp.

Registered mail from Kazan' to Lisbon, Portugal, posted on 10 D ecember 1928 and censored
the same day. Kazan' combination izhitsa/ 3D date stamp used as a dispatch mark.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps
As Legitimate Postmarks.

Registered mail from Krasnodar to Warsaw, Poland, posted and cleared by clandestine censorship
on the same day - 28 November 1927. The cancels and the date stamp at lower right are a
Krasnodar "three-dots" date stamp, serial b, no izhitsa.
Combination izhitsa/ 3D date stamp used as a dispatch mark. One of two recorded examples.

\
~ Direct linkage with known steganographic

date stamps. I zhitsa and 3D together on the
same date stamp.
~ "Linkage use."

Izhitsa/ 3D o n the sam e cover

with a regular 3D u sed a s a can cel.

\

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.
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Bi-lingual

(Georgian

and

Russian) Tiflis double-izhitra
date stamp, with three dots in
the upper and lower segments.
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)i;>- Direct
linkage
with
known
steganographic date stamps. Izhitra and
3D together on the same date stamp.

"Linkage use.11
Izhitra/3D on the
same cover with a regular 3D used as a
cancel.
)i;>-
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Ordinary international letter mail to an individual in Vienna with a Georgian surname,
posted on 13 March 1929. The cancellation is also a three-dots date stamp, but with no
izhitra.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

Orenburg double-1:Zhitsa
+3D
"linkage"
date
stamp, only one recorded.

Ordinary internation al letter m ail from Orenburg in the Ural Mountains to Com me rcy
Meu se, Fran ce, p osted on 31January 1930. In addition to the fac t that the letter was going
ab road, the lack o f a full name in the address (simply the las t nam e, " N icolaieff") would
h ave cau sed su spicion in the Orenburg P K .

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

/
~"Linkage" date stamps. Izhitsa, N-II and 3D all
together on the same date stamp. (Enlarged.)

This is the only recorded example and the only
recorded date stamp with three steganographic
elements.

Picture postcard from Warsaw, Poland to M oscow, arriving at Moscow' s International Post
Offic e on 16 November 1935 . (From the early GUGB period.)
T his card is extre mely important b e c ause it p r oves b eyond a ny re asonable d oubt that the
"three dots" were s e cre t-police relate d, b e cause the three pins wer e added to a date
stamp use d b y the Moscow PK, at the very ce nter of the USSR' s massive clandestine
mail surveillance ope ration.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" As Legitimate Postmarks.
~Asymmetrical pin placement. The lack of symmetry in the placement of the dots in the upper and

lower arcs shows that the pins were added after the handstamps were manufactured.
~Damage to the inner circle and date bridge. On many of these date stamps, there is evidence of the

inner circle being filed away to make room for the dots. On some, file damage to the text or a serial letter
can also be seen.
This cover is one of many that prove conclusively that these dots were applied after the handstamps were
manufactured, not at the factory. It shows that an order was issued to add the three-dots feature, but due
to the abnormally wide date bridge of this particular date stamp, there was little to no room available, thus
forcing a postal or secret police employee to file away the bottom part of the inner circle. In so doing,
damage was done to the serial letter d and the lower horizontal line of the bridge. Fearing that filing away
the top part of the inner circle would result in damage to the place name "Novocherkassk," the employee
left that arc empty.
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A registered letter from N ovocherkassk in th e Don Region to Dresden,
Germany, posted on 1 February 1929 . W ith its international d estination
and a post office box for a return address, the cover would h ave been an
au tomatic candidate for perlustration.
E nlarg ed

-

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ "Bad company." 3Ds can be found sharing a cover with an izhitsa or zet date stamp. While this is not
proof positive in and of itself, it adds to the circumstantial evidence that the 3Ds were flags for
censorship.

On this October 1927 cover from Moscow to the well-known aerophilatelist Oscar Stahel in Zurich, the
cover was posted at the Moscow Main Post Office's 1st Dispatch Office, where it received the 1st D.O.
3D serial a date stamp on 4 October 1927. It was carried within the same building to the 4th D.O.,
where it received that office' s izhitsa date stamp two days later. Probable reasons for perlustration: mail
sent abroad; lack of a name on the return address (bottom left of the cover), only a P.O. box.

/
M oscow 4th D.O. d oubledizhitsa date stamp.

Earliest
Moscow
serial a
stamp:
1927.

recorded
1st D.O.
3D date
2 March

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Use of 3Ds before official instructions were issued.

In at least two places the Moscow 1 st Dispatch Office and the Nizhniy-N ovgorod Post Office - "threedots" date stamps were in use well before the publication of Obzherin's Regulations
for Domestic Mail Processing in early April 1927. They were probably part of a small
trial run to test their feasibility.

Ha arni\

cTOpoHe nuweTcR TOilbKO a;ipec.

An ordinary postcard sent from Moscow's Baltic Railroad Terminal to N izhniy-Novgorod on
15 February 1927 . Wh en it arrived at its destination, the card received a N izhniy-Novgorod
"three-dots" date stamp, serial kh, almost 50 days prior to the introduction of the 3Ds. This
is the earliest recorded use of the 3Ds on Soviet-manufactured date stamps.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" As Legitimate Postmarks.
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An example of
3D use at the
oblast '-center level,
on
a postcard
from Kherson in
the Ukrainian SSR
to Lodz, Poland,
written
on
1
October 1933 but
not
dispatched
until the 5 th _

~ Lack of postal utility. No b ene fit in canceling ability is gained by placing
three small dots above and below the date bridge, or in just one of the two arcs.
Other Soviet date stamps in use during the 1930s, with their heavy hatc hmarking or dense fields, were far m ore efficient in "killing " the stamps.

Kherson 3D date
stamp, serialye.

Examples showing more efficient use of the top
and bottom arcs to "kill" stamps. Le ft: Dmitrovsk,

K.ursk Oblast '. At right: Starokonstantinov skiy Rcryon
Department.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

Poor design. If the purpose of the pins in the "three-dots" was to "kill" stamps,

then putting three of those tiny pins in either or both segments would only work
when the postal clerk made a conscious effort to hold the date stamp just so, to
guarantee that at least one set of three would hit the stamp(s). Otherwise, the pins
could miss the stamp altogether.
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Ordinary postcard from Kazan' to Nizhniy- Novgorod, mailed on 9 April 1928. Kazan'
"three-dots" date stamp, serial k, used as a cancel.
H ad the card' s indicium been a postage stamp, none of the three dots in the upper (or
lower) segment would have hit it.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.
~ Reinventing the wheel.

The "three-dots" concept had already been tried from 1908 to at least 1915, and
was rejected in favor of the Timokhovich model. The Imperial-period version was designed to punch holes
in the stamp; the 19 27 iteration was eventually abandoned because it didjust that, damaging the contents ef envelopes.
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A double reply-paid postcard from the Nizhniy-Novgorod 2nd City Postal Branch O ffic e to Vienna, Austria, 9
July 1908. Note that the "three-dots" pins punctured all the way through to the back o f the second card. H ad this
been an envelope, it would have damaged anything inside.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Missing Moscow Dispatch Offices.

The 1927 Regulations made no mention of any
exceptions to the use of three dots on calendar date stamps, especially when it came to
the various dispatch offices of the Moscow Main Post Office. Yet the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th Dispatch Offices were never issued handstamps with three dots installed. Only the
the 1st and the 6th - i.e. the two that dealt with international mail (100% of

which was watched by the PKs) - were ever issued cancellers with this feature.
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Mailed at Moscow's 6th Dispatch Office on 1 July 1928 to Abo, Finland, this cover would have
attracted attention on two counts : a fore ign address and n o return address. 6th Dispatch
Office "three-dots" date stamp, serial b.

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Invariability of

serial letter among the Moscow Post-and-Telegraph Branch Offices.
Although other cities (e.g., Baku, Leningrad and Minsk) have numerous serial letters among their 3D
date stamps, it is exclusively serial a at the Moscow PT branch offices. If the purpose of the dots
was to "kill" stamps, then we should see more serial letters used in the capital.

Ordinary international mail posted at
Moscow's 18th City Post-and-Telegraph
Branch Office to Wilmington, Delaware
on 5 November 1928. "Three-dots"
date stamp, serial a.

Reverse

3.5.4.2. The Case Against the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps As
Legitimate Postmarks.

~

Invariability of serial letter among the Moscow Post-and-Telegraph Branch Offices.

Moscow 17th City Post-and-Telegraph Branch Office
" three-dots" date stamp, invariable serial "a."
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Standard po stcard mailed o n 21 Ap ril1928 from the Mo scow 17th City Post-and-Telegraph
Branch O ffice, addressed to Berlin, Germany.

. of the "T hree-Dots " Date Stamps.
3.5.4.3. Meaning

"Three-dot" date stamps from city post branch offices (CPBOs) are proof that they could not
have been after-the-fact censor marks because no PKs would have been set up at such
relatively small venues. With mail being sent by the CPBOs to the main post offices in town
(where PKs were located) for dispatch, there would have been no need for the CPBOs to have
their own clandestine operations, at least not where international mail was concerned.
Therefore, it is thought that the "three-dots" were flags for censorship, to ensure that a
PK further along in the mail stream would examine it. They appear as cancels and arrival
marks on ordinary, wrapper and registered mail sent abroad or to domestic addresses, but
never as transit marks.
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Registered m ail from Moscow ' s 8th C ity Po st-and-Telegraph Branch O ffice to P rague,
Czech oslovakia, p osted on 24 May 1930 . Three d o ts ab ove and b elow the date b ridge on the
can cel.

3.5.4.3. Meaning of the "Three-Dot" Date Stamps.

"Three-dot'' date stamps from railroad mail cars are a further indication that these were not afterthe-fact censor marks, because PKs could not have been set up in such cramped, moving
confines, not when major railroad hubs and terminals already had sizeable, well-established PKs.

Omsk-116-Sverdlovsk Train No. 1 "three-dots" date stamp, serial B.

Picture postcard from the Losch correspondence, posted on 3 September 1929 aboard
Train No. 1 of the Omsk-116-Sverdlovsk line. Wolfgang Losch traveled the length of the
Trans-Siberian Railroad, sending frequent postcards home to Stuttgart along the W'JJf. The
date stamps on this correspondence frequently display dots in various configurations.

. of the "T hree-Dot " Date Stamps.
3.5.4.3. Meaning

This item, a registration-label counterfoil, is the final proof that the "threedots" were not applied by censors but by ordinary postal workers. Such a
counterfoil would have been issued to the sender of the registered item
immediately at the counter.

Saratov 3D, serial a date stamp, applied on 19 October 1927.
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Clean ed-up example o f the date stamp.
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3.5.4.3. Meaning of the "Three-Dot" Date Stamps.
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RESOMMANDEE

CHICAGO.
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I

Registered mail from
the Tiflis 4th City
Post Branch Office
to
an
American
academic in Chicago,
10
:March
1928.
" Three-dot " date
stamp, serial A.

Note: \X!hat looks
like an izhitsa at
lower right on the
date stamp is actually
a "4" denoting the
city post branch
office.

I

On the reverse is a Kiev Railroad Terminal
bilingual serial n date stamp (red arrow),
strongly suspected of also being secretpolice related.
Occurrences like this
lend credence to the theory that the
"three-dots" were flags for censorship.

/,

Reverse

Kiev Railroad Terminal bilingual
(Ukrainian/French) serial n transit mark.

3.5.4.3. Meaning of the "Three-Dot" Date Stamps.
The Smolensk-to-Leningrad part of the Ye. M. Zemkin Correspondence shows a sharp cut-off in the
use of "three-dots" date stamps, somewhere within an eight-day period in early February 1928: a larger
"three-dots" serial l date stamp giving way to a smaller "no-dots" serial l. Was the postal oblava for that
part of the city over?

Smolensk to Leningrad, sent on 31

January

Arrival: 1 February.
Addressed to Ye.
M. Zemkin.
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1928.
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Reply-paid postcard
from Sm olensk to
Lening rad, 15 May
1928.
Same
correspondence, to
Ye . M. Z emkin.
Smolensk "no-dots"
can cel, same serial l,
29mm in diameter.
This calendar date
has
been
stamp
recorded from as
early as 7 February
1928, eight days
afte r the card ab ove
was sent.

"threeSmolensk
dots" cancel, serial
l,
32mm
m
diameter.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Leningrad 136th
Postal Branch
Office "3-dots"
date stamp, serial
!.

Molochnaya "3dots," serial a.

..
Above: Registered international letter from the Leningrad 136th City Postal

Branch Office to Berlin, 10 July 1933. Below: Domestic printed matter mail
from Molochnaya, Vologda Oblast'to Khar'kov, 8 November 1928 .

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

)

Registered letter mailed at Lening rad's 14th Po stal Branch O ffice (3D serial o d ate stamp) to
Brooklyn on 7 Feb ruary 1928.
It cleared the Leningrad 1st
Dispatch O ffice (serial v, a p ossible steganographic censor
mark) on the same day.

Obverse

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

Bilingual Krasnokokshaysk / Charla Markundzm serial a "threedots" date stamp.
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l
Reply-paid postcard from a collector in Krasnokokshaysk (formerly Tsarevokokshaysk),
addressed to the philatelist Ye.Ye. Stefanovskiy in Khar'kov, 3 July 1928. It transited Kiev on 7
July.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range Of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

One of two recorded types.

In this adaptation, a ring or collar was affixed around a regular 3D date stamp. W ithin the
outer ring was the text, Sbor vzyskan po raschetu - "Postage collected by account." Rather than
pay w ith postage stamps, the firm kept a log of its correspon den ce and at regular intervals
settled its account w ith the post office . Shown above is the Novo-Sibirsk example of this
phenomenon, serial !, 25 December 1929 .
Gamel' in the Byelorussian SSR is the only other city recorded using this S bor vzyskan outer
nng.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range Of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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The N ovo-Sibirsk "threedots" serial 1 date stamp
within the sbor vzyskan
outer "collar, applied on 18
September 1930, almost 10
months after the preceding
example on piece .

.

/

Official mail from Novosibirsk, the h eadquarters of SibULON, the Siberian Directorate of Special
Purpose Camps, addre ssed to the Municipal Court in Moscow. SibULON was a major forced-labor
camp complex in th e GULAG. On the reverse is the SibULONhandstamp seal (red arrow), u sed by
the OGPU for free-franking mail. Extrem ely rare, both for the date stamp and the usage.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
"Three-dots" date stamp used as a cancel on outbound foreign mail.

D utachland I

Airmail
from
Novosibirsk to
GerBerlin,
many, 23 January 1929.
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" Three-dots "
date stamp used
as a cancel on
outbound domestic mail.
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Two varieties of the Novo-Sib irsk " three-do ts" serial I date stamp,
d ifferentiated by th e devices on either side of th e serial letter.

Postcard from NovoSibirsk to th e N or th em
Caucasu s spa town of
K islovodsk, sent on 20
August 1928 . Serial I
"three-dot s" cancel.
The K islovodsk arrival
date stam p is also a
"th ree- d ot s, " sena
·1 D .

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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"Three-dots " date stamp
used as an arrival mark on
inbound domestic mail.
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Registered commercial mail from Leningrad to the Western Siberian town of Tyumen, 3 October 1928.
Received in Tyumen' five days later. Note that the inner circle of the Tyumen' "three-dots" date stamp
has been filed away at top and bottom in order to make room for the dots.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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A postcard from the Wolfgang Losch
correspondence between points on the
Trans-Siberian
Railroad
and
Stuttgart,
Germany in 1929 . This one was posted on 4
Septemb er 1929 at Tayshet, a railroad station
in the western part of Irku tsk Oblast.'
Tayshet 3D used as a cancel.
The Irkutsk area appears to have been the
easternmost point for the 3Ds. Everything
in the way of dotted date stamps further east
along the Trans-Siberian is of a different
type.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
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PPC from a correspondence-exchange collector in Irkutsk to a counterpart in Copenhagen,
Denmark, posted on 6 February 1929 .
Furthest point east recorded for the "three-dots" date stamps.

Irkutsk "three-dot" serial a date stamp. Two of the pins
in the upper segment have broken off or dropped out.

Note: No "three-dots" date stamps have been recorded from the Central Asian republics.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Erivan' (Armenian SSR) local mail, posted
on 18 December 1929. The bilingual serial
A date stamp has three dots in the upper arc
only, positioned very closely to the inner
circle, so close as to be innocuous (and
useless insofar as improving the chances of
canceling the stamp is concerned).

Bi-lingual E rivan' 3D
serial A date stam p.
(Enlarged.)

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
Northern Caucasus Area:

A postcard and a cover, both
from the resort town of Kislovodsk m the Northern
Caucasus. Sent to the same
address in Tallinn, Estonia on
the same day - 27 July 1929.
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Both cancels are "three-dots"
serial V date stamps.
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The spas in the K islovodsk area were popular vacatio n spots, used by Party officials and
favo red workers alike. As such, they were a p rime target fo r secret-police mail su rveillan ce.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dot" Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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On reverse
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A registered letter to the All-Unio n
Central Executive C ommittee at the
Moscow Kremlin, p osted on 22 July
1929 from the Poltav a Railroad
Terminal. Noticeable w rinkling o n
the rev erse, top upper flap. Threedots date stamp, serial a. (O ne pin
has broken off or fallen out of the
lower arc, leav ing o nly two dots.)

Letters to the authoritie s or editorial
boards w ere always of interest to the
PKs.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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A postcard from the Kiev Railroad Terminal to Springfield, Ohio, posted on 6 February
1932. Major railroad junctions were logical places to put large PK operations.

Bi-lingual "three-dots" date stamp, serial k. The VOKZ (abbreviation for vokzai - railroad
terminal) in the upper arc precluded the placement there of a second set of three dots.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
Byelorussia.

Combination covers with two different "three-dots" date stamps can be found more readily
than those with two "three-triangles" or izhitsas. They are also encountered on covers bearing
other steganographic markings with various configurations of dots.

On reverse: Starobel' sk
"three-dot" bilingual date
stamp, serial b.

lv1insk "three-dot" bilingual date stamp,
serial letter unknown.
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A registered letter from lv1insk (capital of Belorussia), addressed and posted on 16 November
1927 to the district police in Starobel' sk, Khar' kov Oblast'. lv1isrouted to Starobin, Bobruysk
Oblast ',finally arriving at Starobel' sk on 30 November 1927, a delay of 14 days.

3.5.4.4. Geographic Range Of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps:
Byelorussia.

..
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Official mail from the Gomel' Base of the Byelorussian Cooperative Union (BelkoopsqyuZJ to a local
rqyon union, ca. 1930. Only recorded Gomel' 3D incorporated within a "postage collected by
account" date stamp. One of two of this type known (Novosibirsk and Gomel'.) Serial zh.

3.5.5. More "Dotted-Date-Stamp" Varieties:
Introduction of the "2-," "4-," and "2+4-Dots."

"2+4-dots"

"4-dots"

DISCOVER
y

"2-dots"

No "linkage" date stamp has been found that ties these particular markings to known secret-police
steganographic date stamps. However, they have too much in common with the "3-dots" date stamps
to be innocent postmarks.
These three classes arose soon after the "three-dots," the first of the three ("4-dots") appearing in July
1927. Unlike the izhitsa and zet date stamps with their invariable serial letters, the "dotted" date stamps
often show considerable variety. The great majority of these markings are from the Ukrainian SSR.

I!

Cherkassy (Ukrainian SSR) to Berlin,
posted on 11 May
1931.
"2+ 4-dots"
date stamp.
The
postcard h as a numb er of features that
would make it an
automatic target for
p erlustration:
A
foreign
address,
arranged
stamps
horizontally (possible
code) , and w ritten in
Esperanto as part of
the " Concordia "
international correspondence club.

.
3.5.5.1. T he Case Against
the " 2-, "" 4- " and "2+4-Dots " Date
Stamps as Legitimate Postmarks.

~ The inner circle on either side of the date stamps is filed away.

From the Post' s
perspective, this would reduce the available surface for canceling stamps, making the date
stamps less efficient.
~ Asymmetrical pin placement. The lack of symmetry in the placement of the dots in
the upper and lower arcs and at the sides show that the pins were added after the
handstamps were manufactured, just as were the pins for the "three-dots" date stamps.

~ They appear on the same kinds of mail as the "three-dots" date stamps, over

much the same date range.

A
postcard
from
the Wolfgang Losch Trans-Siberian
correspondence of 1929, mailed from the Vladivostok Railroad
Terminal on 10 September 1929 to Stuttgart. The "four-dots"
serial a date stamp has the inner circle filed away at the sides, with
four asymmetrically-placed dots replacing it.

n04TOBASl KADTO
POSTA KARTO

HyiJa:

Ko.My:

.
the " 2+4-, " "2-" and " 4-Dots " Date Stamps as
3.5.5.1. T he Case Against
Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Suspicious timing. The "four-dots" appear to have been introduced somewhat earlier than

the "two-plus-four dots" and the "two-dots" - in July 1927, but the roll-out of the "four-dots"
date stamps in the same year as the "three-dots" casts further doubt on their postal bona fides.
~ Suspicious concentration.

The "four-dots" were overwhelmingly concentrated in the
Ukrainian SSR, where the brutal collectivization and "de-kulakization" campaigns would hit
the hardest. None have been recorded for the Byelornssian, Caucasian or Central Asian
republics.

(

Reverse

OTPo3H0171

Parcel p ost tear-off receipt from th e Crimean town of Alushta to M oscow,
mailed o n 8 July 192 7. Earliest recorded "four-dots" date stamp.

IDISCOVERY I

.
the "2+4-, " "2-" and "4- D ot " D ate
3.5.5.1. The Case Aga1nst
Stamps as Legitimate Postmarks.
~ "Bad company."

The various
dotted date stamps appear
rather frequently with Received in
damaged conddion markings. At
left: 'Received at the Kiev Railroad
Terminal Exchange Office with the
flaps sloppi!J sealed "

(' .

ordinary letter from Bar,
Vinnitsa Oblast' (with a "2+ 4-dot"
date stamp) to Philadelphia, 5 June
1939 (from the NKVD period).
Heavy wrinkling and flap damage.
Latest recorded 2+4D date
stamp.
An

Reverse

(Kiev RIDC subtype, 89.5 x 24 mm rather than the usual 90 x 25 variety.
approximately .5 mm shorter.)

The letters are

3AKPbITOE nHCbMO
LETTRE FERMEE
FERMITA LETERO
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3.5.5.2. The Meaning of the "2-," "4-" and "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.

The same arguments used for the meaning of the "three-dots" apply to these three classes of
dotted date stamps. It is highly unlikely that they denoted an authorization by censorship to
proceed to their destinations, due to the incidence of "four-dots" on railroad mail car cancels.
PKs would not have been installed on trains. Therefore, they are presumed to be flags for
censorship.

Picture postcard from the Wolfgang Losch Trans-Siberian Railroad correspondence, mailed
aboard Train No. 3 on the Bochkarevo-244-C hita line ("four-dots" serial k date stamp) on 7
August 1929 to Stuttgart.

3.5.5.2. The Meaning of the "2-," "4-" and "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.

The leading theory as to the purpose behind these dotted date stamps is that they aided in secret-police
"perlustration sweeps" (obla1!)1) of a given rural or city area, where all of the mail over a period of time
would be checked in order to gauge the mood of the populace, assess the degree of threat to the
regime (if any), and "classify" people according to their opposition or potential opposition to the state's
policies. Thus, the dotted date stamps would serve as a flag for PK sorters that this or that particular
item of mail was coming from an area that was under a "sweep." As a "sweep" in one area ceased,
another would begin in a different area, and so on until every correspondent had been "classified."
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Registered mail posted at the O msk Communications O ffice to Biala Podlaska in Poland, 22
August 1932.

O m sk
Communicatio ns
O ffic e (i.e., the main p ost
o ffice there) . " Two -do ts"
d ate stamp, n o serial letter.

3.5.5.3. Geographic Range of the "Four-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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,..,,..-A letter card from Saratov to the Criminal Inve stigation Office in Vyshniy Volochek,
Tver' Prov ince, received at its destination on 8 D ecember 1928. Serial zh date stamp.
Mail from citizens to such entitie s as editorial boards, the regular police and courts
w ere of considerable interest to the OGPU to gauge public opinion about conditions
and government policies. In th e province s, some corrupt OGPU officials u sed
p erlustration to h ead off publication of citizens' complaints about them in the open
press.

. Range of the "Four-Dots " Date stamps:
3.5.5.3. Geographic
RSFSR (European Part).

Mailed on 9 :May
1932 at the Nizhniy-Novgorod 1st
City Postal Branch
Office to PondiFrench
cherry,
India.

"Four-dots" serial a
date stamp used as
a cancel.

lero w ~
Rybinsk to Berlin,
Germany, posted
on 11 December
1928.

Rybinsk 4D serial
b date stamp used
as a cancel.
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3.5.5.3. Geographic Range of the "Four-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).
Two cards from
the 1929 Wolfgang
Losch
correspondence,
sent
during his trip
the
east on
Trans-Siberian
Railroad.
At right: PPC
posted aboard
Train No. 1 on
the Vladivostok-266Bochkarevo
Railroad Line,
8 September
1929.
4D
serial a date
stamp.
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At left: Nikol'sk-Ussuriysk
RR Terminal to
Stuttgart, Germany, 8 September 19 29 .
4D serial a date
stamp.

3.5.5.3. Geographic Range of the "Four-Dots" Date Stamps:
The Crimean Peninsula.

Bilingual 4D date stamp, serialg.
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Ordinary letter from Yevpatoriya in the Crimea to Pavlovo-na-Oke in NizhniyNovgorod Province, sent on 5 June 1928.

Note: No ''four-dots" date stamps have been recorded from any of the Central
Asian, Caucasian or Byelorussian republics.

3.5.5.4. The "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.

These particular date stamps have only been recorded in the RSFSR (both parts) and
Ukrainian SSR, and they overwhelmingly predominate in the latter. First introduced
around December 1928, the "2+4-dots" co-existed with the "two-dots" and "four-dots"
as well as the "three-dots."

CT04TOBA~ · KAPT04KA

Simferopol' in the Crimea to Yevpatoriya, posted on 7 March 1929 and arriving on the
9th. Both date stamps are 2+ 4D s. No 3Ds have ever b een recorded in the Crimea.

3.5.5.5. Geographic Range of the "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR.
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The "2+4-dots" have been recorded
from throughout the RSFSR during
this period, although by 1934, when
the GUGB was formed, they were in
sharp decline.
Registered mail from Muchkap in
Tambov Province to the Tambov
District Prosecutor, sent on 1 September 1929 and arriving four days
Tambov 2+4D serial ye date
later.
stamp.
Note the irregular placement of the
four dots at the sides and the file
damage to the inner circle above the
upper dot.

•

3.5.5.5. Geographic Range of the "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR.

A registered letter
sent from the village
of Rasskazovo to
the Tambov District
Prosecutor on 6
December 1929. It
arrived in Tambov
the next day.

Ni 66

This Tambov 2+ 4D date stamp is serial a, as
opposed to the example on the preceding page
(serialye). It also displays different placem ent
of the pins and a missing p art of the lower
inner circle due to filing damage.
Tambov u sed
simultaneously.

Obverse

both

3Ds

and

2+ 4Ds

3.5.5.5. Geographic Range of the "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Registered mail from Makeyevka, Stalinskiy District to the Tambov
District Prosecutor, 26 November 1929. Makeyevka 2+4D serial g date
stamp. Combination 3D / 2+4D.
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On the reverse is a Tambov 3D
serial ye arrival mark of 30
N ovember.

3.5.5.5. Geographic Range of the "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps:
Ukraine.
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This is the only recorded instance of a
"standard" 2+4D date stamp (at left,
serial a) modified with a numeral in the
lower segment, thus eliminating the
dot. Normally such treatment would
indicate a replacement canceller, but
the dots on the "1 variant'' are placed
at exactly the same points, indicating
that the "1" was added to the date
stamp at left, rather than to a
replacement. The significance of the
"1" is unknown.
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Part of the lengthy Ye.V. Vinogradova
correspondence, mailed from the
Khar'kov RR Terminal on 9 April 1930
to Khorol in Lubny Okrug. It arrived
at Khorol on 11 April.

3.5.5.6. The "Two-Dots" Date Stamps.

Introduced around January of 1929, the " two-dots" were used both as cancels and arrival
marks on domestic and international mail, but not as transit marks. They lasted until at least
July 1936.
Their use peaked in 1929-19 31, coinciding with forced collectivization, dekulakization, mass
deportations, the purge of technical specialists and the Soviet state's second anti-religious
offensive. They strongly predominated in the Ukrainian SSR (and the Crimean peninsula),
with lesser numbers in the RSFSR. None have been recorded from the Central Asian,
Byelorussian or Caucasus republics.
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Post card m ailed o n 14 J anuary 1930 from Moscow's 6th D ispatch Office to Feodosiya in
th e Crimea. Feod osiya "two-do ts" date stamp, serial g.

3.5.5.7. Geographic Range of the "Two-Dots" Date Stamps:
RSFSR.

By
1934
under
the
GUGB, the
2Ds had almost vanished.
Their
use
that
after
date
may
have been
as no more
than em ergency caneels.

tf ~

a.'

Above: Ordinary

mail from Irkutsk to N ew
York, posted on
23
February
1930 .
Irkutsk
2D serial k date
stamp.

Propaganda postcard sent aboard Train No. 3 of the Vladivostok-266-Bochkarevo Railroad Line to
Tiflis, 24 March 1931 . 20-kopeck postage-due mark ap plied in Tiflis, 2D serial i date stamp. The
straight-line handstamp is Georgian fo r "Processed in registration," one of two recorded.

3.5.5.7. Geographic Range of the "Two-Dots" Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Izyaslavl' to New
York,
ca.
July
1932.
Izyaslavl'
2D date stamp,
serial
letter
unknown .
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Below: Rutchenkovo, Stalino Okrug to Khorol, 20
October 1929.
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3.5.6. The "Received In Damaged Condition" (RIDC) Markings.

These markings first appeared in the USSR around early 1924, and were applied to envelopes that
were damaged or that had poorly sealed flaps. Many (although not all) were used to explain away
injury done to the letters by political monitors as they opened them up for perlustration. Mail is
innocently damaged during postal processing, but many of these markings are on covers that
have too many signs of forcible entry to be legitimate postmarks.
Their heyday extended from 1925 to 1940, after which overt military censorship largely
eliminated the need to note damage on covers.

Ordinary m ail from K h artsyzskaya, D o n Region to Berlin v ia K h ar' kov, sent in February 1925 . It
transited Khar'kov (the site o f a maj or PK) on th e 3rd or 13th o f the m onth. Wrinkling, flap
damage. " R eceived in Khar'k ov in damaged condition. P -T W orker (initials)." Second earliest
recorded RIDC marking from the Soviet period, and the sole example from Khar'kov.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

)r> Known PK location. As an administrative center and a major transportation hub
through which international mail was routed, Kiev had a large PK.
)r> Wrinkling from steam. The standard means for raising envelope flaps at that time
was the steam pot. If the censor held the envelope for too long over the steam, then
telltale wrinkling occurred, and it would have to be explained away with an RIDC.

An ordinary-mail cover posted on 21 December 1926 from the Kiev Railroad Terminal to
Mr. P.J. Duncan in New York. Two straight-line handstamp strikes reading "Conditionnement
dejectueux" have been applied along both flaps. Notice the tears (away from the left side,
where the recipient opened it with scissors) and especially the wrinkling, indicative of water
or steam.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Bad French.

French, the
common language of the
Universal
Postal
Union,
posed problems for the
Soviet perlustrators. At least
two locations, Moscow and
the Kiev Railroad Terminal,
had a terrible time with the
language on their RIDCs,
making grammatical, lexical
and punctuation mistakes on
a regular basis. Worse yet,
the errors persisted for years
without correction.

Obverse

Conditionnellement defectueux
The proper word is "conditionnement," a noun
m eaning p ackage o r packaging. The wo rd u sed
in this RIDC - "conditionn ellem en t'' - is an
adverb d eno ting
"conditionally,"
which 1s
incorrect here.

A registered letter from Poltava to
York Haven, Pennsylvania, m ailed in
th e latter half of April 1933 . It
passed through the K iev Railroad
Terminal Post Office on its way, and
received a complete strike of the
"Defective packaging" R IDC. H eavy
glue, damage to the flap caused by a
clumsy or hurried censor.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks .

.....

~

Bad French II. The incorrect
K iev
Railroad
Terminal
"Conditionnellem ent'' RIDC
was in use fo r approximately
one year, at least from April
1933 to March 1934. As with
the Moscow RIDC errors, the
OGPU was n ot too concerned
about linguistic accuracy.

;" .

•

Registered mail from Satanov,
Vinnitsa Oblast' to Philadelphia,
posted on 2 March 1934.
Wrinkling and minor flap damage
at one corner on the reverse. The
"Co nditionnellem ent defectueux"
h andstamp m easures 78x7mm.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
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~ Ink bleed from excess steam. W hen a

PK censor became over- zealous w ith the
steam pot, the moisture could seep
through the envelope and cause the ink
o n the enclosed letter to b leed. This
effect can be seen on the letter at left.
Note too the h eavy wrinkling o n the
reverse of the envelope. Le ningrad Type
1 (capital "L'' of " l'enveloppe") of the
"Received in damaged condition at Leningrad,
the flaps ef the envelope soiled' handstamp.

Registered letter to Paris with return receipt
requ e sted. Intercepted by the Leningrad
PK on o r about 24 July 1935.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Flap damage at strategic entry

points.

This registered airmail cover to a
commercial firm in The Netherlands
was
posted
by
S qyuzpromeksport
(responsible for exporting industrial
equipment) on 20 June 1935 (GUGB
period). The fact that it was presented
for mailing at the Lenin~ad GPO did
not prevent its being " received in
damaged condition ... "
Note the
heavy resealing stains and the
"bifurcated stick" insertion damage to
the flap at upper right.
Leningrad
. " l' enve 1oppe."
Type 2 " sma11 /' m

An d ie F1rma
Alb e rt W1 ~n~org Ol1 e~ab r1ck
•D E OL IJ' li'TAK•

B034>'1DHOA
DOlfTOA

Zaandam - HOLLAND.
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Obverse

.'
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~ Flap damage.

"Received in damaged condition" (RIDC) markings appear
frequently in conjunction with this evidence of forcible entry.

Registered mail from Ruzhin, Kiev Oblast ' to Philadelphia, posted on 20 January
1925.
Rectangular "Rept a Moscou / avec !es soupapes, / ma! collies /
Emplqyi...... ........ " ("Received at Moscow with flaps poorly sealed''). The
handstamp measures 53 x 23mm. Note the damage to the paper under the flap
at top left. This is the earliest such marking recorded for Moscow.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~

Heavy glue applied to only one
side of the back flap.

BANQUE POUR LE COMMERCE EXTERIEUR DE I' U. des RSS.
=

When censors steamed open the covers,
they would use a "bifurcated knitting
needle" made of wood or bone to attack
a weak flap corner. They could then
extract the enclosed letter, read it, and
reinsert it using the "knitting needle."
The resealing glue would then show up
on just one side of the back flap.
Commercial registered mail from the
State Bank of Foreign Commerce in
Odessa to Boston, Massachusetts, sent
on 16 August 1925. Moscow RIDC on
reverse, heavy wrinkling from steam,
glue applied to left side of the flap.
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~

''Bad company." RIDCs have been recorded on covers bearing known or suspected
steganographic date stamps: izhitsa, Leningrad International Dispatch Office serial b, Leningrad
doubled-serial a, "three-dots," etc.
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This envelope was specially made
and issued to commemorate the
200th anniversary of the USSR
Academy of Sciences (1 725-1925).
It entered the mail stream at
Leningrad on 15 November 1925
and was dispatched to Cairo, Egypt
the following day.
Despite its
excellent quality, it was nevertheless
" Received l:J the Post in damaged
condition. Office Chief (initials). " It
also bears an early Leningrad izhitsa
date stamp.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

''Bad company" II. The Leningrad pt Dispatch Office serial
b date stamp at right) is well established as a steganographic
censor mark. Any RIDC that accompanies it is likely to be
indicative of censorship as well, especially when the RIDC
makes no provision for a postal employee's signature.
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A registered letter sent on 13
March 1933 from Leningrad's
10l't City Postal Branch Office
to V ienna, Austria.
On the
reverse is a "Rept par la poste /
avec des soupapes / ma! collies /
L'emp!qye' w ith no signature,
accompanied by a Leningrad 1st
Dispatch
Office
serial
b
clandestine censor mark.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
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Bad company Ila. RIDCs are frequently seen with both clandestine censor marks and
evidence of intrusion, such as wrinkling from steam and damage to the flaps.
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Submitted to the Moscow 9th City Postal
Branch Office around 27 or 28 May 1933
as an international registered airmail
letter to Sweden, this commercial cover
was not censored until it reached
Leningrad. There it received a Leningrad
''long form" RIDC and a Leningrad 1st
Dispatch Office serial b censor mark (red
arrow) on 29 May. Severe wrinkling from
steam.
(The four-line handstamp in French at
right states that the postage was collected
at the originating office.)

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~ Organizational ent1t1es not specified.

In those instances where the "signature line" shows a
department, section or shop, that entity is never identified by name, function or number, much like the
generic "dispatch offices" of the "three-triangles" clandestine censor marks.
~ ''Bad company" III. RIDCs are also found sharing the same cover with another known steganographic
censor mark, the "zet.".
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An incoming international registered cover
from Ixelles-Elsen e, Belgium, p osted on 8
A pril 1936 to N ovocherkassk. It transited
the M oscow International Post O ffice o n 12
A pril, w here it received the d oubled- zet
The wrinkling
clandestine censor m ark.
from steam was sufficient to earn an RIDC:
"Received at the Moscow M ain Post Office from
abroad zn damaged condition. Department
The "departmen t'' is n ot
manager...... "
sp ecified.
The cover reached Novocherkassk on 15
A pril.
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

"Bad company" IV. RIDCs can be found on correspondences from different places to
the same destination, in addition to the incidence of zets. This is the Mrs. A. Hoskins
Correspondence. Mrs. Hoskins was a Russian immigrant married to a Canadian and living
in the tiny British Columbia cable-terminal town of Bamfield. A cover mailed to her in
December 1929 bears a rare Moscow 6th Dispatch Office zet (see under 3.5.3.3. in this
exhibit).
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Registered mail from Vyatka to
Bamfield, posted on 4 June 193 1. It
transited Moscow, w h ere it picked
up the v iolet "Rec;:u a Moscou
ave.§. ... "
error
RIDC
before
continuing on to Montreal, V ictoria
and Bamfield.
Obverse.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

"Bad company" IV. Another letter from the Mrs. A. Hoskins Correspondence, this time
an item sent registered express by her sister in Kasli, Ural'skaya Ob!ast' on 1January1931.
It too bears a rectangular "Rec;u a Moscou ave~ ... " error RIDC, and displays obvious
wrinkling from steam and a re-glued right upper flap.
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Obverse.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

Obverse
~

"Bad company" V. This cover and
those on the next two pages are from
the Paul Mashtakov Correspondence,
sent over a period of five years, from
1926 to 1930.
All were sent from
California to the same address in
Moscow, Bol'shaya Tatarskaya ulitsa,
Building 45, Apartment 5. Each of
them bears a very rare RIDC, with two
of them in the company of a Moscow
6 th Dispatch Office zet (one handstamp,
one machine).

I

\
O rdinary internatio nal mail from Petaluma, California to Moscow, posted o n 11 May
1926 and addressed to Moscow. T he arrival mark's date is partially illegible, but it was
released for delivery on 31 May. Two-line RIDC, Received at the Moscow Main Post Office
from abroad in damaged condition. Initial "K' n ext to it. T he RIDC is very rare.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

This cover was posted from
Los Angeles to Moscow over
three years after the preceding
one, on 7 August 1929. It, too,
received a very rare RIDC,
alongside
a
Moscow
6th
Dispatch Office doubled-zet
censor mark at center, dated 2 7
August 1929, with a diamondshaped device at the foot.
Enclosed is an "Advice to
Beneficiary" form drawn on
the Bank of Italy, conveying
$10 to the addressee, Mariya
Filimonovna Mashtakova.
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Obverse

Framed Received at the Moscow Main Post Office from abroad in damaged condition.

\

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
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Los Angeles, California to Moscow, posted on 18 March 1930. Red, unframed Received at the Moscow
Main Post Office /from abroad in damaged condition RIDC, Moscow machine zet censor mark dated 30
January 1930. Very rare RIDC and machine zet
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
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RIDCs on high-quality envelopes.

Early Soviet envelopes (as with most paper products of the time) were noteworthy for their poor quality,
very susceptible to damage. Well-made envelopes (often of foreign manufacture) stood up to "injury"
much better, so when an RIDC appears on such pieces of mail, it is suspicious.

Commercial & Industrial Bank of tbe U. S. S.
This excellent-quality envelope
from a state-owned bank in M.nsk
was sent to New York City on 3
August 1926 by a postal branch
office located on the bank ' s
premises, yet it arrived in transit at
Moscow with its " flaps poorly
sealed." "Reru a Moscou I avec ies
soupapes, I mai collies I Empioyi_ "
on reverse.

Obverse
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ RIDCs in the presence of defensive measures. RIDCs are often seen on envelopes where

the senders made futile attempts with stamps, selvages or some other means to contest entry
by a censor. In the perlustration world, an attempt to defend is an invitation to attack.

pr:'h~ 
Registered
mail
from
NizhniyNovgorod to the Youth Section of
Concordia in Berlin, posted on 17
May 1928.
Moscow RIDC with
"aves" spelling error and extraneous
comma after "soupapes."
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~ Delays in transit.

RIDCs are sometimes noted on covers that have been inordinately delayed passing
through a city with a major PK.
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Ordinary mail to Sweden, sent from
Termilovo? on 13 July 1933.
However, it did not transit Leningrad
until 13 September 1933, a twomonth delay. Severe wrinkling and
damage on the reverse, plus a shortform, small-font variety of a
Leningrad RIDC.
The Leningrad
double-serial a-and-star date stamp is
a steganographic censor mark.

"·

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Lack of a signature, or the presence of illegible scrawled initials.

Many of the RIDCs
from Moscow provide a line for a signature. In the great majority of instances, however, they
lack even scribbled initials, never mind a full signature.

Registered airmail from Moscow
to Hannover, Germany, po sted on
Before
5 September 1932.
m ailing it, the sender re-op ened
the cover and then resealed it w ith
stamps
and
stamp
selvages,
w riting a n ote to that e ffect o n the
rev erse. But it wa s still steam ed
op en b y the P K , and the RID C
was
applied ,
sans
signature .
''Aves" spelling er ro r variety.
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
~ "Rosetta Stones," Russian- and French-language RID Cs on the same cover. The latter were applied

strictly to outbound international mail, the former to inbound or domestic. Only a PK censor could
have used both, in error.
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Registered
letter
from Leningrad's
Vasilevskiy Ostrov
rqyon to Konigsberg, Germany, 9
June 1934.
Since it was going
abroad,
the
Russian-language
RIDC was applied
m error.
One
of
recorded
examples.

Obverse
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agt. les plis dt!
I'enveloppe s&fe ..
ment col.les.
"Received at Leningrad m
damaged
conditio n,
w ith
soiled envelope flaps."
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3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ "Rosetta Stones II."

Russian- and French-language RIDCs on the same cover.

A second instance of two RIDCs,
Russian- and French-language versions,
applied to the same cover. This one is
dated one week prior to the cover on
the preceding page. Minor flap damage.
One of two recorded examples.

B

Lenin~1r'l<

3 ·
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\

Registered m ail sent from the Lening rad y d C ity Post-and-Telegraph Branch O ffice to
Berlin, Germany on 2 June 1934, in the waning days o f the OGPU. The return address is
that o f the State H ermitage. The o ther examp le is from the Soviet Acad em y o f Sciences.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

>-

Lengthy correspondences and RIDCs. Mail innocently damaged in transit is a random
occurrence; it can happen to any postal item. That is why lengthy correspondences are useful
in establishing the existence of perlustration: if letters sent from one individual to the same
destination over time are frequently "damaged," a pattern is established, and patterns, by
definition, are not random.

Two
registered
covers from the
M.V Zabylova-toSergey
Zabylov
correspondence,
which lasted for at
least 12 years. It
contains
numerous RIDCs and
steganographic
date stamps.

ft

Above: C hita to
San Francisco, 4
August 1932.
M o scow RIDC.

At right: Irkutsk
to San Francisco,
10 January 193 4.
Different Mo scow
RIDC.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
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This cover and the one o n the
page
h ave
several
following
features in common: 1) both were
posted from the Leningrad 14th
Postal Branch O ffice, 2) both were
sent registered, 3) both were
addressed to the sam e indiv idual,
Leon Zitomer, in Chicago, and 4)
both were addressed by the sam e
hand. Mailed on 1 Aug ust 1932,
this cover was h and-stamped with
"Rept par la poste / avec des soupapes /
ma! collies /
L ' emp!qyi (no
signature) " at the Leningrad Main
Post Office 's 1st D ispatch Office,
the serial b date stamp of w hich is
a clande stine censor mark (red
arrow) . Wrinkling from steam on
reverse.

Lengthy
private
correspondences and RIDCs.
RIDC in red along with the
Leningrad 1st Dispatch Office
serial b censor mark.

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

Discovery.

.

Leningrad
"long
form"
RIDC, with itat on the first
line protruding far beyond plis
on the third.

HeQu pa! la ,ostoon Oln
Uefstiturum· L'invBiuµpn aaehk~J awe ~ iS plls
~ies. mal CGttes.
~•·

L''arn
·

Leningrad
"sh ort
form"
RIDC, with etat even w ith plis.

~ Lengthy private correspondences

and RIDCs.

A second cover addressed to Leon
Zitomer in C hicago, mailed on 10 May
1933, almost 91/2 months after the cover
on the p receding page. "Long form"
"Reyu par la poste en etat / defectueux:
L 'envelope dechiree, avec des plis sales, mal
colles. / L ' emplqye .. .. " RIDC and a
Leningrad 1 st Dispatch Office serial b.
Heavy wrinkling and damage on the
upper flap.

Obverse

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ RIDCs on lengthy commercial correspondences.

The mail of ordinary Soviet citizens,
collectors and government institutions was not all that the secret police opened, damaged and
closed back up. That same phenomenon is seen on commercial mail as well.

x;:a:

z;

A

...

Posted as ordinary mail from the
Lening rad Main Post Office ' s 1 st Dispatch
Office to H enry L. Scott & Co. in Rhode
Island on 11 March 1933. There is no
return address, an immediate red flag to a
PK. The Leningrad 1 st Dispatch Office
serial b cancel is a clandestine censor mark.

I

On reverse:

Noticeable wrinkling on and damage to the
paper b eneath the flap. Lening rad "short
fo rm" "Rept par la poste en etat I defectueux:
L 'enveloppe / dechirie, avec des plis / sales, mal
colies. / L ' emplqyi. "

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ RIDCs on lengthy commercial correspondences .

..

-·--A
second
cover
from
the
Scott
Co.
correspondence
between
Le ning rad
and
Providence, Rhode Island, addressed by the same
person and posted at the 1 st Dispatch Office on
20 September 1933, over six months after the
cover on the preceding page . Once again there is
no return address. T h e e nvelope is of a different
manufacture, but it was still "received in d efective
con dition. "
On reverse: G lue stains and
wrinkling are in eviden ce.
(" Short fo rm "
Leningrad RIDC marking.)

3.5.6.1. The Case Against the "Received in Damaged Condition"
Handstamps As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Philatelic

correspondences.

Philatelists (and those who are
instructed by philatelists how to
arrange covers) usually make
certain that an envelope looks
good before sending it, so it is
susp1c1ous
when
carefullycomposed items such as this are
"received in a defective state."

/
/

/

/

/

A registered cove r mailed o n 13 May 1933 at Leningrad' s 24th Postal Branch O ffice to Bridgep o rt, Connecticut.
The sender was either the wife or a close relative of the addre ssee. The postage conforms to the inte rnatio nal
registered rate of 1 July 1930 (35 kopecks), but the block o f four 5-kop. stamps and the care ful arrangem ent
show this as philatelic mail. The Le ningrad 1st D.O. serial b date stamp is also secret-po lice related.
Lo ng-fo rm "Received fry the Post in a defective state: Torn envelope with soiled flaps, poor!J sealed. E mplqyee." W rinkling
from steam, flap damage .

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).

·~

A very early example of a Soviet RIDC,
on an incoming international letter from
Bonn, Germany to the Institute for
Zoology
and
Phytopathology
m
Mailed on 25 February
Leningrad.
1924, it reached Leningrad on 3 March.
Received at the Leningrad / Main Post Office
from abroad in / damaged condition
(signature) framed RIDC.

Frl.

Sephie P a w 1 o w n a

Z y b i n a

I nternkt ues I nstituts tiir aneewkndte z~•l•~ie und
P h y te?>athle~•e .

(]. .£. '-

f

P e t

"?> •

Liteini Prospekt , 37- 39.

Note the damage done to the upper
right flap corner, precisely where a
right-h anded clandestine opener would
have gone in w ith the bone or wood
"knitting needle."
Obverse

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Obverse

O rdinary domestic mail from Moscow to a
student
attending
the
Institute
for
Transportation Engineers m Leningrad
LIIPS), posted on 4 December 1925 and
received in Leningrad two days later. The
RIDC - R eceived in damaged / condition - is
presumed to be from Leningrad, but since
no place name is specified, it may have been
applied in Moscow.
Since the time h ack on the machine arriv al
date stamp sh ows 8 a.m., as does that on the
Leningrad 31st City Postal~Telegraph Branch
Office from two days later, the letter was in
Leningrad for two full days before delivery,
implying a delay caused by censorship. The
damage is primarily to the right flap.

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).

I
A large wrapper sent registered from an unknown entity in Tallinn, Estonia to
an unknown individual, firm or government institution in Leningrad, posted on
12 March 1926. It reached Leningrad's 4th Dispatch Office on 15 March, where
the rectangular-framed RIDC was applied. The original form of the RIDC
read, "Received at the Leningrad Main Post Office from abroad, with dirty seals," but the
text was amended by hand to read, "Received at the Leningrad Main Post Office from
abroad with crude!J glued flaps." Below that is "Zav. Otd." (Section Manager). The
word or words on the bottom line have not been deciphered.
Dispatch Office date stamp with 2 and b on either side
is suspected of being a clandestine mail surveillance mark. There would seem
to b e little postal utility in having both a serial number and a serial letter.
Note: The Leningrad

.-

Both the sender's return addre ss and the recip ien t's add re ss have b een excised.
O bverse

4th

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).

A legitimately damaged postcard from Berlin to Leningrad, mailed on 20 April 1926 .
This one also has an amount of penciled notation that is uncharacteristic fo r RIDCs
u sed to cover up damage done by clande stine censorship. Howeve r, the handstamp
may well have b een used as a " fig leaf" in other circumstances, and the card would
certainly have been examined by the Leningrad PK.

nonyqeHo e JletrnHrpaACKOM fia4.

laMTe Wl·aarpatnHJ..bl s nospe}H.Aetttto M BnP.e .
Received at the Leningrad Main
Post Office from abroad in damaged condition.

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).
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"Received in poor condition."
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Ordinary international mail sent
from Leningrad's 1st Dispatch
Office to Berlin, Germany on 18
May 1926. After the RIDC was
applied, the 6th Dispatch Office got
it out the following day at 5 p.m.
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3.5 .6.2. Geographic Range of
the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Registered mail from Sverdlovsk to Pretoria, South Africa, posted on 18 January 1934. It was intercepted in
transit at M oscow, where it picked up the "Mash ed Moscou " variety of RIDC, probably the result o f
overuse and hav ing a drawer closed on it repeatedly. This variety has the spelling error "avel' and a comma
after "soupapes."
The Sverdlovsk serial "O' cancel may also b e secret-police related, as it appears frequently on international
correspondence, and appears to have b een the template for the Sverdlovs k izhitsa serial "O" clandestine
censor mark.

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
RSFSR (European Part) .
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Ordinary
correspondence
posted
from Paris XVI to
Leningrad on 14 May
1929, but intercepted
at
Moscow
(red
rectangular
RIDC)
and referred to Customs.
The latter
refused to allow the
cover
into
the
country and returned
it to France.
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''Received at the Moscow G P O /
from abroad in damaged condition. "
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'.....-' abroad due to inclusion
letters and wrappers."
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3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
Ukraine.

A variation on the theme of ''Received in damaged condition at such-and-such post effice" was
"Extracted from mailbox in damaged condition. " As these items often display signs of wrinkling
and torn flaps, it is apparent that they too were applied to explain away damage sustained
while it was being opened.
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This is an unregistered letter posted at Gaysin,
Podolia Province, on 28 October 1925. It
transited the Kiev RR Terminal PO three days
later on its way to Hannover, Germany. The
black handstamp reads "Extracted from mailbox

~

<

<

C...i_,

"~11

tJL

lJ-A~c_ k_/ ~~

<?<__

/ in damaged condition. / Branch chief /post-andtelegraph worker" with p enciled initial M.

It is unknown at which place - the Kiev Railroad Terminal or Gaysin - the h andstamp was applied, but
given the obv ious wrinkling and over-glued flap, plus the fact that in 1925 Gaysin, a rrryon center, had fewer
than 10,000 inhabitants and probably one part-time OGPU censor at m ost, the RR Terminal is a good
possibility.

3.5.6.2. Geographic Range of the RIDCs:
Ukraine.

Tiflis to Paris, 30 June 1927. The label on the
reverse reads "Extracted.from mail box. Received
- damaged envelope [or] unsealed flaps. Post-andTeiegraph worker (initial)." Although the label
may have been applied in Tiflis, the 5 July
1927 date stamp on it is one of the "N"-class
Kiev RR Terminal censor marks, so it is more
likely the label was applied there. Note the
paper damage beneath the flap to the right of
the label.
On the obverse is a Tillis "three-dots" date
stamp, serial A.

Obverse

3.6. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the
Main State Security Directorate (GUGB) Period
(10 July 1934 - 28 March 1938).

KA R fKA

T he OGPU was abolished on 10 July 1934 and replaced by the
GUGB, w hich was subordinated to the People's Commissariat
for Internal Affairs (NKV D). Perlustration func tions were
p laced in the 2nd Branch of th e GUGB's 2nd (Operations)
Department. Three years later, o n 7 August 1937, th at branch
was moved fo r a short time to the 12th Department
(Operational Technology) .
tt.i
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stamps save o ne - the zets - were b ecoming increasingly scarce .
Perlustration operations w ere fully developed by this time, with
little in the way of major changes in techniques or procedures.
All international mail was censored; domestic mail was
perlustrated on a selective basis.
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A philatelist's postcard from Stanislawow in Poland to
Khar'kov, 13 August 193 7. Censored and released at Khar'kov
(bilingual izhitsa date stamp) on the 2 1st. T he card was
probably delayed for several days due to the suspicion that there
might be a coded m essage on the reverse, as it would not
normally h ave taken 8 days for Polish mail to reach Khar'kov.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR
(European Part).

Ordinary international mail from Arkhangel'sk to Berlin-Steglitz, Germany, posted on 2 1 August
1935 . Arkhangel'sk Type 2 izhitsa censor mark used as a cancel.

This clandestine censor mark appears to
h ave been manufactured rather than
modified from an existing date stamp.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

noYTOBAA HAPTOYKA
CARTE POSTALE
Ordinary interna~
tional mail sent
from Kuybyshev to
Amsterdam,
the
Netherlands, on 3
December
1936
and
8
(below)
December 193 7 (at
right). Kuybyshev
5th
Department

izhitsa.
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Adresse
de /'expCditcur 1

Used in
both
cases as
a cancel
and
a
dispatch
mark.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

This Kuybyshev izhitsa is highly unusual for its appearance on a date stamp identified as belonging to a
postal branch office - the 5th - within a big city, rather than coming from a main post office or a
railroad mail terminal. The "V" at the bottom of the date stamp is not indicative of the "5th," as
shown by the legitimate, contemporary cover at right. Its date stamp has "5th Branch Office" at
bottom, with a serial rat the side and a time hack - 14 - showing the hour at which the cover was
canceled. The izhitsa "postmark" has no such time hack.

Registered
international mail
from the Kuybyshev 5th Branch
Office to Amsterdam, 14 October
1936.
Legitimate
postal
date
stamp.
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Registered
internatio nal mail
from the Kuyb yshev 5th Postal
Branch Office to
A m sterdam,
3
December 1936.
Izhitsa censor
mark, no time
hack.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

The 1 December 1934 assassination of Sergey I<irov in Leningrad (orchestrated by Stalin)
served as the excuse for a major crackdown on the city, triggering a massive, pre-planned, yearlong wave of arrests in the city. Those were followed by the Great Purge of 1936-1938, which
swept up many thousands of Leningraders more.
However, despite the intense political repression, Leningrad izhitsas are very scarce, and no zet
from the city has been recorded.

Leningrad Internation al
Postal Dispatch Office,
d oub led-izhitsa
date
stamp.

A postcard from a philatelist in Nazi Germany, discussing an
exchange of stamp s with a Soviet citizen in Sestro retsk near
Leningrad. Mailed from Luneburg on 2 1 October 193 7, it transited
Leningrad and the PK at the Internatio nal Postal Disp atch Office
on 25 Octob er. It was allowed to p ass, and reached Sestroretsk the
next day. No o ne claimed it there, and then it was sent b ack to
Leningrad for return to the sender.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

The Leningrad 4th Dispatch Office izhitsas and those of the International Postal Dispatch
Office that replaced them had either serial number "1" or serial letter "a'' as a common feature.
No other serial number or letter has been recorded for the two offices.

4th

Dispatch Office

International Postal Dispatch Office

Leningrad
International
Postal Dispatch Office,
"1 / izhitsa." Very rare.

1733 6/324 .'S - P . '~ asn aj ' ffnsota .
De11ts chlond
.BERLIN \1 . S .
Kro enstru sso 2 .
G.\AL TER Bu chh andlun~ .

I-VI -38 .

_,

Wrappe r mail from Leningrad to a bookstore in Berlin, posted on 10 March 1938. Leningrad
Intern ational Postal Dispatch Office izhitsa censor mark, serial "1," used as a cancel.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Series of Hagen's Atlas Stellarum

Sth
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edited by the Vatican Observatory is now ready.

rt contafos 41 charts with 61 Variable Stars and the corresponding
lQ.g:~scomparison stars. In general make-up and quality of lithography and p ~C~~
identical with the 7th and earl; p·· series. A characteristic feature of this se~
adoption of photovisual magnitudes for the comparison stars, as determined by Miss
Francis W. Wright of the Harvard College Observatory, under the supervision of Miss
Caecilia Payne. Jn view of this fact, attention is called to the resolution adopted at
1he 4th meeting of the InternatioO'll Astronomical Union (Cambridge U. S., 1932) by the
Commission of Variable Stars under the presidency of Prof. Harlow Shapley:
I

" The
Variable
, Payne..
• work on

'•-:

•

Commission heartily welcom~s the phofovj~~:il work on
Stars inaugurated at the Harvard College!,.''6bservatory by
The Commission suggests th\lt, previous to -tlfe. extension
sequences which, in the end, may . int!!grate, · fhem into a

sequences for
Miss Caecilia
of photovisual
homogeneous

..::-~~.:.· system, visual
~l;f!~~~ies Vllf of
~

observl'rs should take il/1 ·a~:r.nany variable stars as possible of the
the Atlas Stellarum Va'tiablljuqii. 111,h;~i ~jis vublished by the Vatican
crvatory •.
-- · ·•' -· . #"/

...

'ries VIII ASV is offered to Astronomical Institutes at the low price of 80 Lire
utch florins = 20 Swiss francs. Remittance should be sent with the orders to:
Specola Vatlcana, Cas tel Gandolfo, prov. di Roma, Italy.
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Obverse. (Stamp removed.)

An advertisement postcard from Castel
G ando lfo, the Papal summer residence
and property of the Vatican. It was
sent o n 15 September 1934 to the
Engelhardt Observato ry at Kazan'
University, announcing the publication
of the Atlas Stellarnm Variabilium (Atlas
of Variable Stars), but it was first
intercepted by the PK at Moscow's 6th
Dispatch Office and released o n 19
September.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part) .

...

Acknowledgement of receipt from the Astronomisches Recheninstitut at Berlin-Dahlem to
the Engelhardt Observatory at Kazan', 27 August 1934. Received at the Moscow 6th Dispatch
Office on 31 August. Double izhitsa, angle in top segment only. Checked as incoming
international mail.

·-'
1·. s. s. N. ( U11 ssie )

3 Hren bra p.l(TORCKO 11 06cepsaropm 1

Cr. 06cepsa·rop1151 MocK.-Ka

Acknowledgement of receipt from the National Observatory at Paris to the Engelhardt
Observatory at Kazan', 27 August 1934. Received at the Moscow 6th Dispatch Office on 31
August. Double izhitsa, angle in bottom segment. Checked as outgoing international mail.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).
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Two acknowledgement-of-receipt forms sent to
the E ngelh ardt Observatory near Kazan' during
the early GUGB period. Above: From the
National Observatory of Argentina at Cordoba,
mailed on 10 September 1934. Intercepted at the
Moscow 6th D ispatch Office's PK and released
on 9 October 1934. (Double izhitsas, pointing up.
Nothing in eith er segment.)

At right: From the Royal Astronomical Society at
Burlington House, London, dated 14 August
1934. Examined at the Moscow 6th D.O.'s PK,
released on 17 August 1934. (Double izhitsas,
pointing out, star in lower segment.) Extrem ely
rare.
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3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Mail to and from the Red Army and Navy had been watched since Cheka days, as the Communist
Party endeavored to control the one institution that was capable of overthrowing the regime. During
the Great Purge, when so many generals, admirals and officers were arrested and sent to the camps
or shot, there was no let-up in the surveillance of military mail.

A letter sent poste restante on 20 July 1936 by a Navy recruit at Post Office Box 247 (an arbitrary
address for a military unit d esignated as Field Post Number 29 76) in Vladivos tok to the Leningrad
106th C ity Postal Branch Office. The izhitsa date stamp was p robably applied b ecau se in his letter,
the recruit reveals his unit's location (Bukhta Razboynik) and the p rese nce of a torpedo-b oat group;
informatio n that was not supposed to be revealed.
V ladivos tok Typ e 2 izhitsa (no serifs), period after V ladivostok. Modified from an Imperial-p eriod
date stamp.
Only recorded example.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: Caucasus Region.

For some unknown reason, izhitsa and zet use was in significant decline during the years of the
Great Purge (1936-1938). Most of the examples from that period are from Moscow; outside
the capital, they are very rare.
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O rdinary mail from Baku to Moscow, posted on 4 D ecember 1937.
Bilingual Baku Central Sorting Office izhitsa, serial k date stamp
used as a cancel. Only one recorded.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

Bilingual (Georgian and
Russian)
double-izhitsa
date stamp of 1 January
1937.

-

-

Tiflis (fbilisi), Joseph Stalin' s old stomping grounds, was the secret police' s nerve center in the
Caucasus and the capital of the Georgian SSR, and as such boasted a large PK.

Izhitsa date stamp used as an arrival mark on ordinary domestic mail.
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Alaverdy to Tiflis, capital o f the Georgian SSR, arriving o n 1January193 7.
(fhis year was the h eight o f the G reat Purge.)

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Caucasus Region.

l
....

'
Su rami, Georgia to T b ilisi, posted on
7 July 1937.
Intercepted b y the
Tbilisi PK and released o n 9 July.

O bverse

This censor mark is in the same style
as the o ne on the p receding page, but
diffe rs in that the capital is identified
as "Tbilisi" rather th an "Tiflis."
Note also the damage to the envelope
at left, ben eath the flap, the wrinkling
from
steam,
and
the
h eav y
ap p lication of glue to reseal it.
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3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps:
Ukraine.

Bilingual Ukrainian/ French
izhitsa date stamp, Type 2.

-

Izhitsa date stamp used as an arrival mark on incoming foreign mail.

CARTE POSTALE

POSTKAART - POSTKARTE

u.q. s. s.
Ordinary postcard from Malmedy, Belgium to Khar' kov, arriving on 22 October 1935 .
A lthough Kh ar' kov had b een downgraded in 1934 from the capital o f the Ukrainian SSR to
an oblast' center, an international mail dispatch o ffice was created there on 25 June 193 5,
simultaneously w ith two others in Leningrad and Moscow. As a major administrative center
and transportation hub, its post o ffice had a large PK operation.

3.6.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps: Ukraine.

Kiev RR
Terminal izhitsa,
serial a.

Khar'kov
bilingual
izhitsa.
Obverse

...
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Registered mail from Delft, the N etherlands to the philatelist Ye. Ye . Stefanovskiy in Khar'kov, 8
June 1938. It passed through first the PK at the Kiev Railroad Terminal, then agam m
Khar'kov. One of only three recorded covers bearing two different izhitsas.

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Ordinary international mail from Nanking, China to Moscow,
sent on 15 October 1934.

The Moscow 6th Dispatch Office PK cleared this cover on 27 November 1934,
releasing it to the Moscow Frunzenskiy Regional Post Office for delivery. According
to the recipient's p enciled log on th e obverse, she received it on 29 November. Even
coming from far off Nanking, China, the trip across Siberia to Moscow by railroad
should not have taken 43 days. Late st recorde d zetof this sub-type .

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).
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The Moscow 6th Dispatch Office
doubled- zet censor m ark with "serial
letter'' Kat the foot was introduced at
least as early as July 19 29 under the
OGPU, and survived well into the
GUGB period. It appears to have
been
used
only
on
mcommg
internation al mail.
An airmail letter from Jerusalem m
Palestine to Moscow, mailed on 14
Marc h 1935 .
It transited A thens,
Greece on the 18th, and reached
Moscow on the 27th. Moscow 6th

D.O.

d oubled- zet, " serial"
reverse. Latest recorded .

K

on

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Registered mail from Sanaa,
Yemen to Moscow, 15 December
1935 . Intercepted by the PK at
the Moscow International Post
Office on 3 1 D ecember (doublez et date stamp)' released to the
Frunzenskiy Regional Post Office
on the same day, delivered on
New Year's Day, 1936.

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Sent from the U.S. as registered mail via the S.S. Aquitania, return receipt requested. The cover is
addressed to the USSR Bank for Foreign Trade, arriving in Moscow on or before 23 March 1936. In
addition to its foreign origin, it may have attracted additional scrutiny from the Moscow International
Post Office's PK (doubled-zet censor mark at far right) because of the two Braille-like lines of raised
dots at lower center left on the reverse. They are not present on the other side.

/II;!.!,;..tr/
30 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK

,,

C olorle ss raised dots.
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0
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Trade

l2

llCGco; , u.s.s .R.

Obverse

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

One of the zet date stamps used by the Moscow International Post Office's PK appears to have been
used exclusively on mail to or from Kyzyl, the capital of Tannu Tuva. It is noteworthy for its slightly
ovoid shape and the general crudity of the letters in "MOSKVA."
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O rdinary letter m ail p osted at the
Moscow 28th City Postal Bran ch
O ffice to Kyzyl, Tannu Tuva.
E ntering the mail stream on 1
Novem ber 1935, the letter did
no t clear Moscow's Internation al
Post Office (d ouble-zet d ate
stam p at top center) until two
days later. It arrived in Kyzyl o n
27 Novem ber.

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date
Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).

Mail that originated in the USSR but
returned for any reason from abroad was
treated the same way as foreign mail by
the PKs. This item, an ordinary letter
posted from a Moscow city postal
branch office to Newcastle-on-Tyne, 14
May 1936, is an example.

·.

It was returned because
the addressee h ad "gon e
away," and the P K at the
Intern ational
M o scow
Post O ffice ex amined it
on
26
May
1936 .
(Double- zetdate stamp.)
Obverse

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).
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There are three recorded varieties of the Saratov
machine-cancel zet, with the frame around the date
showing progressive wear. The canceling device
appears to have been a single drum with three (or
perhaps four) elements on it.

~-

Ordinary domestic mail from Saratov to the Kazan' District Psychiatric Hospital, posted on 21
April 1936 . Thus far, Saratov is the only city outside of Moscow known to have used a
machine-cancel zet. Very rarely seen, and zef$ are usually found on international mail.

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (European Part).
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Ordinary mail from Moscow's Dzerzhinskiy regional post
office to Saratov, posted on 4 November 1936. The addressee,
Ivan Polikarpovich Varfolomeyev (1886-1940), was a wellknown operatic tenor and director. A t the time this cover was
sent, he was the chief director of Saratov's Chernyshevskiy
Opera Theater.

On this example of the
Saratov machine
censor
mark, the frame surrounding
the date is showing signs of
weanng away.

zet

The circular
" postmark"
diameter.

part of
1s
2 7mm

the
1n

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

This rather crude censor mark was introduced after the Novosibirsk
3 rd Dispatch Office was transformed into the International Post
Office in 1935. The censor mark existed concurrently with the IPO's
equally crude doubled-izhitsa/ N-ll.
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J~~~~ J --TRAVEL FROM EUROPE TO IRAN VIA THE USSR BY THE SHORTEST WAY (SHEPETOVKA-BAKU)

Intourist statio nery advertising travel on the Trans-Siberian Express, sent from Novo sibirsk to
D etmold, Germany on or sho rtly b efore 28 December 1937 . Novosibirsk International Post
Office (IPO) doubled- zet clande stine censor mark used as a cancel. Extre m ely rar e .

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (Siberian Part).

nony4eHO V13 3arpaHV1Ubl
~ rp~;:;riJ3a~ne et1r:blM

1-<na!leirh)t'

/

R egistered mail from a Russian in T ientsin (fsingtao) to a woman in Leningrad, posted on
4 October 1936 . It was censored at Chita - only recorded zetand RIDC from that city
- on 14 October and sent on to Le ning rad, wh ere it arrived a w eek later.

flony11eHo V13 3arpaHV1Ubl
( fp~3ri03a k r:ee tH:blM Kna!ldr1l)ff
C hita RIDC, R eceived from abroad
with soiled gum on the flap .

C hita was o ne of the major entry points for
mail from C hina and o ther southwestern Asia
countries and also the center of Chita Oblast',
thus requiring a PK.
Obverse

>lAt a• 9.~.l

R

No. 6960

3.6.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Vladivostok

zet,

1938.

Vladivostok to Moscow, posted on 25 October 1938. The only recorded zet from Vladivostok or
the Far East, the cover is also noteworthy in that the zet date stamp is used as a cancel, on domestic mail
There is no indication of further clandestine censorship once it reached Moscow.

3.6.3. Continuation of the "Three-Dots" Date Stamps.

By 1934, the incidence of 3Ds had declined to a mere 1/ 9th of their peak in 1928. That decline held
true for all varieties of the "dotted date stamps," some declines even more precipitous than that, and
the trend would continue to the point where the last of them winked out of existence before the end
of 1939. Given how few of any variety have been recorded after 1936, those that were still in use may
well have lost their steganographic significance by then, being employed simply as stopgap (i.e.,
legitimate) date stamps by the postal system until new cancels could be supplied .
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Registered letter from Moscow's 2nd City Post-and-Telegraph Branch Office to N ew York, mailed on 5
September 1934. It is addressed to Dr. Grant Sanger in care of his mother, Margaret Sanger, a Socialist
Party m ember and a majo r proponent of racism, eugenics and birth control.

3.6.4. Continuation of the "2-" and "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.
Postcard from Orenburg in the Ural Mountains to Warsaw, mailed on 25 October 1935. It was
held up for two days before being dispatched, however, with a second Orenburg "two-dots"
applied on the 27th. Thus, there are two "two-dots" date stamps on the same card, one a serial a,
the other a serial d.
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While various
combinations
of dots date
stamps can be
found
occupying the same
covers,
they
are almost always from two
different locations.
Two
different examples from
the same place
is highly unusual, especially
with a mail
delay.
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Yenakievo,
Artem 'ev
District m the D o n
Basin Region o f the
SSR
to
U krainian
Sweden, mailed on 21
March 1936.
Yenakievo "2+ 4D" serial
v date stamp. (Two o f
the pins, one at either
side, have fallen out or
broken off, a commo n
occurrence .)
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3.6.4. Continuation of the "2-" and "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.

A registered letter from Blagoveshchensk in the Far Eastern
Territo ry to Leningrad, p osted o n
2 July 1935 .
Blagov eshchensk
2 + 4D
stamp u sed as a cancel.

date

The envelop e' s advertising on the
reverse is fo r a drawing course " E veryon e can learn to draw."

3aO'UJlble f-OCK}'pCbl
CoKOllbHHlf.
KyllbT·M3CCOBOro OTAena
B J.40CKBe

06Y4AIOT POCnHCH BCEB03MON<H.
KPACltAMH no TKAHRM, no AEPEBY,
CTEHJIY, rJIMHRH. M3AEJIHRM H AP.MATEPHAJIAM.
C aanpocaMH 06pa111ai4Tecb no upecy:
MOCKBA. CPETEHKA. nAHKPATbEBCKHA nEP., AO• N! 9/10.
AAR OTBeTa npHnaraMTe 20 KOO. MapHy.
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3.6.4. Continuation of the "2-" and "2+4-Dots" Date Stamps.

Fragment of the reverse.

This is an unusual usage of a 2+4D date
stamp. The cancel on the reverse is in
Ukrainian only and makes no mention
of a 3rd Postal Branch Office, which the
bilingual date stamp on the obverse
does.
Evidence of clandestine entry on the
reverse: deformation of the paper on
the right side of the flap. (Probably
indicating the use of the "bifurcated
knitting needle" to roll it open.)
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Registered letter from Nikolayev to New Rochelle, New York, posted on 6 October 193 4.
Nikolayev 3rd Postal Branch Office 2 +4D serial a bilingual date stamp, used as a dispatch
marking.
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3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition"
Markings.

There are two recorded varieties of the
marking "Extracted from mailbox in damaged
condition, the envelope 's flaps sloppify sealed. " They
differ only in the spacing of the text. The
easiest way to differentiate them is the
alignment of the "R" in "Retire" with the "x"
in "aux" beneath.

:Retire de la boite
·wt fettre" r. ., elat

Type 1

en(hm 11>
de i

I

Above: Petrozavodsk via Leningrad to
Springfield, Massachusetts, 11 May 193 5.
Leningrad International Post Office serial b
clandestine mail surveillance censor mark.
Below: Leningrad to Elmira, New York, 28
December 1934.
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3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

The "Bashed Moscou" RIDC
variety, 3 March 1935.

!!essrs . ARUSTHON'.1 Bros . Tool Co.

Registered commercial mail from Moscow
to Chicago, sent on 3 March 1935 .
Damage to the envelope is slight, but a
sliver of the flap at lower right h as been
removed, b y wh om unknown. The telltale
signs were enough to m erit application of
the "Bashed Moscou" variety, in a more
advanced state of wear.
Despite the
h andstamp's deformation, it continued in
use for several years.

3I3 N. Franc i sco Ave
Chi c ago , U

S

A

MocKBa , 58 , n.a.2351

3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

An airmail express cover
sent
from
Moscow's
Leningrad
Railroad
Terminal
to
Zurich,
Switzerland on 25 March

1935.
The sender, Professor I.Ya.
Kheifets,
was
urgently
attempting to contact the
"Law
and
Society''
Publishing House, so it
would have attracted the
Moscow PK's immediate
attention.
Noticeable
wrinkling on reverse. The
damage was such that the
edge of the envelope was
folded over and glued to the
reverse, and the RIDC was
applied over it.
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Received at the Post Office /
at Moscow in damaged condition.
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3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

7

.,

Obverse

"Received in damaged condition."
Only recorded example.

Registered commercial mail sent from
Nizhniy-Tagil (Sverdlovsk Oblast', in
the Ural Mountains) to Chicago,
Illinois, 21 September 1935.
The
Sauerman Brothers correspondence
contains a number of izhitsas and
RID Cs.
Note the wrinkling from steam and
the tear in the upper right flap.

3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

This registered envelope had a number of features that guaranteed it would arouse
the suspicions of the GUGB. First, posted from Brugg, Switzerland on 23
November 1935, it was international mail, all of which was perlustrated at that time.
Second, it was improperly addressed, sent to "Gospozha'' (M:s.) Dr. Pavel Rulle." If
the doctor were indeed female, then the first name should have been Pavla. If Pavel
were correct, then the masculine form of address would have been "Gospodin," Mr. Third, the placement of the incomplete return address at the lower right corner
is out of the ordinary. These oddities could be construed as pre-arranged signals.
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The cover was examined by the GUGB at the Moscow International Post Office
(doubled-zet date stamp at top) and damaged in opening (rectangular-framed RIDC,
Received from abroad in damaged condition). It reached Leningrad on 30 November and
was forwarded to the 41 st City Communications Office for delivery on 1 December.
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The RIDC is the only one recorded for this type.

3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

Two unregistered envelopes,
both "Received at the Kiev
Railroad Terminal Exchange
Office with the flaps ef the envelope
soiled " and both from the

same correspondence (Tiflis
to Portland, Oregon).

At left: 22 December 1935,
with U.S. postage due stamps.
Heavy glue, flap damage .

•
•

•

Below: 27
May
Wrinkling from steam.
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3.6.5. Continuation of the "Received In Damaged Condition" Markings.

"Received at the Kiev Railroad Terminal Customs Office with the flaps of the envelope soiled, "the 90x25
mm variety, on an ordinary cover posted from the Odessa 22-U-4 branch office to Roxbury,
:Massachusetts on 15 June 1937. The cover would have raised immediate suspicions due to
the destination, the return (US.) address and the clumsy attempt to spell Amerika in Cyrillic
(red arrow). Note the heavy damage to the flap at lower left.
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3.6.6. Introduction of New City-Specific Clandestine Censor Marks.
3.6.6.1. The Leningrad International Dispatch Office Serial "b."

The successor to the Leningrad 1st Dispatch Office serial b date stamp shown at left was
the Leningrad International Dispatch Office serial bat right, introduced around October
1934. It can be found both as a cancel and as a dispatch marking.
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An ordinary letter from Leningrad to the Municipal Police in Shanghai, C hina, mailed on 16
October 1934. Addressed to a person with a Russian surname and lacking a return address,
this cover would have been an automatic pull for the Leningrad PK.

3.6.6.1. The Leningrad International Dispatch Office Serial "b."

When the bilingual form (French and Russian) at right replaced the straight Cyrillic
variant, the "International Post Office" text at the bottom was dropped in favor of
"Leningrad" in Cyrillic, thus eliminating any reference as to which office handled the
mail. Its use, however, did not change. It was still applied to outgoing international
mail as a cancel and retained the same serial letter, b.

Leningrad to Am sterdam, the Netherlands, p osted on 7 Septem ber 193 7.
Leningrad b ilingual serial b date stamp.

3.6.6.2. The Odessa Serial "Zh" Clandestine Censor Marks.

The case against the Odessa 22-U-1 serial "zh" as a
legitimate postal date stamp.

~ Known PK location.
~ "Bad family."

The Odessa 22-U-1 date stamp used on international mail shared
the same serial letter ~ zh ~as the three types of Odessa izhitsa clandestine censor
marks stretching over a 15-year period.

..
-

Odessa izhitsa Types 1-3, all with serial letter "zh."

Odessa 22-U-1,
serial zh.

no TO

c
Hy

Ordinary p ostcard from O d essa's Main Post O ffice (22-U-1) to
Tel Aviv, Palestine, m ailed on 2 Octob er 1938.

zh.

3.6.6.2. The Odessa Serial "Zh" Clandestine Censor Marks.

~ ''Bad company."

The bilingual Odessa 22-U-1 serial "zh" date stamp can be found on the
same covers as RIDC markings, usually on mail transiting the Kiev Railroad Terminal.

~ Appearance on 100%-targeted correspondence -

Ordinary mail sent on 28 April 1938
(very early GUGB period) from
Sosnitsa to Tel-Aviv, Palestine. It first
transited Kiev, where the "Received at

}

'-

lt.ll

the Kiev Railroad Terminal [M.ail]
Exchange Office with the flaps dirti!J sealed'

marking was applied. It was checked
again by the Odessa PK on 2 May
193 8. (Odessa 22-U-1 serial "zh.")

outbound international mail.
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3.6.7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa/N-H" Class: RSFSR (European Part).

One innovation that arose during the GUGB period was the steganographic "combination date stamp."
The izhitsa/ N-ll date stamps first appeared in the latter third of May 1935, one month before the official
creation of three "international dispatch offices" at Moscow, Leningrad and Khar'kov. The Moscow
International Postal Dispatch Office was quickly upgraded to an 'international post office (IPO)" in late
June 1935 (even though it was still a part of the Main Post Office), as reflected on these date stamps. The
PK at the Moscow IPO was one of only two in the country to combine these two elements.

SJ?<l. r.
Ordinary mail from Latvia to Moscow, 22
May 1935 .
It arrived at the n ewly
establish ed Moscow Internation al Post
O ffice on 25 May, w here it received the
combination izhitsa/ N-ll date stamp of the
Moscow IPO. The cover was n ot sent for
delivery to Moscow's Frunze Regio nal Post
O ffice until the following day.
The clarity o f the strike demonstrates that
the handstamp was brand new.
Obverse
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3.6.7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa/N-H" Class: RSFSR (European Part).

Registered international letter from
Hotin, Bessarabia (before Bessarabia
was taken over by the USSR),
posted on 10 January 1936 and sent
to a teacher in the village of
Boryshkovtsy, Podolia Province. It
transited Moscow, where it was
censored by the PK at the
International Post Office (IPO).
(Moscow IPO doubled-izhitsa / Nil clandestine censor mark, dated 15
January 1936. 3 lmm diameter.)
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3.6.7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa/N-H" Class:
RSFSR (European Part).
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A Polish-manufacture picture postcard mailed from Haapsal in Estonia to Moscow, showing a
painting by A. Bocklin. The card was posted on 15 May 1936 and entered the USSR at Leningrad
on 17 May. There it received a Leningrad 4th Dispatch Office doubled-izhitsa clandestine censor
mark. Once it reached Moscow, it was censored again on 19 May, this time at the Moscow
International Post Office (izhitsa/ N -ll). The cause of this heightened scrutiny is unknown, but
the presence of two different izhitsa censor marks on one item is extre m ely rare.

3.6.7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa/N-H" Class:
RSFSR (European Part).
The GUGB (and the GPU / OGPU before it) kept an eye not just on regular correspondence but on
international money orders, donations and other forms of monetary transactions.
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The U.S. post card
below, a $10 transfer
to TORGSIN on
behalf of a citizen in
Odessa,
was
sent
from
the
Liberty
National Bank of
Chicago on 9 July
1935, together with
the Russian-language
card at left. The one
below was censored
by the PK at the
Moscow International
Post Office on 22 July
1935. (Izhitsa/ N-ll.)

3annmure ce6e nan1>1cnoeaune xoppecnonJJ,enra, M n JJ,ary nepeDoJl,a.

The card above stayed
behind m Moscow.
Once the transaction
was completed on 25
July in Odessa, the
card above was sent
from
Moscow
to
Odessa the fo llowing
day to confirm. It did
not
receive
any
clandestine
cen sor
mark.
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3.6. 7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa;N-H" Class:
RSFSR (European Part).
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BUCHHANDLUNG GUSTAV FOCK
G.M.B.H

LELPZIG

C 1

POSTSCHLIESSFACH 100
FERNSPRECHER 707 66
POSTSCHECKKONTO LEIPZIG Nr, 124.}
fELEGRAMM-ADRESSE: BUCHFOCK

Observatoire

Engelhardt~

':...>'
V'"\

Station Observatoria Kasan

/USSR.

Ligize du Chemiri de Fer Mos-

These two covers
from the Gustav
Fock Book Store
in Leipzig, Germany, were both
sent to the Engelhardt Observatory, which was under intense surveillance by the
GUGB. The one
at left has a Moscow
International Post Office
(IPO)

izhitsa/N-H
censor
mark
dated 1July193 7.

oou-Kasan,lass:a.

The card at right,
sent
on
28
M arch
1938,
b ears a M oscow
IP O doubled- zet
cen sor mark o f
May
1938.
3
the
N ote
differen ce in the
addresses on the
two cards: the
on e ab ove 1s
addressed to the
O b servatory m
g eneral; the on e
at right - to the
O b servatory
Director. Might
this h ave made
the difference in
which
censor

7216
28

4 38
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BUCHHANDLUNG GUSTAV FOCK
G. M. B.H

..

LE l P ZIG · C 1
FERNSPRECHER 707 66
POSTSCHECKKONTO LEIPZIG Nr, 124.}
TELEGRAMM-ADRESSE: BOCHfOCK

POSTS CH LIES SF AC H 100

Observatoire Engelhardt,
z.hd .Herrn Direktor
D.J. Martinoff,
St at. Observatori a Kasa:n

u. s.s.R.

Ligne du Chemin de Fer
Moscou-Kasan.

3.6. 7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa;N-H" Class:
RSFSR (European Part).

A p icture postcard sent on 6 June 1935 from Zutphen, the Netherlands, to a Dutch
tourist in Moscow. The card was intercepted by the PK at the Moscow International
Post Office (IPO) and released on 8 June (doubled-izhitsa/ N-lI censor mark at right).
Originally addressed to the Hotel Metropole, the card was re-routed to the N ew
Moscow Hotel, which applied the black rectangular handstamp. Even though th e card
was returned to the Netherlands, it did not leave the Moscow IPO until 27 March
1936.
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"Returned/ departed."
"Addressee not found at the New Moscow
Hotel Moscow,
193 year."

3.6.7. Introduction of the "Izhitsa/N-H" Class: RSFSR (Siberian Part).

Moscow IPO izhit3'a/N-II

Novosibirsk IPO izhit3'a/N-II

The creation in late June 1935 of international postal dispatch offices at Leningrad and
Khar'kov and an international post office (IPO) at Moscow was accompanied by the
introduction of an IPO at Novosibirsk, probably based on the former 3rd Dispatch
Office. This occasioned the appearance of combination izhitsa/ zet and izhitsa/ N -H date
stamps in Moscow and izhitsa/ N-H at Novosibirsk.

A p icture po stcard m ailed from N ovosibirsk's Internation al Post Office to Czechoslovakia, 10 June
1936 .
It was originally b elieved that the right-side H on the Mo scow IPO izhitsa/ N -H d ate stam p was simp ly a
b ackwards N app lied in error. Because it shows the same f eature, this card proves that the 11 was
intentional. Only recorded combination 1:Zhitsa/N-Mfrom anywhere in Siberia.

3.6.8. Introduction of the Combination Izhitsa/Zet Date Stamps:
RSFSR (European Part).

The combination izhitsa/ zet censor marks were introduced in June 1935 when the
international post offices were formed, concurrent with the izhitsa/ N-H. They
are very rare.

r
A registered picture postcard from Riga, Latvia to the Darovskoye Postal Branch
Office in Kirov Territory, mailed on 3 May 1937 . The combination izhitsa/zet
censor mark was applied in Moscow on 5 May 1937.
No city o ther than Moscow has been recorded with such a combination.

3. 7. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the
People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (NKVD) Period
(28 March 1938 - 3 February 1941).
The GUGB was eliminated on 28 March 1938 and its parent organization, the NKVD, was reorganized
into three directorates from April to June of that year, but the PK function was assigned to the 3rd
Branch of the 2nd Special Department, also known as the Operational Technology Department. The
2nd was an independent entity, meaning that it answered directly to the NKVD itself, not any of the
three directorates.
All incoming and outgoing international correspondence was censored; domestic correspondence was
selectively monitored. USSR Council of People's Commissars Decree No. 001414 of 19 December
1939 instructed the NKVD to keep records of all individuals who maintained correspondences with
people abroad, to include those who corresponded with foreign embassies and consulates in the USSR.
During this period, all of the dotted date stamps finally disappeared, one new class of steganographic
date stamps - the "three lines" - was introduced, and only a very few izhitsas, zets (confined to a very few
cities) and Received in damaged condition markings continued.

3.7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.
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Buzau, Romania to L'vov in We stern Ukraine, po sted on 10 February 1940 and routed through
O de ssa . Bilingual O de ssa-O de sa izhitsa, serial zh, of 14 February 1940. (Stamp removed.)

3.6. 9. PKs As Surrogates for GLA VLIT.

Picture postcard written at Irkutsk on 22 March 1935 but not posted to Vienna, Austria
until the sender reached the town of Baikal on Lake Baikal, 23 March.

"[ToJ storage. Tikhoretsk.
Cannot be sent overseas with
[this] scene."
Reverse, showing the Mausoleum and the Kremlin Walls.
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"The Shadow on the Kremlin Wall" card, intercepted by a PK - most likely either at
Irkutsk or Moscow - and diverted to the small town of Tikhoretsk, no m ore than a
district town in the Kras nodar area, east of the Sea of Azov and north of the Black Sea.
The embarrassing error by GL4VLIT, which approved the printing of this card in 193 1,
could have turned into a small propaganda coup for Russian emigres abroad.

GL4VLJT, the Main Administration for Literary and Publishing Affairs, was established in
1922. Among other things, it was responsible for censoring the pictorial and textual content of
picture postcards prior to their issue.
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"Lenin's Mausoleum on Red Square in
Moscow.
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"No. 3.
Price: 10
kopecks."

"GL4VLJTNo.A-9039 1. 75,000printed.
Moscow, 1931. / GOZNAK."

GL4VLIT did not watch outbound international mail, so only a
political monitoring station (PK) could have diverted this
card because it had already entered the mail stream at Baikal. And
because PK monitors would not have been wasting their time
closely examining the v iews on PPCs to spot such things, at some
point in 1931 or beyond there must have been an order distributed
to all PKs in the country to confiscate No. 3 in this sen es
whenever it appeared in the outbound foreign mail stream.

The shadow on the Kremlin
Wall looks much like the
feathers on the right wing of
the Imperial double-headed
eagle, and the large bronze
plaque on the tower is at the
place wh ere the shield with St.
George slaying the dragon
would be on the Imperial coat
of arms.
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3. 7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.

Leningrad International
Dispatch Office, serial a
and izhitsa of 18 October
1938.

A Zurich-to-Stockholm first-flight registered cover
addressed to a Mr. RV A tlcins in Arkhangel'sk, posk
restank, mailed on 13 October 1938. It reached its
destination but was returned as unclaimed. The cover
was surreptitiously opened at the Leningrad
International Dispatch Office's PK upon entry into the
country and released on 18 October.
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KARL HILifENBRAND, ?Ur Palme
Kreuzlingen (ThnrOI!)
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Obverse

3.7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.

Ordinary international mail from Cambridge, Great Britain to Leningrad, posted on 25
October 1938 and received in Leningrad on 29 October. The addressee, Professor Dav id
L'vovich Talmud, was a Corresponding Member of the USSR Academy of Science s and
taught at the Institute of Physical and Ch emical Research, m aking his international
correspondence a high-priority target for the NKVD's PKs.
The Leningrad International Dispatch Office serial a izhitsa censor mark has suffered
damage to its upper left part.

3.7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.

4.
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Registered m eter mail from the
Patent D epartment o f the People's
Commissariat o f Light Industry in
Moscow to an invento r in Thilisi,
Georgian SSR, 29 April 1938. It
was ch ecked b y the Thilisi PK on 4
May 1938.

Obverse

Thilisi bilingual double-izhitsa
date stamp.

3. 7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date
Stamps.

Gagry was a popular Black Sea health resort
during the Soviet era where workers and VIPs
went to enjoy the sub-tropical climate. That made
it a surveillance target for the secret police.

Registered mail from Leningrad to
Gagry in Abkhaziya, sent poste
restante on 13 September 1939.
This is a part of the B.A. Kasterin
correspondence with his d aughter,
Mariya Borisovna Kasterina.
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Gagry bi-lingual doubled-izhitsa
clandestine censor mark, no serial
letter. Very rare .
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3.7.1. Continuation of the Izhitsa Date Stamps.

Gagry bi-lingual censor mark,
doubled-izhitsa. Very rare.
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A n other cover from the B.A . Kosterin
corresp ondence, m ailed o n 20 September 1939
from the Leningrad 41 st Postal Bran ch Office to
Gagry. It was censored on 27 September at its
destination. No te the mild w rinkling from steam
on the top flap and the discoloration at either
top corn er from resealing.

3. 7 .2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps.
After Poland was
carved up between Nazi Germany and the
USSR in 1939,
the Soviets put
their area under
heavy
NKVD
surveillance and
repression. Mail
from
Romania
sent
to
that
region was routed
through
Odessa,
where
the big PK kept
an eye on it.

l

Stamps on both
covers have been
removed.
Above: Carneal, Romania to Mosciska, mailed on 6 Nov. 1939. Below: Bucharest to L'vov, 4 Mar. 1940.

/

Odessa "small-"
and
" large-ze!'
types, both of
them serial v.
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3. 7 .2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps.

Bilingual (Russian-Ukrainian) zet,
no other "serial letter."

nOYTOBAH KAPTOYKA
CARTE POSTALE
Kyda
'

Ho.Aty
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J
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Court-related mail from C hemigov to the v illage of Semenovka in Ch ernigov
Oblast', sent on 22 July 1940. C hernigov, in the Ukrainian SSR, is only the second
zet censor mark recorded from that republic during the NKVD p eriod. Even
more unusual are the three dots at 3:00 arranged in a triangle. Only re c orde d
example from Che rnigov.

3.7.2. Continuation of the ZetDate Stamps.

Registered mail from Warsaw (then under Nazi occupation) to the small town of Gav'ya,
Baranovichi Obias!, posted in the latter half of December 1940 and censored first by the Germans.
It reached the M.nsk PK on 24 December, but was not delivered to Gav'ya until the 31st.

Bilingual "Minsk/Mensk BSSR"
Zf!.

Extremely rare.

3. 7 .3. Continuation of the City-Specific Clandestine
Censor Marks.
Prior to WWII, the practice of city~specific clandestine censor marks was not
widespread. The Leningrad 1st Dispatch Office serial b of the 1930s was one
such; two other cities - Minsk and Odessa - joined Leningrad in this approach
during the GUGB period. The "Mensk/ Minsk 4" lasted from October 1934 to
June 1941.
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Ordinary international mail from Yanov
b / Sokolki in the Byelorussian SSR to a
military camp for internees in Sumiswald
(canton of Bern), Switzerland. Mailed on 7
August 1940, it was censored clandestinely
in Minsk eight days later, opened again and
read by the German Oberkommando der
Wehrmacht, and checked a third time by
Swiss military censorship.
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3. 7.3. Continuation of the City-Specific Clandestine
Censor Marks.

Obverse
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The case against the MinskMensk serial number 4 date
stamp as a legitimate
postmark:
~Known PK site. Minsk, as
the capital of the Byelorussian
SSR, certainly had a PK known
to have used "three-triangles"
and zets.
~Appearance
on
international mail. No MinskM ensk serial number 4 has b een
found o n dome stic mail.
~Invariability
of
serial
number.
No other serial
numbers hav e b een recorded,
ve ry odd for a large postal
e stablishment.
~Frequent
and
lengthy
delays. The se range from a day
or two up to just over three
weeks.

U BOUDSLAV
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Registered international mail from
Budslav, Byelorussian SSR to Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan. Posted on 25 March
1941, it did not clear Minsk until the
29th, even though the town is only 150
kilometers north of the capital, a
distance that would have required no
more than a day, two at the most, to
traverse. (M:insk-Mensk serial number
4, 29 March 1941 on reverse.)

3. 7 .3. Continuation of the City-Specific Clandestine
Censor Marks.

~ Cross-border westbound mail first sent east to Minsk.

AiJpec
omnpasume.1n
Adresse
de l'exptditeur
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Baranovichi and its surrounding area passed from Poland to the USSR in 1939, as a
result of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact and force of arms. As territory o nly recently
occupied, it was under tight control and h eavy surveillance. Mail that was addressed to
the west went firs t east to Minsk fo r censorship. This cover was sent from Novoyel' nya,
Baranovichi Oblast' (west of Minsk) to Lub lin, mailed on 22 June 1940 but not clearing
Minsk until 27 June.
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3. 7.3. Continuation of the City-Specific Clandestine
Censor Marks .

Aeellt •"t~.
Odessa
French-language
RIDC at center on reverse.

Obverse

The
Odessa
serial
zh
clandestine censor mark was
introduced in very late 1939
or early 1940, and can b e
found on international mail
showing lengthy delays and
Received in damaged condition
markings.

12 l80 ...:

Registered m ail from Stanislawow to Buch arest, Rumania,
posted o n 19 J anuary 1940. (Th e Stanislawow area h ad b een
con qu ered by th e Soviets in Septem b er 1939 .) T his cover wa s
sent south to O d essa, w here it sat until the PK th ere cleared it
on 8 Au ~st 1940 (Od essa serial zh date stamp, itself a
continuation of the O de ssa 22-U -1 serial zh of the mid 1930s).

3. 7.4. Continuation of the "Received in Damaged Condition" Markings.

Russian-language RIDCs from this period are few and far between. This particular example, from
Leningrad, is highly suspicious because it was applied to an envelope sent by a famous zechka, or
female prisoner, serving time in the GULAG, and there is not all that much evident damage to the
cover.

------------------

Only recorded GULAG cover
with an RIDC: "Received in
damaged condition /Shop Chief
(initials)" marking .
Mailed on 14 February 1939
Dolinka, Karaganda Oblast'
Leningrad
ballerina
Anisim ova) sentenced to five
in Kazakhstan's K.ARLAG.

from
by a
(Nina
years

Flap damage at upper right, some
wrinkling at top.

Obverse

3. 7.4. Continuation of the "Received in Damaged Condition" Markings.

Registered cover from L'vov's
16th Postal Branch Office,
sent on 19 December 1940 to
Hasle-Ruegsbach in SwitzerFrench-language " Reland.
ceived at Moscow in damaged
condition. Employee ...."
Such markings are much
scarcer from this period than
from those of the OGPU and
GUGB.
Resealing tape applied.

Obverse

3. 7.4. Continuation of the "Received in Damaged Condition" Markings.

The large PK at the Kiev Railroad Terminal where international mail was
transshipped used this RIDC from at least 1928 up to late 1940. This example
shows extensive wear.

Ordinary international mail from Drogichin in
Byelorussia to a Soviet emigre in Connecticut,
posted on 7 May 1940. The "Reyu au bureau
d ' echange de Kiev gare avec les plis salement colics "

handstamp from the late 1920s was still in u se.
Heavy wrinkling from steam and v isible flap
damage on the reverse.

Obverse
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3. 7.5. Introduction of the ''Three-Lines'' (3L) Date Stamps.
The "three-lines" date stamps appeared in early 1939, prior to the Nazi-Soviet
invasion of Poland, and only on mail handled by Moscow's 8th Dispatch
Office, which processed international mail. This particular type - Type 1 lasted for only a few months and is very rare.

3. 7.5.1. The Case Against the ''Three-Lines" Date
Stamps As Legitimate Postmarks.
);;>);;>-

);;>-

);;>);;>-

Type 1, three lines
above and below
the date bridge.

Known PK location. The 8th D. 0. had a very large PK attached to it.
Suspicious timing. They came on the scene not long after izhitsas and zets disappeared from
Moscow date stamps.
Non-conformity to the April 1938 postmark standards. Since they were introduced almost a
year after the standardization of USSR date stamps, they should not have been in this style.
No other dispatch office (D.O.) in the Moscow Main Post Office had such a feature.
Commonality of odd feature and odd number: First three triangles, then three dots, then three
lines ...

S

ka· ovocna a zahradnc
Kesarna
p. Ctonc

uZn

8th
Dispatch
Office serial v
"three-line"
date stamp, 26
March 1939.

Picture postcard from Brno, Czechoslovakia to Michurinsk, Tambov Oblast'. Mailed on
22 March 1939, it transited Moscow and was released on 26 :March, reaching its
destination on the 27th.

3.7.5.1. The Case Against the "Three-Lines" Date Stamps
As Legitimate Postmarks.

~

''Bad company." The 3L date stamps appear on lengthy correspondences
together with numerous other known steganographic censor marks, specifically,
izhitsas and zets. Over the course of 25 years (1925-1950), the Engelhardt
Observatory Correspondence collected at least 12 different known censor
marks and a transit mark that is strongly suspected of secret-police association.
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.V.~.~.Y.f}.£.~J..tY ....Q.f......Kaz.an.................................

Observatoire

de l'Universite Sun Yatsen.

CHENG KIANG, YUNNAN,
CHINE.

A p ostcard from the Sun Yatsen Unive rsity
O b servatory in Chungking, Yunnan Province, C hina
to the Engelhardt O bservato ry, sent o n 29 July 1939
and acknowledging receipt o f publicatio n s from
Engelhardt. (Stamp rem oved.) Intercepted at the PK
attached to the Moscow G P O 's gth Disp atch O ffice
on 16 September 1939 . It reach ed K azan' o n 22
September.

M oscow gth D. O . "three-lines"
date stamp, serial v, but w ith
three rows of do tted line s.
Type la. Extrem e ly rare .

3.7.5.1. The Case Against the "Three-Lines" Date Stamps
As Legitimate Postmarks.

~ Appearance on returned mail.

Like the zets, the
lines" show up on returned international mail.

Moscow 3th D.O.
"three-lines" (dots)
censor mark, serial

3th

Dispatch Office "three-

D.

"Zolotykh does not
acknowledge this as
his mail."

~1- ~r-13~ t&, ~ ~"!'r

J/c ,

A;

o --~

rf'UrVJL

gl LeA._~011

µ_;_J0f J_
Ordinary international
mail from London
SW12 to Kuybyshev,
posted on 23 May
1939. Intercepted at
Moscow's 3th D.O.
and perlustrated there.
The
postman's
manuscript n otatio n
sugge sts that the letter
Kuybyshev,
reach ed
but there is no arrival
mark to confirm it.

'

...

"Refused."

•.. . .....
ltfTOUI

, ........,

" Return. /
Moscowrefused."

/
(N

I

3. 7.5.2. Introduction of a Ne\.v Type of "Three-Lines" (3L) Date Stamp.
This 3L style -Type 2 -was introduced around October
of 1939, shortly before the Winter War of 1939-1940,
when the USSR invaded Finland. Type 2 conformed to
the April 1938 date stamp standard, and survived up to at
least 1958. Once again, no other Moscow dispatch
office's date stamps displayed this three-line feature.

Type 2 Moscow 8th DO 3Ls, serials a (left,
enlarged) andg (at right, normal size).

The cover was sent to an American academic visiting
Moscow through Intourist It received the serial a 3L
date stamp on 23 October 1939, but the addressee had
left, so the cover received a second 3L (serial~ on its way
back to California on 28 October.

..
----

•,

The addressee, Dr. Ralph Lutz, was a
member of the Belgian-American
Educational Foundation, with ties to
Herbert Hoover, making him a prime
surveillance target

·'

3. 7 .5.3. Introduction of a New "Doubled-Serial" Date Stamp.

Closely allied with the Moscow "three-lines" date stamps were the
"doubled-serial letters," essentially "three-lines" date stamps but without
the lines. Alike in every other respect, these steganographic censor marks
saw lengthy duty at the Moscow 8th Dispatch Office. Introduced at some
point in the latter half of 1939, the doubled-serials continued in use
through WWII and into the early 1950s.

.Absender:
(Vor- u. Znuame)
Komp.Nr, :.... ..... ..... ... ..... ............ ..... .......
Gefangenennummer : .... ..

t.... . . {) .... . .

Lagerunmmer: Oflag XI A
Deufscbland (Allemagoe)

An

----
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Gebiihrenfrei !- ..,, -,

r-Empfangsort :

~

· · ·· ··· ·· · ··· ··· ······· ····

.....

~~~

---~~~

Stra6e:
Land :
(ProYiur. usw.)

A fter the jo int Nazi-Soviet assault on Poland in 1939, Polish prisoners-o f-war ended up on
b o th sides. This POW card cam e from a Polish o fficer h eld at O flag X I A in Germany,
writing to his wife or close relative in Lemberg (L'vov), n ow under Soviet occupation.
Mailed on 8 November 1939, the card was routed first through Moscow and the 8th
Dispatch O ffice for cens ors hip ~ 4 December 1939, doubled-serial ye.

3.7.6. The Return of Overt Mail Censorship During the NKVD Period.
People's Commissariat of Communications (NKS).

Not long after the Soviets occupied Western Ukraine and eastern Poland and shortly before the
Winter War against Finland, overt censorship of international mail was brought back, ostensibly
run by the People's Commissariat of Communications, or NKS. In actual fact, however, it was
controlled by the same organization that maintained the PKs - the secret police. This was the
same category of correspondence (international mail) that had been covertly watched in its
entirety prior to 1939. Memoranda derived from NKS-censored mail continued to flow to the
NKVD.
Commercial mail sent on 9 January 1940 from Moscow to Ulm-Donau, Germany, during
the Winter War (30 November 1939 -13 March 1940).

CARTE POSTALE. POSTA KARTO
D04TOBA5I KAPT04KA

N KS roller censor m ark applied to internation al m ail.

3. 7.6. The Return of Overt Censorship During the NKVD Period.
People's Commissariat of Communications (NKS).
Fighting had also taken place between the Soviets and the Japanese in May 1939, so "NKS censorship"
was imposed on international correspondence to and from that area as well.

AFTER FIVE DAYS RETURN TO

The Pacific National Bank of Seattle
SECOND AVENUE AT MADISON STREET

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

ON BOARD S . S.

Standard roller censor mark
of the N KS on the reverse,
probably
applied
m
Vladivostok.
Earliest
recorded.

The purser of the SS Denali
(Alaska Line) mailed this
letter from the small town
of Uellen on Kamchatka on
28 August 1939.

3.8. Clandestine Mail Surveillance During the First People's Commissariat
for State Security (NKGB) Period (3 February 1941- 20 July 1941) .

.....,

(( </ l--<

On 3 February 1941, the NKGB was
formed and split away from the
NKVD,
and
the
perlustration
operations were moved to the 4th

Department
(OperationalTechnical) of the NKGB. This
department was not assigned to any
directorate, being instead immediately
subordinate to the commissariat itself
In this period, over 40,000 monitors
were added in order to impose
military censorship on 100% of
international
and
domestic
correspondence.
Many PKs were
closed or drastically reduced and their
monitors were transferred to the
People's Commissariats for Defense
and the Navy.
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Obverse

Registered mail from a medical institute in Saratov to Philadelphia,
posted on 15 February 1941. Routed through Moscow. Damaged
frame "Received at Moscow in damaged condition. Emplqye
"
The words "en" and "etat'' are pushed together, and the frame is
misshapen, probably from hav ing drawers slammed shut on it.

3.8.1. Continuation of the Moscow gth Dispatch Office
Doubled-Serial Date Stamps.

L: Moscow 3th D.O. doubled-serial v.
R: 3th D.O. doubled-serial M.

Obverse

Internation al airmail letter from Cranford, New J ersey to Mo scow, sent o n 23 January
1941. It reached the Mo scow 3th D. O. on 3 March (d oubled serial v), then the letter
b ounced around from the Mo scow 11 Qth Postal Branch O ffice to the 30th and the 41 st
Branch O ffices b efore they gave up and returned it. O n its w ay out o f the country, it had
to clear the 3 th Dispatch O ffice again (doubled-serial M, dated 27 March).

3.8.1. Continuation of the Moscow gth Dispatch Office
Doubled-Serial Date Stamps.

POSTAL CARD -

CARii::: PO::OIAl-J::

TH!S SIDE

Observatoire Engelhardt

The 8th Dispatch Office doubled-serial letters continued into 1941. This card from Berkley,
California, sent on 27 January 1941, acknowledged receipt of two bulletins issued by the
Engelhardt Astronomical Observatory outside Kazan', USSR It arrived in country and was
censored by the PK attached to the 8th Dispatch Office on 11 March 1941. (Doubled-serial v
date stamp.)

Moscow 8th D.O. doubled-serial
v clandestine censor mark.

The case against the 8th Dispatch
Office doubled-serial date stamps
as legitimate postmarks.

tf}\il'll ·
Berkeley, California, U.S.A.~

Je.rn~e.ry

15., 1941

Dear Sir:
the l'A.f€~al,{cf'.l.tl1e-ftg1f,e'{tlt Obgl""f,'tf/;Y!/ctlzfli"iversity of California e.nd
I beg to acf110/ule°tfge w1t'fi /talks t71e rece1 pt of

);:>-

);:>);:>);:>-

Appears exclusively on international
mail.
Known PK location (Moscow).
No time hacks on the date bridge.
Bad company. Presence in a lengthy
correspondence
(Engelhardt
Observatory) that displays a multitude
of izhitsa and Zft censor marks.

Bulletin:

nos. 16, 17

P11blications:

no. 21

Yours very truly,
l <.:KNO\VLEVCMJ>Nl·s
~1\RE MADE ANNUALLY

R. T. Cre.wford

Director.

Reverse

3.8.2. Continuation of the Zet Date Stamps:
Ukrainian SSR.

Obverse

Odessa "large ze!' type,
serial " v." (fhe left side
of the " zl' is missing.)

Trenton, New Jersey to Kishinev, sent poste
restante on 24 December 1940.
It was
released by the Odessa PK on 16 February
1941, reached Kishinev two days later, and
was then returned because it was
unclaimed. (fhe sender, Dr. Leonid
Snegireff, was a prominent philatelist in the
Rossica Society of Russian Philately and
the British SRP.)

/
D r. Leonid
Snegireff

-

One of
the latest
zel!S

recorded.

3.8.3. Continuation of the "Received in Damaged Condition" Markings.

Very little in the way of steganographic date stamps has been recorded from the first (and very
short) NKGB period, and only a few RIDCs. Like their predecessors, they are rife with misspellings
in the French text.
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R:uw lU\~ ~
Registered mail from the Karl Marx State
Collective Farm in Suvorovskiy Royon,
Ordzhonikidze
Territory
to
Bern,
Switzerland, mailed on 26 March 1941. It
was routed through Moscow, where it
acquired the "Received at Moscow in damaged
condition. Employee
" mark above.
Errors: No "c" in "Rec;:u" or "e" in
"etat."

'

Obverse

it

/

3.8.4. Continuation of the City-Specific Censor Marks.

The top-secret 18 January 1940
Regulations on the Work Routine and Duties
ef NKVD USSR Political Control
(issued
during
the
Emplqyees
GUGB / NKVD period) outlined the
duties of the clandestine censors and
the structure of the PKs. One of the
groups in those PKs was the Wrapper
Examination Group.
Per the Regulations,
"1. The Wrapper Examination
Group conducts the clandestine
examination of all inbound and
outbound international wrappers, as
well as all foreign wrappers in
transit. It also examines domestic
wrappers in accordance with special
tasking
from
operational
departments.
"2. Wrappers come to the group on
conveyers from the postal dispatch
office. It shall be sorted by country
and forwarded to the political
controllers for examination."

Scientific wrapper mail
containing printed matter from the the
Astro nomical Institute in Leningrad to
the Tuebingensternwarte in Oesterberg,
Germany, censored first in Leningrad
(serial E can cel, 10 February 1941) and
again upon arrival in Germany.
At

right:

Lening rad serial E
clandestine censor
mark.

I

3.9. The "Great Patriotic War" and the Return of Overt Military Censorship.

The NKGB experiment was quickly shelved not long after the Nazi invasion of the USSR, and perlustration operations reverted to the NKVD on 20 July 1941. With universal military censorship in place, the
need for steganographic censor marks posing as postal date stamps largely disappeared, but clandestine mail
surveillance continued. And just as had been the case during the Civil War, military censorship was
concerned with political repression and control, not just counter-intelligence, thus blurring the line between
overt and covert mail surveillance.

/

/

Roller censor marks with the Soviet
coat of arms and the words ''Examined by military censorship" were
tried early in the war Quly-September 1941), primarily in Moscow and
Leningrad.

/

-

Kazan' Railroad Terminal to Providence, Rhode Island, posted on 3 July 1941. Not cleared by
military censorship until 19 July, when it left the Moscow Main Post Office's 1st Dispatch
Office.

4.0. Suspicious Features, Oddities and Anomalies.
There is a growing number of Soviet date stamps from the pre-WWII period that may well have
been used in clandestine mail surveillance (CMS), but for which there is an insufficient mass of
examples to draw a final conclusion. These are suspect because they fit some of the criteria (data
points) for CMS, share a feature with a known CMS date stamp, or display something that would
seem to have no postal utility.

4.1. The Ordzhonikidze "Three-Lines" Date Stamp.
The important Northern Caucasus city of Ordzhonikidze - formerly
Vladikavkaz - is known to have had a PK This 3L date stamp preceded
the known CMS 3L censor marks of Moscow by at least seven years. It
appears on international mail from Ordzhonikidze, and it has been
found in the lengthy correspondence of Dr. Abram Horodisch along
with a number of izhitsas from Kuybyshev, showing that his letters were
being surveilled. Thus, the Ordzhonikidze 3L has four CMS data points
against it.
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Propaganda postcard from Ordzhonikidze to D r. A. H orodisch in Berlin-Wilmersd orf,
Germany, mailed on 3 March 1932.

4.2. Date Stamps with Combination Serial Letters.

Postal date stamps do not normally display two different serial letters. This phenomenon
has been recorded on mail from just a small handful of towns and cities in the USSR, in
only a few combinations: l + a, l + b, l + v and l + N. The common denominator is thus far
always!.

Prop aganda p ostcard sent o n 3 D ecember 1934 from Ul'yanovsk (formerly Simbirsk) to
Michurinsk, Central Black Earth Region. Combination serial letters l and b, on a " threedo ts" date stamp.

4.2. Date Stamps with Combination Serial Letters.

'
...

YBE!OMAEHHE
IlEPEBOJJ;A

Bol'shoy-Tokmak,
serial letters I+ b.
KY ,ll.A
KOMY

CAan11L1H: BaMH

rrO'ITOBbIA

0

no

IIO'ITE

MocKaa- 16, HernHHHaR, 12
oaHK A11R BHeWHeH ToprOBll H CCCP

nepeao.u.

This registered postcard notified the sender of a 75.5 7-ruble postal money order in
Moscow that the money had been received at Lenino, a v illage in Bol'shoy-Tokmak Rayon,
Dnepropetrovsk Ob!ast', Ukrainian SSR. Sent on 7 January 1937 from the Bol'shoyTokmak P.O., 448-U-1 (the Ukrainian post code de signation for that P.O.), it b ears a serialletter combination I + b date stamp.

4.3. Anomalies.
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Caspian
Sea

A soldier's free-frank letter, sent
from Field Post Office 21301 to
his relatives in Moscow on 23
September 1945. (FPO 21301
supported the
444th Rifle
Regiment of the lOSth Rifle

Iran

Divis~on.)

Examined by Military Censor
No.
0013 7,
probably
at
Kirovabad.
The
Kirovabad
(formerly
Gandja, in the Azeri SSR) date
stamp of 24 September 1945
appears to be an izhitsa, but the
latest recorded izhitsa up to this
point is 1940, and none has
b een recorded during or after
\"XTWII anywhere else in the
If this is indeed an
USSR.
izhitsa u sed by the NKGB, it is
by far the latest recorded.

The soldier's letter talks about his unit having b een
disbanded and the upcoming d emobilization (a
violation of operational security) , so it is possib le
this date stamp was still b eing u sed as an izhitsa,
even at this late date.
T h ere are two other
possibilities: 1) The date stamp was originally u sed
as an izhitsa, but was then pressed into service as an
em ergency postal canceler. 2) T h e bilingual date
stamp was legitimate to b egin w ith, a Cyrillic serial v
and a Latin V,
which would be on th e right (illegible) side.
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Obverse

4.3. Anomalies.

From the 6th Dispatch Office
to the International Post
Office which replaced it, the
common denominator is the
"N 6." In the IPO period, it is
also
the
abbreviation
"Mezhdun." before "Pochtamt."

This first-flight cover from Stockh olm v ia
Riga to Moscow was sent poste restante to a
likely non-ex istent person b y a philatelist,
wh o wanted the cover back. Sent on 1 July
193 7, it reached Moscow that day (I'vfoscow
Etranger serial E arrival mark at upper right),
but did not clear the International Post
Office (where the PK was located) until 3
The (probably) fictional addressee
July.
never appeared at th e post office, so it was
returned (manuscript entry at top left) and
left the country on the 7 th.

Obverse

(Moscow Etranger serial z h dispatch mark at upper le ft.)
Even though it lacks an izhitsa, the International Post
Office "No. 6" date stamp is strongly suspected of being a
clande stine mail surveillance date stamp.

